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ABSTRACT 

 

It is often suggested that species differences in neophobia are related to 

differences in feeding or habitat specialisation. Generalist species, which have 

more to gain from exploring novel resources, tend to be less neophobic than 

specialists. However, some successful generalists including ravens, brown rats 

and coyotes also demonstrate high levels of neophobia. I explored this paradox 

using common magpies, a widespread generalist opportunist that displays 

behaviour indicative of high neophobia. Using a combination of field and short-

term captive studies, I investigated whether novelty reactions were a fixed trait 

or varied according to object features and context as well as for different 

categories of novelty (i.e. objects, food, location). I found that novelty reactions 

in magpies were not influenced by object features such as colour, shape or size 

but varied greatly depending on environmental context and novelty category. 

Birds did not show avoidance of novel objects presented in novel environments 

but were extremely wary of similar novel objects presented in familiar 

environments, suggesting that violation of expectations may be more important 

than absolute novelty. Magpies could overcome the neophobia through 

repeated exploration of the objects over longer periods of time, but it affected 

their foraging behaviour. To avoid interactions with novel objects, wild-living 

magpies successfully employed an innovative technique that involves observing 

and pilfering from caching squirrels. Less aversion was shown towards novel 

food than to novel objects, while familiar objects and food encountered in novel 

locations were generally accepted. In total, this thesis suggests that neophobia 

is a complex and dynamic phenomenon in generalist foragers which may set 

protective limitations on the level of exploration. It can be overcome through 

learning and the development of alternative behavioural tactics such as 

kleptoparasitism. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 General introduction 

Magpies visiting a feeding station on Exeter University’s Streatham campus in 

2007-09 were observed employing an innovative foraging tactic. Rather than 

taking nuts directly from feeding trays, which they could easily do, the magpies 

pilfered nuts cached by grey squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis) after watching the 

squirrels cache from a discrete location (tree branches). This behaviour 

continued even after several weeks of repeated exposures to the tray. The most 

parsimonious explanation for this pilfering behaviour, which lasted for several 

weeks and is less efficient than taking nuts directly from the tray, is fear of 

approaching the tray (neophobia). This is in line with reports by gamekeepers 

and field researchers that magpies are very hesitant to approach traps and 

attribute it to a generalised fear of novel objects (Alsager, Boyles, & Stenrue, 

1972; Birkhead, 1991; Doerr, Doerr, & Stacey, 1998; Wang & Trost, 2000). Yet, 

at the same time, magpies have a reputation as thieves with a particular 

attraction to shiny objects and are widely regarded as 'bold' and 'challenging' 

birds (RSPB, 2013a). This thesis examines novelty reactions in magpies in 

order to determine which of these contradictory characterisations is accurate.  

 Although neophobia has been studied extensively in captive rats (e.g. 

Barnett, 1958; Cowan, 1977; Honey, Pye, Lightbown, Rey, & Hall, 1992; Inglis, 

et al., 1996; Montgomery, 1955), and more recently in captive passerines (e.g. 

Boogert, Reader, & Laland, 2006; Coleman & Mellgren, 1994; Greenberg, 1984, 

1992; Mettke-Hofmann, Lorentzen, Schlicht, Schneider, & Werner, 2009; 

Mettke-Hofmann, Rowe, Hayden, & Canoine, 2006), few studies of neophobia 

have been conducted with wild animals which are free to avoid the novel 

stimulus. Additionally, most recent studies have focused on differential 

responses between closely related species with different feeding ecologies 

(Clarke & Lindburg, 1993; Greenberg, 1984; Webster & Lefebvre, 2000), social 

systems (Bergman & Kitchen, 2009) or migratory habits (Mettke-Hofmann, et 

al., 2009; Nilsson, Nilsson, Alerstam, & Backman, 2010). No study has 
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previously fully characterised neophobia in a single species to determine 

whether it is a static behavioural characteristic or a more dynamic and context-

specific phenomenon. This thesis addresses that omission by providing the first 

detailed study of neophobia and its attenuation in an ecologically-relevant 

context. 

 Recently, studies of reversal learning have shown that slow explorers are 

more behaviourally flexible in novel conditions than fast explorers (Guillette, 

Reddon, Hoeschele, & Sturdy, 2011; Tebbich, Stankewitz, & Teschke, 2012; 

Verbeek, Drent, & Wiepkema, 1994), challenging the widely-held belief that 

neophobia constrains behavioural flexibility and innovation. This thesis 

challenges that belief further by investigating whether neophobia can drive 

innovation in cognitively-advanced generalists such as magpies (see discussion 

in section 1.5.2). When faced with conflicting motivations, in this case between 

procuring the nuts and avoiding the tray, it appears that magpies find a novel 

solution that lets them do both: kleptoparasiting less wary species. Uncovering 

such a complex solution would be impossible in the artificial conditions under 

which most studies of problem-solving and behavioural flexibility in animals are 

conducted, leading to an overly simplistic or inaccurate view of the relationship 

between  novelty reactions and behavioural flexibility. This thesis aims to help 

reveal the true nature of this relationship. 

 In all, this thesis will contribute to the understanding of neophobia in 

ecologically-plastic species and provide insight as to its adaptive value in 

successful foraging generalists such as corvids.  Additionally, it will help 

advance the study of cognition in the wild by demonstrating that straightforward 

field experiments can shed light on cognitive mechanisms. 

 

1.2 An ecological view of neophobia 

In nature, many of the decisions that animals make involve resources that are 

qualitatively novel and to varying degrees dissimilar from what they have 

previously experienced. An animal’s response to novelty therefore plays a 

crucial role in how it learns about and interacts with its environment. While 

exploration of novelty can introduce animals to profitable resources, it also 
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consumes time and energy for benefits that are unknown and may also impose 

great risks. According to Greenberg (2003), differential responses to novelty are 

not based on specific costs and benefits ascertained by an animal, but rather 

the uncertainty of either the costs or benefits of exploring a novel resource.  

 Two types of novelty response are generally recognised: neophilia – 

spontaneous attraction to a food item, object, or place because it is novel; and 

neophobia – aversion to approaching any stimulus simply because it is novel 

(Greenberg & Mettke-Hofmann, 2001). Uninhibited neophilia is commonly 

expressed in juvenile birds and mammals (Bergman & Kitchen, 2009; 

Greenberg, 2003; Heinrich, 1995), while neophobia is the predominant 

response of adult birds and mammals (Greenberg, 2003; Mettler & Shivik, 2007; 

Stoewe, Bugnyar, Heinrich, & Kotrschal, 2006). Although neophobia is 

widespread, the intensity of expression varies considerably between individuals 

within a species and between species. Two theories have been proposed to 

explain the interspecific variation: the neophobia threshold hypothesis (NTH) 

and the dangerous niche hypothesis (DNH).   

 

1.2.1 NEOPHOBIA THRESHOLD HYPOTHESIS  

In the neophobia threshold hypothesis, Greenberg (1983) proposes that 

interspecific differences in neophobia underlie variation in ecological-plasticity. 

He suggests that animals specialised for certain predictable ecological 

conditions have less to gain by exploring novel resources and are therefore 

highly neophobic, while generalist species, which can benefit substantially from 

exploration, are less neophobic. Indeed, several field and laboratory 

experiments have shown that widespread, generalist species are less 

neophobic than closely related specialist species. Greenberg (1983, 1989) has 

shown that generalist warblers (bay-breasted warbler, Dendroica castanea) and 

sparrows (song sparrow, Melospiza melodia) feed more rapidly in the presence 

of novel objects than do more specialised species of their genus (chestnut-

sided warbler, D. pensylvanica; swamp sparrow, M. georgiana). Webster & 

Lefebvre (2001) investigated the neophobic response of five bird species that 

commonly feed together in urban environments and found that the three 

Passeriformes, with omnivorous diets, were quicker to feed near novel stimuli 
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than the two Columbiformes which are specialist seed and legume feeders. 

Travaini, et al. (2013) found that the opportunistic grey fox (Pseudalopex 

griseus) showed less neophobia toward novel objects than the sympatric culpeo 

fox (P. culpaeus) with a more conservative diet. Comparative studies in 

primates have found similar patterns, with omnivorous lion-tail macaques 

(Macaca silenus) being less neophobic than the primarily frugivorous 

cynomologus macaques (M. fasicularis) (Clarke & Lindburg, 1993). Likewise, 

dietary generalist chacma baboons (Papio ursinus) show lower neophobic 

responses to novel objects than geladas (Theropithecus gelada), a close 

relative that specialises in eating grass (Bergman & Kitchen, 2009).  

 

1.2.2 DANGEROUS NICHE HYPOTHESIS  

While much of the interspecific variation in neophobic responses is consistent 

with the neophobia threshold hypothesis, the heightened neophobia exhibited 

by some widespread foraging opportunists challenge this theory. House 

sparrows, Passer domesticus (Echeverria & Vassallo, 2008), brown rats, Rattus 

norvegicus (Brunton, Macdonald, & Buckle, 1993), ravens, Corvus corax 

(Heinrich, 1988) and coyotes, Canis latrans (Mettler & Shivik, 2007) are all 

successful generalist foragers yet show strong aversion to novel stimuli. 

 The dangerous niche hypothesis, which follows a more general view that 

the primary function of neophobia is to protect animals from the unknown 

potential dangers of new things, offers an explanation that extends to these 

neophobic generalists (Greenberg, 2003).  It proposes that the relative danger 

of a species’ environment determines its level of exploration and neophobia. 

Greenberg (1989) suggested that neophobic responses should be stronger in 

more complex or variable habitats as the perception of risk would be higher in 

environments that change rapidly, especially human-inhabited areas. Indeed, 

Echeverria & Vassallo (2008) found that house sparrows exhibited stronger 

neophobic responses to novel objects in urban parks than in suburban 

marshes. Under the dangerous niche hypothesis, species encountering toxic 

food or high predation should also explore their environment with more caution 

(Greenberg & Mettke-Hofmann, 2001; Mettke-Hofmann, Winkler, & Leisler, 

2002). Foraging opportunists living commensally with humans, such as rats, 
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corvids and even house sparrows, are currently (or have historically been) 

persecuted and therefore run a particularly high risk of consuming toxic food or 

encountering dangerous objects (e.g. traps) and should therefore be wary of 

any unfamiliar stimulus. In an extreme form of the dangerous niche hypothesis, 

Heinrich (1988) suggests that ravens’ heightened neophobia could reflect 

selection from a long history of human persecution at baits. Mettler & Shivik 

(2007) also suggest that neophobic coyotes are being artificially selected in 

areas with intensive coyote control programmes as bold individuals are more 

likely to be trapped and removed from the breeding population. 

 

1.2.3 OVERCOMING NEOPHOBIA: THE TWO-FACTOR MODEL  

Although the dangerous niche hypothesis offers a more far-reaching 

explanation for interspecific variations in neophobia, the exaggerated level of 

neophobia exhibited by some ecologically-plastic species is still a paradox. How 

do animals adapt to novel environments or exploit novel resources if their main 

response to novelty is fear? Specifically, how can magpies be both ecologically 

plastic and highly wary of novelty? Greenberg & Mettke-Hofmann (2001) 

suggest that this can best be explained by a two-factor model in which 

neophobia and neophilia are considered as two independent responses to a 

novel stimulus. Thus, in opportunistic generalist species, novelty can invoke 

competing states of both fear (neophobia) and curiosity (neophilia). These 

conflicting motivations to both explore and avoid novel stimuli result in an 

approach-withdrawal response, where an animal makes short approaches 

towards the novel stimulus but quickly retreats before making contact with it. 

This behaviour acts to attenuate the fear, allowing exploration and learning to 

take place. It is most likely to occur in situations where the potential benefits 

and potential dangers of approaching a new situation are both high (Greenberg 

& Mettke-Hofmann, 2001).  

 The two-factor model is supported by recent studies of captive birds, and 

builds on a theory first proposed by Montgomery (1955) based on laboratory 

studies with rats. In Montgomery's (1955) studies, laboratory rats were exposed 

to a variety of novel mazes and exhibited both approach and avoidance 

behaviours when they encountered them. He concluded that novel stimulation 
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evoked both the exploratory drive and the fear drive, thus generating approach-

avoidance conflict behaviour. However, captive studies that force an interaction 

between an animal and a novel stimulus have limited application in nature 

where animals are free to avoid a fear-provoking stimulus. According to 

Greenberg (2003), we do not know how neophobia and exploration function in 

generalist species in the wild because few studies have been conducted under 

natural conditions over long periods. 

 The only evidence from wild animals put forward in support of the two-

factor model comes from Heinrich (1988) who reported that ravens feeding on 

novel carcasses first landed 10 or more metres from the carcass, then 

performed repeated ‘jumping-jacks’ (sudden, vertical or backward leaps) as 

they approached it. Their final approach consisted of jumping on, then fleeing, 

the carcass. Heinrich suggests that the birds may use this approach/withdrawal 

behaviour to learn about object properties and ascertain their safety and 

palatability. For example, the jumping-jack manoeuvres may be a way of testing 

if the carcass is actually a sleeping or sick animal rather than a dead one. 

Whether animals exhibit similar ambivalent behaviour toward novel inanimate 

stimuli in a voluntary test situation has not previously been investigated. If they 

do, this may provide one mechanism by which they overcome neophobia and 

utilise novel resources. 

 

1.2.4 CONTEXT SPECIFICITY OF NOVELTY REACTIONS  

Another mechanism which may play an important role in allowing animals to 

utilise novel resources is context-specificity. It has been suggested that novelty 

responses may not be a simple unitary trait that is consistent across situations 

but is instead context-specific. Studies with rats and captive coyotes found that 

animals readily investigated novel objects encountered in unfamiliar 

environments but avoided the same objects when they appeared in familiar 

environments (Cowan, 1976; Harris & Knowlton, 2001; Lubow, Rifkin, & Alek, 

1976). If similar context-specific responses are exhibited by wild animals, 

neophobia may not occur when individuals move into novel environments. 
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Cowan (1976) investigated the relative importance of environmental and spatial 

cues on the novel object reactions of captive rats. He found that none of the rats 

avoided novel objects if they were present in the new environment when the 

rats were first introduced but seven days later at least some of the rats showed 

avoidance towards novel objects in the by now familiar environment. In a further 

experiment, he moved a familiar feeding basket to a novel location within the 

familiar environment and found that the rats avoided it to a similar degree as the 

novel objects in the familiar environment. Lubow, et al. (1976) examined the 

effect of context on stimulus salience in captive-bred rats and young children 

using a procedure that included new stimuli in familiar environments, familiar 

stimuli in new environments, familiar stimuli in familiar environments and new 

stimuli in new environments. They found that the two conditions that presented 

contrasting novelty or familiarity of the environment with that of the stimulus 

elicited a greater perceptual response than the two conditions that presented a 

stimulus and environment with similar novelty or familiarity. They concluded that 

stimulus salience is virtually independent of absolute stimulus novelty and 

instead relies almost entirely on relative novelty. Other studies with captive-bred 

rats have produced similar results. Honey, et al. (1992) found that when a 

familiar food was presented to rats in a novel environment it elicited a strong 

neophobic response, while Hennessy, et al. (1977) found that experiencing a 

familiar stimulus in a novel environment produced a more intense neophobic 

response in rats than the novel environment on its own. 

 More recently, a study with captive-bred coyotes replicated the findings 

of previous rat and human studies. Harris & Knowlton (2001) found that coyotes 

readily investigated novel objects encountered in unfamiliar environments but 

were wary of the same novel objects when encountered in familiar 

environments. The authors concluded that when coyotes were in unfamiliar 

surroundings, novel situations were not recognised because everything was 

novel. According to Cowan (1976) and Corey (1978), as animals become 

familiar with an environment they develop a cognitive map of it and react when 

they encounter a discrepancy with their expectations. This idea was also put 

forward by Heinrich (1999) to explain the seemingly erratic pattern of fears he 

had observed during 10 years of studying captive and wild ravens. He said:  “A 
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raven is afraid of what it knows to be dangerous, but that seems to be the least 

of its fears. Most of all, it is afraid of events that violate its expectations." 

 Studies have shown that animals can also have different reactions to 

various categories of novelty (e.g. food, object, space). For example, individual 

pumpkinseed sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus) that approached a novel object (a 

red-tipped stick) soonest were not necessarily the first to investigate a novel 

food source (Coleman & Wilson, 1998). Similarly, both Cowan (1976) and Inglis, 

et al. (1996) found that rats exhibited much greater neophobia towards novel 

objects than novel foods; while Martin & Fitzgerald (2005) found differences in 

food neophobia but not object neophobia between expanding and established 

populations of house sparrows. Such category-specific responses may also 

play a key role in allowing animals to explore novel habitats or resources safely. 

Specifically, magpies' apparent aversion to novel objects may not be an 

indicator of their response to novel food or novel locations. 

 

1.3 Behavioural flexibility and innovation 

Magpies, as successful foraging generalists that inhabit a broad range of 

habitats (see section 1.5.1), appear to be quite ecologically plastic. Such 

ecological plasticity is often considered to be intrinsically linked to behavioural 

flexibility (e.g. Overington, Griffin, Sol, & Lefebvre, 2011; Sol & Lefebvre, 2000; 

Sol, Timmermans, & Lefebvre, 2002; Wright, Eberhard, Hobson, Avery, & 

Russello, 2010). While responses to novel objects can provide an assay of 

some aspects of behavioural flexibility, a species' propensity for behavioural 

innovation, defined by Kummer & Goodall (1985) as solving a novel problem or 

finding a new solution to an old one, is a more widely-used measure. 

 In ornithology and primatology there is a long-standing tradition of 

publishing field observations of unusual, complex or novel behaviours 

(Lefebvre, Reader, & Sol, 2004). Two of the most widely cited examples are the 

opening of milk bottles by British birds, first reported in 1921 (Lefebvre, 1995) 

and sweet potato washing by Japanese macaques, first reported in 1953 

(Kawai, 1963). More recently researchers have used these catalogues of field 

observations to investigate taxonomic differences in cognition and behavioural 
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flexibility and their ecological and evolutionary implications (see edited volume 

by Reader & Laland, 2003) . 

 Comparative studies based on large numbers of field observations have 

shown that residual brain size (brain mass relative to body mass) is positively 

correlated with the number of innovations recorded for a given avian taxon 

(after correcting for research effort) suggesting that cognitive abilities play a key 

role in innovativeness (Lefebvre, et al., 2004; Overington, Morand-Ferron, 

Boogert, & Lefebvre, 2009). An example from Lefebvre, et al. (2004) documents 

117 innovation reports for large-brained crows (genus Corvus) compared to 

only 13 reports for the entire order Columbiformes which have smaller brains 

but three times as many species. A similar relationship was found in primates; 

those species with a high rate of feeding innovation also had a relatively large 

neocortex (considered the 'executive' part of the brain in mammals) (Reader & 

Laland, 2002). Sol, et al. (2002) took this approach one stage further and 

examined the links between residual brain size, feeding innovation rate and 

invasion success in birds. They found that species with relatively large brains 

and a high frequency of foraging innovations in their area of origin were more 

successful at establishing themselves when they were introduced in areas 

outside of their natural range. Taken together, these correlations underline the 

ecological importance of innovative behaviour and highlight the need for a 

deeper understanding of the underlying processes, particularly as brain size, 

and even neocortex size, evolves under the selection of a variety of factors and 

does not exclusively reflect the amount of processing capacity devoted to 

problem-solving. 

 A major challenge with relying on field reports of innovation is their rare 

and unpredictable nature, making it difficult to collect enough information to 

examine the behavioural or cognitive processes responsible (Overington, 

Cauchard, Cote, & Lefebvre, 2011). Additionally, detailed knowledge of the 

established behavioural repertoire of a population or individual - against which 

to judge novelty - is difficult to attain. An extensive study by van Schaik, van 

Noordwijk, & Wich (2006), for example, found that establishing a stable 

inventory of wild orangutan behaviours required 3000 hours of field 

observations. To overcome this problem, researchers often induce innovation 

by presenting individuals with a novel problem-solving task, usually in the 
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foraging context (Benson-Amram & Holekamp, 2012; Morand-Ferron, Cole, 

Rawles, & Quinn, 2011). This approach has been used to examine the species-

typical and individual traits that facilitate the acquisition and spread of innovative 

behaviours (Greenberg, 2003).  

 

1.3.1 NOVELTY RESPONSES AND INNOVATION  

The role of novelty responses in the development of innovative behaviours has 

attracted particular attention. This is perhaps unsurprising considering the 

inexorable link between innovation and novelty (Greenberg, 2003). Many 

authors consider low neophobia a prerequisite for innovation since animals that 

shy away from unfamiliar situations are unlikely to discover new foraging sites 

or food items (Biondi, Bo, & Vassallo, 2010; Reader, 2003; Seferta, Guay, 

Marzinotto, & Lefebvre, 2001; Webster & Lefebvre, 2001). However, the 

pilfering behaviour exhibited by magpies in previous field studies (see section 

1.1) could be described as innovative as it is a finding a solution to the novel 

problem of retrieving nuts while avoiding the tray. Yet, this behaviour appears to 

be a direct result of neophobia. Empirical studies investigating the role of 

novelty responses in behavioural flexibility have also provided mixed results.  

 A common method for investigating the relationship between novelty 

responses and innovativeness is to measure an individual's readiness to feed 

near novel stimuli and their speed at solving a novel foraging task and then look 

for associations between the two. This was the method used by Webster & 

Lefebvre (2001, see section 1.2.1) in their study of opportunistic avian species 

that regularly feed together in Barbados: three Passeriformes (Carib grackle, 

Quisicalus lugubris; Lesser Antillean bullfinch, Loxigilla noctis; shiny cowbird, 

Molothrus bonariensis) and two Columbiformes (zenadia dove, Zenadia aurita; 

common ground dove, Columbia passerina). They found that interspecific 

differences in problem solving ability were in the same direction as differences 

in neophobia. Carib grackles were quickest to feed from a bowl next to a novel 

object and were also the most successful in a problem solving test. Bullfinches 

were also very successful at the problem solving task and were the second 

quickest to approach novel objects. By contrast, the two dove species were very 

slow to feed near a novel object and also slow to solve the feeding task, while 
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cowbirds ranked in the middle on both measures. Further analysis revealed that 

individual variance in problem solving attempts could also be predicted by 

latency to feed near novel objects (Webster & Lefebvre, 2001). Interspecific 

differences in neophobia and innovation were also found in a study of primates. 

Day, Coe, Kendal, & Laland (2003) investigated the relationship between 

latency to approach a novel feeding apparatus and speed at solving the novel 

foraging task in three genera of callitrichid monkeys: Leontopithecus (lion 

tamarins), Saguinus (tamarins) and Callithrix (marmosets). Lion tamarins were 

consistently faster to approach a novel feeding apparatus and solve the novel 

foraging tasks than monkeys from the other two genera. 

 A relationship between neophobia and problem-solving ability has also 

been demonstrated in several intraspecific studies, including Carib grackles 

(Overington, Cauchard, et al., 2011), starlings, Sturnus vulgaris (Boogert, 

Reader, Hoppitt, & Laland, 2008); pigeons, Columba livia (Bouchard, Goodyer, 

& Lefebvre, 2007); and Chimango caracaras, Milvago chimango (Biondi, et al., 

2010). In all of these studies, the first birds to solve novel foraging tasks were 

those that were least hesitant to feed next to novel objects, although in 

caracaras these two behavioural traits were only correlated in juveniles, not 

adults (Biondi, et al., 2010). In contrast, a recent study of great tits, Parus major, 

found no relationship between an individual's problem solving ability and their 

reaction to novel objects or novel environments (Cole, Cram, & Quinn, 2011). 

And although no single study has yet examined both novelty reactions and 

problem solving ability in ravens, separate studies have shown them to be 

highly adept at problem solving (Heinrich & Bugnyar, 2005) and highly 

neophobic (Heinrich, Marzluff, & Adams, 1995; Stoewe, Bugnyar, Loretto, et al., 

2006). In fact the Corvus genus as a whole is known to be highly innovative 

(Lefebvre, et al., 2004) yet cautious in the face of novelty (Greenberg, 2003). 

This apparent contradiction has led some authors to suggest that it is the 

intensity of the response and the degree of attention that is paid to novelty, 

rather than the positive or negative nature of the response, that is an indicator 

of behavioural flexibility (Coppens, de Boer, & Koolhaas, 2010; Greenberg, 

2003; Groothuis & Carere, 2005; Koolhaas, 2008; Koolhaas, de Boer, Buwalda, 

& van Reenen, 2007; Verbeek, et al., 1994). 
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Studies using reversal learning as a measure of behavioural flexibility have 

produced results which seem to support the theory that attentiveness to novelty, 

whether positive or negative, is the hallmark of behavioural flexibility. In a study 

with great tits, Verbeek, et al. (1994) found that birds which were slowest to 

explore a novel room or approach a novel object (labelled slow explorers) were 

quicker to change their behaviour in a reversal learning task than birds which 

were quick to explore the novel room and object (fast explorers). All the birds 

were trained to locate food in the same location over several weeks. When the 

location of the food was changed, the fast explorers kept going to the former 

food bowl while the slow explorers changed their behaviour and stopped going 

to the former bowl. The authors suggest that the slow explorers may be more 

alert to stimuli in the known environment and adapt their behaviour to any 

changes while fast explorers pay little attention to the known environment and 

instead rely on past experience and display routine-like behaviour.  

 Guillette, Reddon, Hoeschele & Sturdy (2011) found similar results with 

black capped chickadees. Birds that did not readily enter and explore a novel 

environment (a room with five artificial trees) learned to reverse previously 

learned category rules more quickly than faster exploring conspecifics. Slower 

exploring birds required fewer trials, relative to their baseline, to learn to 

respond to C notes and ignore B notes (C+B-) following initial training on B+C-. 

The authors suggest that these results support the hypothesis that fast 

explorers fare better in stable environments where they can form routines while 

slower exploring animals fare better in an unpredictable, changing environment 

because they are more sensitive and adaptable to changes in the environment. 

Based on similar results from studies with rodents, Coppens, et al. (2010) 

conclude that proactive animals (fast explorers) are controlled primarily by 

internal cues, based on their previous experience, which is fast but may be 

inaccurate. Reactive animals (slow explorers) rely more on detailed information 

in the environment which takes longer to acquire but is more accurate. The 

heightened neophobia exhibited by some generalist species may therefore 

actually be an indicator that they are more aware of their environment and 

changes to it than less neophobic species.  

 Like the great tits and black capped chickadees in the above studies, 

magpies may be highly aware of changes to their familiar environment and 
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quick to adapt their behaviour. In this case, the presence of novel feeding trays 

may stimulate magpies to adopt different foraging tactics, specifically 

kleptoparasitising other species. 

 

1.4 Kleptoparasitism as a problem-solving strategy 

When faced with conflicting motivations, in this case between procuring the nuts 

and avoiding the tray, it appears that magpies find a novel solution that lets 

them do both: kleptoparasiting less wary species. Kleptoparasitism refers to the 

stealing of items already procured by others. The term was first introduced by 

Rothschild & Clay (1952) to describe interspecific theft of already procured food, 

but is also commonly used in reference to intraspecific food stealing 

(Brockmann & Barnard, 1979; Iyengar, 2008). It can also be used to describe 

the theft of non-food items such as nesting material and nesting sites, and is 

widely recognised as an important strategy by which animals obtain limited 

resources (Giraldeau & Caraco, 2000; Iyengar, 2008). The same behaviour has 

also been referred to as piracy, food parasitism, pilfering and robbery 

(Brockmann & Barnard, 1979). 

 While a few species are obligate kleptoparasites and obtain all of their 

food by theft, most are capable of obtaining food through a variety of techniques 

and use theft facultatively or opportunistically (Iyengar, 2008). Kleptoparasitism 

is therefore a flexible foraging strategy which may be adopted by most 

members of a population at one time or another, or it may be restricted to 

particular individuals (Brockmann & Barnard, 1979). Kleptoparasitic interactions 

can involve direct contact, and even physical conflict, between parasite and 

host (aggressive kleptoparasitism) or resources can be stolen before the host 

can detect or react to the attack (termed 'stealth kleptoparasitism' by Giraldeau 

& Caraco, 2000).  

 

1.4.1 PREVALENCE OF KLEPTOPARASITISM  

Kleptoparasitism is known to occur in most animal taxa but the majority of 

published studies have focused on birds (Iyengar, 2008). According to Iyengar 
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(2008), the prevalence of studies reporting kleptoparasitism in birds versus 

other taxa is likely a reflection of research effort rather than a true pattern in 

nature. In fact, the few known obligate kleptoparasites are arthropods, including 

stingless bees in Central America ("lemon bee" or "robber bee", Lestrimelitta 

limao) which have no structures for carrying pollen and therefore must steal 

processed food stores from other bees' nests (Wille, 1983) and several slave-

making ant species where the masters are incapable of feeding themselves and 

rely on slaves for food (reviewed in Iyengar, 2008). Other taxa with known 

kleptoparasites include mammals (Dearing, 1997); molluscs (Iyengar, 2002); 

fish (Dominey & Snyder, 1988) and echinoderms (Morissette & Himmelman, 

2000). 

 Within birds, kleptoparasitism is non-randomly distributed among orders, 

with the Falconiformes (diurnal birds of prey) and Charadriformes (particularly 

the gulls and skuas) accounting for 60% of the documented avian 

kleptoparasites despite comprising only 7% of bird species (Brockmann & 

Barnard, 1979; Morand-Ferron, Sol, & Lefebvre, 2007). Among Passeriformes, 

the largest bird order, it is relatively rare except in Corvidae - the crow family - 

where it has been described in 11.8% of 110 species (Brockmann & Barnard, 

1979). Kleptoparasitism has never been observed in seed and fruit eating 

orders such as Galliformes, Columbiformes and Psittaciformes (Brockmann & 

Barnard, 1979). Of course, this distribution pattern may simply reflect research 

effort rather than distinct differences between orders. 

 

1.4.2     EVOLUTION OF KLEPTOPARASITISM  

In the first comprehensive review of kleptoparasitism, Brockmann & Barnard 

(1979) outlined the ecological conditions facilitating the evolution of 

kleptoparasitism in birds. Paulson (1985) added to this list but again relied 

solely on avian examples. In 2008, Iyengar adapted the previous lists to reflect 

the conditions applicable to both mobile and sedentary species. Based on these 

combined papers, the conditions which favour the evolution of food 

kleptoparasitism across animal taxa include: 
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 1. Parasite species are opportunistic feeders accustomed to taking 

advantage of any food supply they find. 

 2. Hosts obtain food in such a way that the parasite can steal it. Animals 

that require long food handling times, transport food items and those that store 

their food are at a higher risk of being kleptoparasitised. 

 3. The parasite and host must share a habitat. This enables the parasite 

to encounter new hosts frequently thus providing more stealing opportunities 

and preventing a single host from learning how to evade parasitism. 

 4. Parasites must recognise hosts that will provide suitable food 

resources. In relation to birds, this means the food is visible (large) and carried 

conspicuously by the host (in beak, talons or mouth) in a habitat with good 

visibility. 

 5. The net gain from kleptoparasitism is greater than from independent 

foraging, i.e. the energy gained must exceed the cost (energy expenditure and 

risk of injury from host). Kleptoparasites must be able to assess the trade-offs of 

different feeding modes. This is particularly true for avian kleptoparasitic 

interactions which often involve energetically expensive aerial chases. Iyengar 

(2008) suggests that successful kleptoparasitism requires some degree of 

learning on the part of the parasite. 

 The cache pilfering magpies were observed performing in previous field  

studies (see section 1.1) does meet several of the conditions favouring the 

evolution of kleptoparasitism as outlined above. The open habitat offering good 

visibility, the predictable occurrence of squirrels in time and space and the 

squirrels' handling of nuts at the tray and then caching them are all factors that 

may make energy intake through kleptoparasitism profitable as magpies do not 

have to spend much time or energy identifying suitable hosts. But the 

predominant factor making kleptoparasitism profitable in this situation may be 

magpies' cognitive abilities. 
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1.4.3 THE ROLE OF COGNITION IN KLEPTOPARASITISM  

The importance of cognitive abilities in successful kleptoparasitism is further 

supported by Morand-Ferron, et al. (2007) who conducted a meta-analysis of 

interspecific kleptoparasitism in birds. They found that kleptoparasitism has 

evolved more frequently within families with larger brains relative to their body 

size and that kleptoparasites have larger residual brain size than their hosts. 

The possession of a larger brain is thought to confer greater behavioural 

flexibility and information-processing abilities, allowing a kleptoparasite to 

employ tactics which maximise the success and/or minimise the cost of each 

theft attempt.  

 By using the appropriate tactics, parasites can steal food from larger or 

better-armed individuals without risking injury or expending excessive energy. 

Brown-necked ravens (Corvus ruficollis), for example, drive the much larger 

Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus) off of food items by always attacking 

in pairs (Yosef, Kabesa, & Yosef, 2011), while forked-tailed drongos (Dicrurus 

adsimilis) use different tactics when stealing food from species smaller than 

themselves and those larger than themselves (Flower & Gribble, 2012). When 

targeting smaller species such as sociable weavers (Philetarius socius), 

drongos typically physically attack a target individual which is handling food. 

When targeting larger species such as pied babblers (Turdoides bicolor) and 

meerkats (Suricata suricatta), which defend their food more readily than smaller 

species, drongos are more likely to produce false alarm calls which cause the 

target individual to flee to cover and abandon its food item. Magpies also 

appear to choose the tactic that maximises stealing success - pilfering caches 

from a discrete location. 

 

1.4.4 CACHE PILFERING  

The most stealthy of all kleptoparasitic tactics is to wait until the host has 

cached a food item and then retrieve it in the host's absence, as magpies’ were 

observed doing in previous field studies, and is known as cache pilfering. This 

avoids confrontation with the host and allows parasites to steal from dominant 

members of their species or larger, more aggressive species. Intraspecific 
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cache-pilfering has been well documented in several species which hide food 

for later consumption, most notably western scrub-jays, Aphelocoma californica 

(Dally, Emery, & Clayton, 2004; Watanabe & Clayton, 2007); ravens (Bugnyar & 

Heinrich, 2006; Bugnyar & Kotrschal, 2002; Heinrich & Pepper, 1998; Scheid & 

Bugnyar, 2008) and grey squirrels (Hopewell & Leaver, 2008; Leaver, Hopewell, 

Caldwell, & Mallarky, 2007; Steele, et al., 2008). Interspecific cache-pilfering is 

less well documented, with a small number of reported incidents where Stellar's 

jays, Cyanocitta stelleri, robbed the seed caches of Clarks' nutcrackers 

(Tomback, 1977) and gray jays, Perisoreus canadensis (Burnell & Tomback, 

1985); ravens stole food cached by arctic foxes, Vulpes lagopus (Vincent, 

Nicolas, Jean-François, & Dominique, 2007) and grey wolves,(Stahler, Heinrich, 

& Smith, 2002) and glaucous gulls, Larus hyperboreus, pilfered auks cached by 

arctic foxes (Stempniewicz & Iliszko, 2010).  

 Prospective thieves can use several methods to pilfer caches. The 

simplest and least efficient method is randomly searching for caches by digging 

in the ground or exploring crevices in trees without any specific knowledge as to 

where the cached food is located (Grodzinski & Clayton, 2010). Alternatively, 

they could learn in which area the host typically caches and detect caches by 

direct or indirect cues in absence of the host (e.g. Vincent, et al. 2007). A more 

efficient but possibly cognitively more demanding method is to observe hosts 

while they cache, memorise the location and steal the food once the host has 

left. Several corvid species are known to be extremely proficient in stealing food 

from conspecifics in this way.  Western scrub-jays (Watanabe & Clayton, 2007) 

and ravens (Bugnyar & Kotrschal, 2002) as well as pinyon jays, Gymnorhius 

cyanocephalus, (Bednekoff & Balda, 1996b) and Mexican jays, Aphelocoma 

ultramarina, (Bednekoff & Balda, 1996a) have demonstrated excellent 

observational spatial memory when stealing caches made by others. Previous 

field observations of magpies (see section 1.1) suggest that they also have 

excellent observational spatial memory. 

Work with ravens has shown that visual information on the exact location 

of a cache is necessary for efficient raiding so potential thieves must get within 

viewing distance of cachers (Bugnyar & Kotrschal, 2002). However, conspecific 

cachers are also potential raiders themselves so they may be aware of the 

pilfering risk and take precautions against being observed. Indeed, Emery & 
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Clayton (2001) showed that scrub-jays relate information about their previous 

experience as a raider to the possibility of their own caches being raided and 

modify their caching behaviour accordingly. When observed by conspecifics, 

scrub-jays prefer caching in shady areas over well-lit areas (Dally, et al., 2004) 

and in places further away from conspecifics (Dally, Emery, & Clayton, 2005). 

Similarly, Bugnyar & Kotrschal (2002) found that caching ravens obstructed the 

view of potential raiders by caching behind large objects. Even grey squirrels, 

which are less visually-oriented than birds, preferentially cache with their backs 

to conspecifics, presumably to create a visual barrier (Leaver, et al., 2007). 

Another tactic cachers can employ to prevent theft is to provide incorrect 

information on cache location. In the presence of observers, ravens (Heinrich & 

Pepper, 1998), Northwestern crows, Corvus corinius (James & Verbeek, 1983) 

and grey squirrels (Steele, et al., 2008) are known to make 'false' caches that 

contain nothing at all.  

 To cope with cache protection strategies such as out of view sites and 

false caches, some pilferers have evolved strategies to prevent them being 

noticed by cachers. Bugnyar & Kotrschal (2002) found that cache raiding ravens 

concealed their intention to steal by keeping their distance from cachers but 

orientating themselves to get a better view. In this evolutionary arms race 

between cachers and raiders, Dally, Clayton, & Emery (2006) suggest that we 

should expect pilferers to not only maintain a distance from storers but also to 

observe caching from a discreet location to prevent being noticed by cachers. 

This 'scrounging from the scrub' strategy, as magpies appear to employ, would 

increase the probability that storers will cache in the first place, thus increasing 

the number of caches a pilferer observes, as well as reducing the likelihood that 

a storer will cache in an obscured or distant location (Grodzinski & Clayton, 

2010). Bugnyar & Kotrschal (2002) suggest that such interactions may qualify 

as 'tactical deception' (a term coinded by Byrne & Whiten, 1992, based on work 

with primates), with both cachers and pilferers trying to manipulate the 

information available to the other. This further underlines Morand-Ferron, et al.'s 

(2007) finding that cognitive abilities play a central role in avian 

kleptoparasitism. 
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1.4.5 KLEPTOPARASITISM AND OPTIMAL FORAGING 

The kleptoparasitism exhibited by magpies in previous field studies (see section 

1.1) appears to be at odds with classical Optimal Foraging Theory (OFT) which 

predicts that foraging animals make decisions that maximise their net rate of 

energy intake – that is, total energy gained divided by total foraging time 

(Manning & Dawkins, 1998). Kleptoparasitism should therefore be abandoned if 

other foraging methods allow higher net energy intake, which taking nuts 

directly from the feeding trays would do. According to Varpe (2010), the extent 

of kleptoparasitism may serve as an indicator of the availability of alternative 

food sources; however in oystercatchers it is an indicator of competence at 

getting food by other means: juveniles steal, adults (more skilled at foraging) 

don't (Goss-Custard, Cayford, & Lea, 1998). The food shortage/accessibility 

view is supported by Brockmann & Barnard (1979) who consider it a key 

ecological condition facilitating the evolution of avian kleptoparasitism. Iyengar 

(2008) disagrees, suggesting that kleptoparasitism can be the optimal foraging 

method whenever independent feeding is costly, but does accept that for avian 

kleptoparasitic interactions that involve large energy expenditure (due to aerial 

chases) it may only be more energetically lucrative than independent foraging 

when there is a food shortage. This was demonstrated by Flower, Child, & 

Ridley (2013) who found that fork-tailed drongos benefitted most from stealing 

large prey from meerkats and babblers in the morning and on colder days when 

the low numbers of small insect prey available made self-foraging less 

profitable. 

 Optimal foraging theory has engendered considerable controversy since 

it was first proposed (Pyke, 1984). Critics argue that for most animals, foraging 

behaviour has consequences above and beyond the acquisition of calories. The 

need to avoid predators, for example, might constrain foragers to feed at less 

than the optimal rate (Pierce & Ollason, 1987). The lack of a clear timescale of 

the optimisation has also been criticised. Foraging behaviour that maximizes 

the animal's energy intake over a week, month or even lifetime might be 

different from behaviour that maximises the amount gained in an hour or day 

(Pyke, Pulliam, & Charnov, 1977). According to Pyke et al (1977), since 

biological fitness is measured over the entire life history of an individual, it is this 

length of time that is relevant. Pyke (1984) also points out that the all-or-nothing 
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behaviour predicted by most optimal foraging models is unrepresentative of how 

animals behave in reality. Many exhibit more gradual and incomplete responses 

and the explanations for these discrepencies have not been sufficiently studied 

(Pyke, 1984).   

 It has also been suggested that cognitive processes may place limits on 

the kinds of optimal choices that animals can make (Sinervo, 2012). For 

example, optimal foraging theory assumes that animals have perfect 

information regarding their environment, but they do not. Animals in nature 

forage in the face of tremendous uncertainty. If foraging exposes an animal to 

risk, then when the risk is high - or the uncertainty of the risk is high, we would 

expect foragers to sacrifice short-term calorific gain for long-term survival. 

Kleptoparasitism may therefore be the optimal foraging strategy when risk - or 

the uncertainty of risk - is high. In the case of magpies, pilfering squirrel caches, 

although yielding less energy when compared to feeding directly from the tray, 

may be the optimal foraging strategy as it maximises the success of pilfering 

attempts while minimising the risk of injury. 

 

1.5 Study species: common magpie 

The common, or black-billed, magpie is a member of the crow family (Corvidae) 

that occurs throughout much of the northern hemisphere (Birkhead, 1991). 

There is only one other species in the genus, the yellow-billed magpie (Pica 

nuttali) which is restricted to a small area in California, although mtDNA analysis 

has led some to suggest it should be reclassified as a subspecies of Pica pica 

(Lee, Parr, Hwang, Mindell, & Choe, 2003). There are currently 13 recognised 

subspecies of Pica pica (Birkhead, 1991), although the North American 

population is considered a separate species (Pica hudsonia) by the American 

Ornithologists' Union (Chesser, et al., 2011). Because of this, some refer to all 

races of magpie outside of North America as the Eurasian magpie. 
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1.5.1 MAGPIE ECOLOGY  

1.5.1.1 Habitat and distribution 

Magpies breed in a variety of habitats but are most abundant in areas of 

grassland with scattered trees (Birkhead, Eden, Clarkson, Goodburn, & Pellatt, 

1986). Magpies numbers increased in Britain at an average rate of 4-5% per 

year from 1966 to 1986, with the highest rates of increase in south west 

England and in suburban areas (Gooch, Baillie, & Birkhead, 1991). This pattern 

mirrors what has happened in most of Europe (Birkhead, 1991). A reduction in 

persecution of magpies by gamekeepers following the two world wars is thought 

to be one important factor in this increase (Birkhead, 1991; Gooch, et al., 1991; 

Tatner, 1982). Prior to this, extensive shooting and trapping by gamekeepers 

had markedly reduced magpie numbers in much of Britain, with numbers 

reaching their lowest at the beginning of the 20th century (Birkhead, 1991). In 

the UK, numbers stabilised in the late 1980s but have suffered a minor 

decrease in the last 10 years (Baillie, et al., 2012).  

 In the last few decades magpies have become increasingly urbanised 

across much of Europe. For example, in Poland between 1982-1996 magpie 

abundance increased three times faster in urban areas than rural areas (Jerzak, 

2001); in France populations are increasing in urban areas but disappearing 

from the countryside (François, Alexandre, & Julliard, 2008); and in the UK they 

now breed more frequently in towns than any other type of habitat (Robinson, 

2005). Some urban populations are indeed extremely dense. In a long-term 

study of magpies in Sheffield, a 1km central square contained 19-26 breeding 

pairs and 26-50 non-breeders (Birkhead, et al., 1986). The elements of urban 

environments that appear responsible for this growth include reduced crow 

density and thus nest predation, an abundance of anthropogenic food and an 

increased availability of nesting sites because of urban tree-planting 

programmes (Jerzak, 2001; Roell & Bossema, 1982; Tatner, 1982). The dietary 

versatility and cognitive abilities of magpies are also believed to have played 

roles (Jerzak, 2001; Levey, et al., 2009; Marzluff, Walls, Cornell, Withey, & 

Craig, 2010; Tatner, 1983). However, reports from researchers and wildlife 

managers about the wariness magpies exhibit towards  novel stimuli raise 
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questions as to how they learn about and interact with novel environments 

(Alsager, et al., 1972; Birkhead, 1991; Doerr, et al., 1998; Wang & Trost, 2000). 

 

1.5.1.2 Feeding ecology 

Magpies are omnivorous generalists that forage almost exclusively on the 

ground (Birkhead, 1991). Adult birds feed mainly on invertebrates in summer 

and plant material in winter, while nestlings receive mainly invertebrates with 

small amounts of vertebrate material (Birkhead, 1991; Tatner, 1983). As 

opportunists, urban magpies will supplement their diet with material from 

rubbish bins and other anthropogenic sources (Jerzak, 2001; Tatner, 1983). 

One city survey found that nearly half of the magpies' diet was bread, 

takeaways and other human detritus (Niemann, 2011). Although often accused 

of contributing to the decline in songbird numbers, eggs and nestlings actually 

form a very small part of their diet in both urban and rural habitats (Birkhead, 

1991; Gooch, et al., 1991; Jerzak, 2001; Tatner, 1983). They do feed on carrion 

and predate small vertebrates opportunistically but neither is a staple of their 

diet (Birkhead, 1991). Many believe that the unspecialised nature of their diet 

has contributed to their extensive distribution and was probably important in 

their colonisation of the urban environment (Birkhead, 1991; Jerzak, 2001; 

Tatner, 1983).  

 Magpies are short-term scatter hoarders that store (cache) single food 

items in many different places and retrieve them on the same day or within a 

few days (Birkhead, 1991). Virtually all food caches are situated in the ground 

and involve pushing the bill into the substrate to create a small hole, 

regurgitating or placing food into it and then covering it with grass, leaves, 

stones or twigs (Birkhead, 1991; pers obs). Caches are invisible to the human 

eye (Birkhead, 1991; pers obs). Territorial magpies hide their food within a 

discrete area, so caches made on particular days tend to be spatially clumped, 

with partners using non-overlapping areas of the territory (Birkhead, 1991). In 

areas of high population density, magpies frequently cache close to the food 

source and then move the food to a new site closer to the nest within a few 

hours (Buitron & Nuechterlein, 1985; Clarkson, Eden, Sutherland, & Houston, 

1986). Non-breeding magpies space their caches more widely (Birkhead, 1991). 
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These distribution patterns reflect the likelihood of a cache being robbed. Birds 

with the exclusive use of a territory lose very few caches to other magpies, 

while territory holders that share their space with a non-breeding flock have a 

greater likelihood of cache pilferage and non-breeders in a flock are at the 

greatest risk of losing cached food (Birkhead, 1991; Clarkson, et al., 1986). 

 Buitron & Nuechterlein (1985) showed that olfaction could play a role in 

cache detection by magpies, but only if the scent was very strong. The authors 

buried raisins and small suet pellets, adding cod liver oil to half of the caches. 

The magpies uncovered half of the oil-soaked caches (15/30) but only 10% of 

unscented caches (3/30), often walking past unscented caches to discover 

nearby scented caches. The main method of cache relocation is most likely 

memory - they simply remember where they put it (Birkhead, 1991). Although 

this has not been explicitly tested in magpies, other corvids have demonstrated 

extraordinary abilities in remembering cache locations, including Clark's 

nutcrackers which cache thousands of seeds over winter and remember their 

location even under a thick blanket of snow (Bednekoff & Balda, 1996a; 

Tomback, 1977). Such complex spatial memory is considered one key element 

making corvids such an adaptable and successful order (Emery & Clayton, 

2004). 

 

1.5.1.3 Social organisation 

The magpie is a resident, permanently territorial species whose population 

includes floaters: non-breeding birds without a territory (Birkhead & Clarkson, 

1985). The breeding adults form monogamous pairs that remain together 

throughout the year and for successive breeding seasons (Birkhead, 1991). The 

mean territory size in the Sheffield study was 4.90 ± 2.24 ha, with boundaries 

between territories either contiguous or overlapping slightly (Birkhead, et al., 

1986). Both members of the pair actively defend a core area of the territory year 

round but the boundaries are rather flexible. Adult magpies are remarkably 

sedentary, with the median distance between nesting attempts for males in the 

Sheffield study being just 15m and 27m for females (Birkhead, et al., 1986). 
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Juvenile magpies have an extensive development period before they become 

independent. After fledging, they remain in their  parents' territory for at least 

eight weeks and continue to receive parental care (feeding and protection) for 

an average of six weeks (Baeyens, 1981b; Birkhead, 1991). They gradually 

start roaming further distances and upon meeting neighbouring juveniles group 

together and wander in small flocks, sometimes joined by adult non-breeders 

born in the previous season (Baeyens, 1981b). The size of these non-breeding 

flocks varies between 10-50 individuals, reaching their peak in January and 

February (Birkhead, et al., 1986). Non-breeders spend all of their time within a 

well-defined home range that overlaps territories of established birds (Birkhead 

& Clarkson, 1985). The distances moved by young magpies are among the 

lowest recorded for any passerine (Birkhead, 1991). The median distance 

between a magpie's natal nest and the centre of its first winter home range in 

the Sheffield study was 323m, with the distance to its nest in the first breeding 

attempt was just 100m further (Birkhead, et al., 1986). 

 Magpies may obtain territories by squeezing in between established 

territories, filling naturally occurring vacancies or via gatherings (Birkhead, 

1991). Gatherings constitute a more forceful strategy which involves aggressive 

disputes (Birkhead & Clarkson, 1985). Non-breeding birds start the gatherings, 

alighting in an established territory where they are met by aggression from the 

territory owners. This fighting attracts other magpies which join in the squabble. 

The aggregation can last from one minute to one hour. Ninety-five percent of 

the time the intruders are evicted by the territory owners (Baeyens, 1979; 

Birkhead & Clarkson, 1985). In areas of high magpie density, many members of 

the non-breeding flock do not make the step to territory holder (Birkhead, 1991). 

 

1.5.2 MAGPIE COGNITION  

During the past decade there has been a large amount of research into corvid 

cognition, revealing that members of this family are capable of many mental 

feats once thought impossible outside of primates (Emery, 2006; Emery & 

Clayton, 2004). This is could be to be linked to their large brain capacity as 

corvids have the largest brains for their body size of any bird, with the crow 

brain the same relative size as the chimpanzee brain (Clayton & Emery, 2005). 
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The complex social environment and lengthy developmental period observed in 

magpies are typical of the crow family and are also thought to be indicators of 

their cognitive abilities (Clayton & Emery, 2005, although see Barrett, Henzi, & 

Rendall, 2007, for a conflicting view on the relationship between social 

complexity and cognitive abilities). 

 While most studies of corvid cognition have focused on only a few 

species, namely ravens, New Caledonian crows (Corvus moneduloides), rooks 

(Corvus frugilegus) and western scrub-jays, there have also been several 

studies with magpies that confirm their place among the 'feathered apes' 

(Emery & Clayton, 2004) and these will now be reviewed. 

 

1.5.2.1 Object permanence 

The ability to understand the continuing existence of objects that are out of sight 

is known as object permanence and is a key concept in the field of 

developmental psychology. As already noted, magpies are short-term scatter 

hoarders that cache single items in many different places and retrieve them on 

the same day or within a few days (Birkhead, 1991). This requires the ability to 

not only remember where food is hidden but also to continuously update this 

information as cache sites are emptied. As such, they should have well 

developed object permanence capabilities.  

 Pollok, Prior, & Güntürkün (2000) investigated the development of object 

permanence in magpies using the Piagetian framework, a series of tasks 

devised for young children which rely on simple non-verbal behaviours and 

named after its designer Jean Piaget (Hoffmann, Rüttler, & Nieder, 2011). 

According to this framework, more complex performance levels are reached in a 

fixed development pattern consisting of six stages: 1) inability to follow moving 

objects, 2) begin to track moving objects, 3) recover partly hidden objects, 4) 

recover fully hidden objects, 5) retrieve hidden objects that have been visibly 

moved multiple times, 6) retrieve hidden objects that have been invisibly moved 

multiple times.  Many animal species are known to develop object permanence 

skills up to Stage 4, but few master the most complex stages, such as 

representing invisibly displaced objects (Stage 6), and many commit the ‘A-not-
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B’ error at Stage 5: when they see an object that they have repeatedly found in 

one location (A) hidden in another place (B), they still search in the previously 

rewarded location (Hoffmann, et al., 2011; Pollok, et al., 2000). Outside of the 

avian order, only great apes have achieved Stage 6 competence (Albiach-

Serrano, Call, & Barth, 2010). 

 Pollok, et al. (2000) found that magpies developed object permanence 

capabilities up to Piagetian Stage 5 before the age of nutritional independence 

(9-10 weeks) and mastered five out of six invisible displacement tasks, strongly 

suggesting the achievement of Stage 6 competence. Although all corvids that 

have been tested have achieved this level of competence: ravens (Bugnyar, 

Stoewe, & Heinrich, 2007); carrion crows, Corvus corone (Hoffmann, et al., 

2011);  Eurasian jays, Garrulus glandarius (Zucca, Milos, & Vallortigara, 2007); 

and magpies, only magpies and Eurasian jays did so without making 'A-not-B' 

errors at Stage 5. 

 Some psittacids have also achieved Stage 6 competence: New Zealand 

parakeets, Cyanoramphus auriceps (Funk, 1996) and African grey parrots, 

Psittacus erithacus (Pepperberg, Willner, & Gravitz, 1997), although these 

species also made the typical 'A-not-B' error which magpies did not. The lack of 

'A-not-B' errors in magpies and Eurasian jays has been attributed to their 

scatter-hoarding habit as food-storing birds are known to have a particularly 

high resistance to interference between memories (Pollok, et al., 2000; Zucca, 

et al., 2007). Regardless of the underlying mechanism, by the time magpies 

disperse from their natal territory they reach the same level of object 

permanence as humans.  

 

1.5.2.2 What-Where-When memory 

As magpies opportunistically hoard many different types of food in a day, 

including many that decay, it would be useful for them to remember what they 

cached, where and when to ensure they retrieve food before it perishes. In 

humans, the ability to remember the what-where-when of an event is referred to 

as episodic memory and is thought to include an aspect of mental time travel 

back to the experienced episode (Suddendorf & Corballis, 2007). As this aspect 
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is impossible to assess with certainty in animals, the purely behavioural 

description 'what-where-when memory' is considered more appropriate 

(Zinkivskay, Nazir, & Smulders, 2009).  

 What-where-when memory was first demonstrated in western scrub-jays, 

a member of the corvid family, by allowing them to cache and recover 

perishable wax worms and non-perishable peanuts (Clayton & Dickinson, 

1998). The jays searched preferentially for worms when allowed to recover 

them soon after caching but avoided searching for them after longer delays 

between caching and retrieval. The finding was subsequently replicated in 

laboratory rats using a similar two food protocol where the rats learned that the 

preferred food was perishable (Babb & Crystal, 2005).  

 Zinkivskay, et al. (2009) built on these studies to investigate what-where-

when memory in magpies. Instead of using two different types of food, which 

may carry different values for the birds, they used one food (scrambled eggs) 

dyed different colours (red and blue). Half of the study birds learned that red 

food was perishable (i.e. would be replaced with wooden beads after a set time 

interval) and the other half learned that blue food was perishable. The magpies 

were also allowed to cache more items than the scrub-jays and utilise a larger 

caching area, increasing the spatial load on their memory. Like western scrub-

jays, the magpies were able to remember what type of food they had hoarded, 

in which location it was and when they did it, but unlike scrub-jays, they did it 

using a completely arbitrary rule about colour rather than a potentially 'evolved' 

knowledge that insects go bad while nuts do not (Zinkivskay, et al., 2009). 

 What-where-when memory has also been demonstrated in a food-storing 

bird outside of the corvid family, the black-capped chickadee. Feeney, Roberts, 

& Sherry (2009) found that chickadees housed in a naturalistic aviary searched 

for worms before sunflower seeds after a short retention interval but their 

preference switched to seeds after a long retention interval. Less clear results 

were found with Clark's nutcracker, a food-storing corvid that caches only pine 

seeds which remain palatable for many months (Gould, Ort, & Kamil, 2012).  
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1.5.2.3 Mirror self-recognition 

The ability to recognise oneself in a mirror, like mental time travel, is considered 

to be an indicator of self-awareness. Most animals exposed to a mirror respond 

with social behaviour such as aggression or mirror-directed exploratory 

behaviour, suggesting that they view their reflection as a conspecific. The first 

evidence of mirror self-recognition (MSR) in non-human animals came from a 

'mark' test conducted with chimpanzees (Gallup, 1970). In the mark test, 

animals have marks (e.g. coloured dots) placed on their bodies that are only 

visible in a mirror. If they touch these marks in front of a mirror it is taken as an 

indication that they recognise the image as themself. Since Gallup's pioneering 

study, the mark test has been used to investigate the occurrence of mirror-

induced self-directed behaviour in a range of animal species. However, 

convincing evidence of mirror self-recognition has only been documented in 

great apes (Suddendorf & Collier-Baker, 2009); dolphins (Reiss & Marino, 

2001); elephants (Plotnik, de Waal, & Reiss, 2006) and magpies (Prior, 

Schwarz, & Güntürkün, 2008).  

 Prior, et al. (2008) tested five captive magpies in four experimental 

conditions: 1) mirror and coloured mark, 2) mirror and black mark (on black 

plumage so as to be invisible) 3) no mirror with coloured mark, 4) no mirror and 

black mark. Two of the five birds performed significantly more mark-directed 

behaviour in the mirror and coloured mark condition than in the other conditions, 

and this behaviour ceased within trials as soon as the bird had removed the 

mark. Although the proportion of birds showing evidence of self-recognition 

seems low, the authors point out that it is well within the range of what has been 

found in apes and thus demonstrates that magpies are as capable as apes of 

understanding that a mirror image belongs to their own body. 

 As big-brained corvids (Emery & Clayton, 2004; Lefebvre, Whittle, 

Lascaris, & Finkelstein, 1997; Morand-Ferron, et al., 2007) with a complex 

social system (Birkhead, et al., 1986), it is perhaps unsurprising that magpies 

would evolve a degree of social intelligence that enables self-recognition. What 

is more suprising is that similar capabilities have not been shown in other 

corvids tested with mirrors: jungle crows, Corvus macrorhynchos (Kusayama, 

Bischof, & Watanabe, 2000) and New Caledonian crows (Medina, Taylor, Hunt, 
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& Gray, 2011), or in African grey parrots (Pepperberg, Garcia, Jackson, & 

Marconi, 1995) which are also known for their well-developed mental abilities. 

This discrepancy might be due to differences in experimental design. Neither of 

the crow studies nor the parrot study used the mark test but instead simply 

recorded the birds' behaviour in the presence of a mirror over time. With this 

design, a reduction in social behaviour and increase in self-directed behaviour 

with increased mirror exposure is considered an indication of self-recognition. 

None of the birds in these studies met this criteria. However, it is unknown 

whether they would perform similar to magpies in the mark test. Nonetheless, 

magpies are currently the only non-mammalian species to show mirror self-

recognition. 

 

1.5.2.4 Human recognition 

In most of its range the magpie has become increasingly urban and appears to 

be thriving in areas of high human density (François, et al., 2008; Jerzak, 2001). 

Given the close proximity and frequency with which urban magpies encounter 

humans, most of whom pose no threat, it would be advantageous if magpies 

could distinguish between individual humans and only react to those who pose 

a threat. While many domestic and laboratory animals are known to recognise 

familiar humans (see Davis, 2002) the ability to distinguish an individual human 

who poses a threat from other humans in an area of high human density has 

only been shown in three bird species, including magpies (Lee, Lee, Choe, & 

Jablonski, 2011). Lee, et al. (2011) compared the behaviour of breeding magpie 

pairs towards individual humans before and after the humans accessed their 

nest and also between these people and those who had not accessed the 

nests. They found that magpies aggressively scolded people who had 

repeatedly accessed their nests but did not respond to people who had not 

accessed the nest. Furthermore, when a nest-accessor and non-accessor were 

presented simultaneously, the birds selectively scolded the nest-accessor. Birds 

whose nests had not been accessed did not show an aggressive response 

towards the nest-accessors. These results mirror those found with American 

crows, Corvus brachyrhynchos (Cornell, Marzluff, & Pecoraro, 2012; Marzluff, et 

al., 2010) and northern mockingbirds, Mimus polyglottos (Levey, et al., 2009). 
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All three species were able to recognise individual humans who had either 

disturbed their nest (mockingbirds and magpies) or trapped and ringed them 

(crows) amongst a university population of several thousand people. 

 Lee, et al. (2011) suggest that the magpies used facial features to 

distinguish the accessors from the non-accessors as the non-facial features 

were not drastically different between the two groups. This would correspond to 

Marzluff, et al.'s (2010) finding that crows responded aggressively to anyone 

wearing an artificial face mask that had been worn by someone during the 

trapping and ringing of the crows but did not react aggressively when 

encountering these people without the mask. The reaction to the mask has 

lasted for five years and spread through the population via social learning 

(Cornell, et al., 2012). The authors of all three studies suggest that the 

perceptive ability and rapid learning displayed by these species may be key to 

their success in urban environments. 

 

1.6 Conclusion 

The relationship between novelty reactions, ecological plasticity and 

behavioural flexibility is clearly not yet fully understood. Research suggesting 

that successful generalist species and innovative individuals are those that 

show the least neophobia contradicts with what is known about some adaptable 

and innovative opportunists. This, along with the evidence for context-specific 

novelty responses, suggests that neophobia may be a complex and dynamic 

phenomenon with adaptive advantages for opportunistic species living 

alongside humans. Heightened aversion to novelty may even be a driver of 

behavioural flexibility, particularly in species that can employ avoidance 

strategies such as kleptoparasitism. Magpies, as successful  foraging 

opportunists, provide an ideal natural system for investigating these 

possibilities. Additionally, their territorial nature and tolerance of humans in 

urban areas make it possible to conduct field studies, which are more 

ecologically relevant than much past neophobia research. 
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1.7 Thesis preview 

To understand the mechanisms underlying neophobia in this ecologically plastic 

species, I conducted a series of experiments in which wild magpies were 

presented with a variety of novel stimuli, including objects and food, in both 

familiar and novel environments.  Behavioural reactions to the novel stimuli 

were measured to determine the intensity of neophobic responses and patterns 

of habituation and generalisation. The majority of this work was carried out in 

the field with free-living magpies, but one experiment involved holding magpies 

in captivity temporarily to examine their novelty reactions in an unfamiliar 

environment. Chapter 2 contains a general discussion of the methodologies 

used in the studies which are reported in Chapters 3-8. Whilst Chapter 3-6 

characterise novel object reactions in magpies and demonstrate their link to 

innovative foraging strategies, Chapters 7 examines their reactions to novel 

food and Chapter 8 investigates object habituation and generalisation 

processes. In Chapter 9 I draw together the major findings from the six data 

chapters and discuss possible directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2  

General methods 

 

As all of the studies included in this thesis investigated some aspect of 

neophobia, many of the methods used were similar across studies. While the 

specific methods for each experiment are fully described in each chapter, this 

chapter pulls out the key similarities and differences. However, as the data 

chapters are intended to be free-standing, some repetition in the methods 

sections does occur across the chapters. 

 

2.1 Field studies 

All but one of the studies in this thesis were conducted with free-living magpies. 

Urban magpies provide a uniquely suitable system for investigating cognition in 

the wild. Their territorial nature means that the same birds are likely to be 

sampled on repeated visits to the same site. This was apparent at all of the 

sites used in my field studies. During most sessions only two birds were present 

and they were very tolerant of each other. Whenever a third magpie appeared 

at a feeding station it was aggressively chased away by the original birds. At 

many sites the two resident birds could also be distinguished by their unique 

pattern of feather loss (see discussion in section 2.1.1) as well as by 

behavioural differences such as: the direction they flew to cache; how many 

nuts they took on each visit to the feeding station; and how much time they 

spent in 'tree-topping', a method of territory defence performed mainly by males 

(Baeyens, 1981b). 

 Urban magpies are also easily trained to visit feeding stations. Although 

two weeks of provisioning took place before each study began, most birds were 

reliably coming to the feeding station after only three or four days. At many of 

the study sites, the magpies were usually perched in the trees overlooking the 

feeding station as I arrived, presumably because they recognised me as I 

approached (see discussion in section 1.5.2.4,  Lee, et al., 2011). If no birds 

were present when I arrived at a site, simply shaking the bag of nuts loudly and 
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calling 'here magpie' several times would usually bring them over within a few 

minutes. Very few sessions had to be abandoned because the birds did not 

appear within the designated 20 minute cut-off.  

 Urban magpies can also be observed from close quarters (<20m) as they 

are minimally disturbed by human presence. In fact most of the birds observed 

in these studies were astonishingly tolerant of people and even fairly 

undisturbed by dogs passing on nearby paths. All of the sites were in areas with 

high pedestrian traffic, either on a busy university campus, urban parks or other 

green spaces, and many were in popular dog walking areas. A person or dog 

passing close by the feeding station (within 5-10m) would cause the magpies to 

fly into a nearby tree but they usually returned to the food as soon as the person 

or dog was 5-10m away again. However, this could have caused problems if 

data collection was attempted during peak dog walking times so care had to be 

taken when planning a day's schedule. Sites with heavy dog traffic were visited 

in the middle of the day when few dog walkers were out, while sites with high 

student traffic were visited early in the day before students were out. Some sites 

had to be completely avoided on the weekends because human and dog 

presence were too high, while other sites were very quiet at the weekends so 

the data collection load could be evenly spread across the week. 

 Despite the remarkable cooperation from the magpies and overall 

success of my field experiments, there were a few problems. While magpies 

were relatively undisturbed by dogs, they were very intolerant of cats. Two of 

my study sites (one on campus and one in a local park) had regular interference 

from cats and several sessions had to be abandoned or discarded because of 

this. When cats appeared within 30m of the feeding station, the birds flew high 

into the trees and gave alarm calls until the cat was completely out of view. If 

the cat stayed in the area of the feeding station for more than 10-15 minutes, 

the birds would fly out of the area and usually did not return before the end of 

the session. The studies at these sites were still completed, it just took longer 

than at sites with less interference. To prevent this in future I would avoid areas 

near residential housing. 

 Similarly, crows caused interference at several sites. Not only are they 

dominant to magpies (Baeyens, 1981a; Baglione & Canestrari, 2009; Birkhead, 
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1991) and therefore prevented magpies from accessing a food pile when they 

were next to it, they also have a very large gular pouch which can easily hold 6-

8 monkey nuts. This meant that a crow could deplete a nut pile in just two visits, 

leaving the magpies limited opportunity to feed. In these situations more food 

was quickly put out. Luckily, crows showed more hesitation to feed near novel 

objects than magpies so for several of the studies the problem disappeared 

once the trays were introduced. However, two potential study sites did have to 

be abandoned because of constant interference from crows.  

 Gulls also caused disturbance at a few of the sites, appearing in a mixed 

flock and dominating the feeding station. However, they are unable to open the 

monkey nuts and after a few minutes of trying they would collectively fly off. 

This usually happened only once at a site, suggesting the birds remembered 

that the nuts were inedible. In some instances the session when the gulls were 

present had to be discarded but this did not cause much of a problem as their 

visits were minimal. 

 To explore the hypothesis that differences in novelty reactions are 

related to differences in environmental complexity or stability, attempts were 

made to conduct a study of novelty reactions in rural magpies. In stark contrast 

to urban birds, all attempts to work with rural magpies were a complete failure. 

Four suitable sites were identified: areas of open grassland fringed by tall trees 

where magpies were regularly seen and the landowners were happy to allow 

access. Nuts were provisioned at these sites four times a week for six weeks 

yet no magpie ever approached the nuts in the presence of an observer 

(despite being visibly present in the area). Although rural birds might have 

habituated to the presence of an observer eventually, visiting these out of town 

sites took considerable time and the uncertainty as to whether they would ever 

be useable made it uneconomic. This study was therefore abandoned. Plans to 

conduct a study of novelty reactions in juvenile magpies also had to be 

abandoned. This was due to the poor success rate of magpie breeding attempts 

on the University campus (see discussion in section 2.1.1).  

 The major peril of working in an urban environment was the repeated 

loss of feeding trays. Although in most studies the trays and all remaining food 

were removed at the end of each session, one study involved habituating 
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magpies to the tray so it was left in situ 24 hours a day. This study was only 

attempted at sites on the University campus due to the risk of losing the tray, 

yet we repeatedly lost trays on the campus as well - despite them being tied to 

a tree with gardening string. The most successful measure in preventing tray 

theft was placing a laminated A4 sign inside the tray which read: 'This tray is 

being used in an ecology study. Please leave it here.' This had to be done at 

the beginning of the study so that all exposures the magpies had to the tray 

included the sign.  

 

2.1.1 INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFICATION  

Multiple attempts were made to mark free-living birds for individual identification 

but none was successful. Two attempts were made to catch adult birds for 

colour banding using mist nests and plastic decoy birds at a food pile to attract 

the magpies. No magpies approached the food during either attempt and 

instead stayed in the trees giving alarm calls. Multiple attempts were then made 

to trap adults using a Larsen trap. It was hoped that any birds caught could be 

used in a temporary captive study before being released with colour bands for 

identification and used in field studies. More than a dozen attempts were made 

with various types of bait, including: bread (Fig. 2.1); eggs; carrion; and finally a 

plastic decoy magpie while playing audio recordings of magpies. Only the decoy 

bird with audio calls attracted a magpie. It came within 1m of the trap and then 

flew off, presumably because it realised the decoy wasn't a real intruder. Other 

researchers (i.e. Tim Birkhead) and gamekeepers have had moderate success 

trapping magpies using a live decoy bird. Due to the public nature of the 

University campus this was not considered a viable option.  

 The final attempt to mark adult birds did not involve trapping. Instead, ink 

was placed on the floor near a food pile in the anticipation that the birds would 

walk through it and then mark their white feathers in a unique pattern when 

grooming. Although the ink was green and it was placed on green grass, the 

magpies noticed it as they were landing near the food and hovered for a few 

seconds before flying off. At two sites where this method was attempted, the 

birds avoided the provisioned food for several days afterwards. At this point 
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attempts to mark adult birds were abandoned as it was feared that they would 

become wary of people who put out food and disengage from the studies.  

 The difficulty in trapping magpies has led other researchers to abandon 

marking adults and focus on ringing young in the nest (e.g. Tim Birkhead).  

Although the timescale of a PhD is not long enough to provide useful data on 

adult birds marked this way, I also wanted to investigate novelty reactions in 

juvenile birds so several attempts were made to ring nestlings. The 

inaccessibility of most magpie nests limited the number of suitable nests on the 

university campus (Fig. 2.1). A total of five nests were accessed over two 

breeding seasons. Three of these nests failed at the egg stage so chicks were 

ringed in only two nests. One of these nests failed before fledging and only one 

chick from the second nest fledged. This bird broke its wing and died a week 

after leaving the nest. No further attempts were made to mark wild birds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1.  A) A Larsen trap baited with bread situated on the roof of a University 

building, B) University grounds staff using a cherry-picker to access a magpie 

nest on campus. 

 

During the studies with free-living birds, the two individuals in the breeding pair 

could often be distinguished from each other by distinctive patterns of feather 

loss and feather abrasions (Fig. 2.2). A systematic effort was made to use these 

features for individual identification during the first field study (Chapter 3) and at 
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five of the six sites the two birds could be reliably distinguished throughout the 

study (see Table 3.1). Individual bird data are therefore used in this study where 

appropriate. In the remaining field studies, individual data were either too 

difficult to collect (i.e. the study of pilfering behaviour in Chapter 5 where views 

of the magpies were often obscured) or identification was not consistently 

reliable at enough of the sites to make the data useable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2.  Members of a magpie pair used in the field study discussed in 

Chapter 3. Note the difference in tail length and quality enabling them to be 

individually identified. 

 

2.1.2 STUDY SITES 

All the study sites were situated in urban greenspaces in Exeter, UK, and were 

comprised of short grassland fringed by tall trees. The feeding station was 

always placed near the base of trees as magpies seem to prefer feeding close 

to cover. The majority of sites (11) were on the University of Exeter's (UoE) 

Streatham campus which has expansive grounds with many well-established 

tree copses, a botanical garden and an arboretum. Three sites were located in 

parks owned and managed by Exeter City Council (ECC) and one site was on 

the grounds of a disused building owned by Plymouth University (PU), but used 

as a park by local residents. 

 As the data collection sessions were long (usually one hour) and were 

always being conducted at a minimum of four sites during the same time period, 
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it was necessary to keep the sites relatively close together to ensure they could 

all be visited in one day. However, to prevent pseudoreplication, the sites used 

in each particular study were always located a minimum of 500m apart as 

breeding magpies across northern Europe occupy territories of only c. 5 ha 

(equivalent to 224 metres by 224 metres) which they defend year round 

(Birkhead, 1991). According to several authors (Birkhead, 1991; François, et al., 

2008; Jerzak, 2001), magpies often defend even smaller territories in urban 

areas where food is more easily available. This appeared to be the case on the 

UoE campus where several occupied magpie nests were found less than 150m 

apart. 

 The need to keep the study sites within a manageable distance meant 

that most of the sites were used in more than one study (Table 2.1 and Methods 

section in each data chapter). Although using new sites in every study would 

have been the most robust option, it would have resulted in fewer studies being 

conducted during the timeframe of this thesis: not only because increased travel 

times would have resulted in fewer sites being visited per day, but also because 

habituation to the observer and feeding station tended to occur much more 

quickly when a site was used for a second or third study. The re-use of study 

sites was considered a preferable option as carryover effects could be 

minimised by performing the tests in a restricted order. Four field studies 

(Chapters 3, 5, 7 and 8) used plastic feeding trays of various colours as novel 

stimuli in at least one test session. One of these studies (Chapter 8) 

investigated object habituation and generalisation patterns and thus required 

the birds to habituate to a tray. As such, once this study was performed at a 

site, no further studies involving the use of a novel tray could be performed at 

that site. Additionally, if a bird at any site habituated to a feeding tray during any 

of the other studies (Chapters 3, 5 and 7), that site could not be used in any 

further studies involving the tray. Sites where birds had exposure to a tray but 

remained wary of it could be reused in further studies involving the tray, but the 

colour of the tray was changed in subsequent studies. The profound aversion 

most birds displayed towards the novel trays across the studies demonstrates 

that these restrictions were successful in preventing carryover effects. Other 

than the faster habituation to the experimenter and feeding station already 
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mentioned, no obvious differences in behaviour at sites being used for the first 

time and those being reused were noted in any experiment. 

 

Table 2.1. Sites used in the field studies and the order in which the studies 

were conducted. 

Site Ch 3 Ch 5 Ch 6 Ch 7 Ch 8 

UoE car park 1   2 3 

UoE Old Library 1  3 2  

UoE Laver building 1 2    

UoE lower botanic gardens 4 1 3 2  

UoE upper botanic gardens  2 3 1  

UoE Lopes Hall  1 3  2 

UoE XFI building   2  1 

UoE Kay building   2  1 

UoE Building One   2 1  

UoE Sports Park   3 1 2 

UoE Streatham Court     1 

ECC Belle Isle park  1  2  

ECC Riverside Valley park - 

allotments 

1   2  

ECC Riverside Valley park - Alphin 

Brook 

1     

PU disused grounds  1    

 

 

2.1.3 ETHICAL NOTE 

As our attempts to mark magpies for individual identification were unsuccessful, 

there was no physical interaction with any of the birds used in the field studies 

and their participation in all sessions was entirely voluntary. Disturbance might 

have been caused by the presence of the observer and video equipment, but  

the speed at which most birds came and depleted the food during control 

sessions (usually less than 10 minutes) suggests that they were not disturbed. 
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2.2 Captive study 

In order to study the novelty reactions of magpies in an unfamiliar environment, 

one study was conducted in captivity (Chapter 4).  

 

2.2.1 MAGPIES 

To keep the study ecologically relevant and in line with my personal ethics, only 

wild-born magpies which could be released back into the wild were used. Eight 

birds were obtained from three wildlife rescue centres in the UK: Secret World 

in Burnham-on-Sea, North Somerset; Crows are Us in Wolverhampton, West 

Midlands; and The RSPCA wildlife centre in West Hatch, Somerset. All birds 

had been deemed suitable for release back into the wild at the time of 

acquisition. For a detailed description of the birds see Table 4.1.  

 The main drawback of using magpies acquired from rescue centres is 

that the previous experience of the birds was unknown and might have been 

quite varied between individuals. Additionally, there might be a specific subset 

of birds which are more likely to end up in a wildlife rescue centre which are 

unrepresentative of the population as a whole, e.g. birds that are more risk-

prone. However, these issues were considered to be less important than using 

birds which had some experience of life in the wild and had not spent their 

whole life in artificial conditions with extensive human contact as this might have 

affected their novelty reactions (see discussion in section 4.4). Additionally, 

rehabilitated wildlife casualties could be released back to the wild and it was 

hoped that they would provide individually marked birds for future field studies 

(see discussion in section 2.3). Catching free-living magpies on the University 

campus and taking them into captivity temporarily would also have met these 

criteria and provided a more uniform group of subjects but this proved to be 

impossible (see discussion in section 2.1.1). 

 

2.2.2 HOUSING AND CARE 

The birds were housed in an aviary on the roof of a University building 

(Washington Singer Laboratories) to prevent interference from members of the 
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public. The accommodation provided an area protected from the elements 

(shed) as well as an area where the birds could fly, perch and look out onto the 

campus (fight cage, Fig. 2.3). The shed contained two perches and a 'nest' 

made out of a hanging flower basket fixed to the wall and lined with coir and 

shredded paper. The birds appeared to like sitting in the nest as it was always 

covered in droppings. Food (tinned cat food) and water were available ad 

libitum inside the shed in metal bowls fixed to the wall via metal hoops. This 

prevented them from being knocked over by the birds. The floor of the shed was 

covered in newspaper which was changed every day along with the shredded 

paper in the nest. There was a large, hinged hatch in the wall of the shed 

adjacent to the flight cage. This was primarily kept open so the birds could go in 

and out as they wished. A large tray filled with soil was situated in the flight 

cage (outside of the test arena) so the birds could cache food if they wished. A 

second large tray filled with water was also located here so the birds could 

bathe.  

 All birds that arrived in a group were housed in a group and separated 

only for experimental sessions. They were locked in the shed overnight for 

security and all released into the aviary in the morning for one hour before the 

experimental sessions began. This gave them an opportunity to exercise and 

provided mental stimulation. After all of the sessions were completed for the day 

they were given free access to the entire aviary until they were locked in the 

shed again in the evening. I monitored their health every day when I handled 

them while isolating individuals for the experimental sessions. 
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Fig. 2.3. The aviary where the birds were housed for the captive study showing 

the shed and flight cage. The area designated as the test arena is also marked. 

 

2.2.3 HANDLING AND DATA COLLECTION  

The birds were isolated for the experimental sessions by first chasing all of the 

birds into the shed via the hatch and locking them in. This was done by simply 

overtly approaching the flight cage as the birds would fly into the shed when I 

was within a few metres. I could then enter the flight cage via the door next to 

the shed and close the hatch. The birds were kept in the shed while the 

mealworms and any test trays were set out in the test arena and I walked to the 

observation hide and started the video camera (Fig. 2.4). This allowed the birds 

10 minutes to recover from being chased into the shed. I then went back inside 

the flight cage and reached into the shed with a large butterfly net via the hatch, 

caught the desired individual and released it into the cage before securing the 

hatch shut. I then left the flight cage, secured the door and returned to the 

observation hide. All subsequent sessions performed in a day did not require 

chasing the birds into the shed, they were just moved into and out of the shed 

as required using the butterfly net.  

 

Test arena 

Flight 

cage 

Shed 
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Fig. 2.4. A) Observation hide used for data collection in the captive study,       

B) View of the hide from the test arena. 

 

All data collection was done from inside the observation hide to prevent the 

birds from being panicked by my presence. As these were all wild birds, they 

were not particularly amenable to being handled. As I was the person handling 

them, it was feared that simply seeing me in close proximity to the aviary might 

affect their behaviour. However, I do not believe the necessity to handle the 

birds impacted on the results of the study. When released into the flight cage for 

control sessions, most birds started feeding on the mealworms within a few 

minutes. Often, at least one pile of worms had been depleted before I got back 

to the observation hide which is why the camera was always started before the 

bird was released for the session. As there was an equal amount of handling 

involved in control sessions and test sessions, any behavioural differences 

between the two can reliably be attributed to the test conditions. 

 

2.2.4 INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFICATION  

The eight birds used in the captive study were colour banded for individual 

identification. This was performed by trained bird ringers licensed by the British 

Trust for Ornithology (Drs Malcolm Burgess and Humphrey Sitters). It was 

hoped that after release the birds would stay near the campus and participate in 

future studies. They were released in a woodland valley adjacent to the campus 
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as this was known to be an area with a non-breeding magpie flock. Attempts 

were made to habituate birds to a feeding station in that area after release but 

they were unsuccessful. None of the colour banded birds were ever seen 

visiting a feeding station on the campus. 

 

2.3 Permissions and licenses 

The attempts to catch and ring adult magpies, as well as the attempts to ring 

chicks in the nest, were approved by the BTO (Appendix 1). The temporary 

holding of wild magpies in the aviary on the university campus did not need to 

be licensed by Natural England as none of the birds were taken from the wild 

for the study. All of the birds were wildlife casualties that had been taken into 

captivity under the license of a rescue centre and were simply transported to 

our campus for 'soft' release. This involves keeping birds captive in the area 

where they will be released to allow them to acclimatise and then providing food 

in that location for several days after  release. This ensures the birds have a 

reliable food source while they learn about the new environment. There was 

also no requirement for a Home Office project or personal license as no 

procedures were carried out with the magpies, I simply provided food in a 

variety of containers and filmed their behaviour. However, housing magpies on 

the campus grounds did require approval from the University's Ethical Review 

Group (Appendix 2). There are no legal restrictions on the release of magpies in 

UK as they are a native species. All of the studies carried out as part of this 

thesis were approved by the School of Psychology's Ethics Committee 

(Appendix 3). 

 

2.4 Experimental design 

The studies in this thesis that examined novel object reactions in magpies 

(Chapters 3, 4 and 6) used a common experimental approach for detecting the 

strength of novel object reactions: placing a novel object next to a familiar and 

preferred food and measuring changes in latency to feed and food consumption 

(e.g. Greenberg, 1984; Greenberg, 1989, 1990b, 1992; Mettke-Hofmann, Ebert, 

Schmidt, Steiger, & Stieb, 2005; Mettke-Hofmann, et al., 2006; Mettke-
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Hofmann, et al., 2002; Travaini, et al., 2013; Webster & Lefebvre, 2000, 2001). 

Two of these studies (Chapters 3 & 4) also tested the degree of aversion to 

feeding directly from novel objects and whether this varied based on object 

shape. According to Greenberg (2003), differential responses to novelty are not 

based on specific costs and benefits ascertained by an animal, but rather the 

uncertainty of either the costs or benefits of exploring a novel resource. To 

explore this hypothesis, I simultaneously presented the birds with an upright 

tray containing nuts and an inverted tray with nuts on top (Fig. 2.5). As the 

inverted tray provided a better view of the nuts and did not require the bird to 

put its head inside the tray to feed, I considered the costs and benefits of 

interacting with this tray to be more evident than the upright tray.  

 Lack of attention to novel stimuli may indicate that novel food, or food 

contained in novel objects, are not recognised as edible rather than being due 

to fear of the stimuli. Nonetheless, I considered avoidance of novel stimuli at the 

feeding station to be a neophobic response because the birds displayed 

behaviours indicative of 'active aversion'.  Numerous types of 

approach/withdrawal behaviour were recorded that demonstrated the stimuli 

were engendering the attention of the birds but that attenuation of the fear 

response was required for further exploration to occur. Moreover, when 

presented solely with food contained in a novel object, the magpies often 

pilfered this food from a squirrel that had collected and cached it - 

demonstrating that they recognised it as edible.  
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2.5. A) Upright  tray: nuts are not visible from ground level and the bird must put 

head inside tray to retrieve them, B) Inverted tray: nuts are easily visible from 

ground level and there is no need to put head inside tray to retrieve them. 

 

Monkey nuts (peanuts in the shell) were used as the food reward in all of the  

field studies. This food was chosen because its large size and conspicuous 

colour attracted the attention of magpies from a considerable distance. The 

large size and hard shell also helped to prevent a single individual eating all of 

the food in one sitting. Instead, most birds were observed flying off with a nut 

and caching it a minimum of six metres from the feeding site, providing 

opportunities for other birds to approach the food. Similarly, when birds chose to 

eat a nut, they usually took it a minimum of four metres from the feeding site 

and spent several minutes handling it (smashing through the shell to access the 

peanut kernels) before returning to the food source. 

 In the captive study, where the birds had limited opportunity to cache 

food and there was no competition at the food sources (because the birds were 

tested singly), mealworms were used as the food reward in all experimental 

sessions.  
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2.5 Data collection 

All experimental sessions were video recorded using a Panasonic SDR-H90 

camcorder which had an 80GB hard disc drive, SD card compatibility and a 70x 

optical zoom. The recordings were made in real time with the format set to short 

play in order to maximise the quality of the recordings. All video files were 

downloaded to a computer at the end of every day using Panasonic's Video 

Cam Suite v3.5. Two copies of the files were stored on separate external 

Hitachi hard drives. After the data collection for a particular study was complete, 

all of the relevant videos were viewed in real time on a desktop computer using 

Windows Media Player and key behaviours were logged in spreadsheets using 

Mircosoft Excel. 

 

2.6 Data analysis 

All of the studies in this thesis used repeated measures designs which tested 

subjects under a number of different conditions and often in multiple sessions of 

the same condition. The result of this was a small number of subjects (N = 6-11) 

but a large number of non-independent observations (n = 32-736) for each 

study. For this reason, Generalised Estimating Equations (GEE) were used for 

most analyses as this approach was designed specifically to accommodate 

non-normally distributed data in repeated measures designs (Ballinger, 2004). 

According to several authors, while GEE are used widely in medical and 

biological sciences, they are underused in psychology and social sciences 

(Ballinger, 2004; Ghisletta & Spini, 2004; Hanley, Negassa, Edwardes, & 

Forrester, 2003). 

 In GEE, observations are assumed to be independent between subjects 

but dependent within the same subject across repeated measures (Garson, 

2012).  According to Hanley, Negassa, Edwardes, & Forrester (2003), the GEE 

approach allows all data points to be included in the sample size by using 

weighted combinations of observations to extract the appropriate amount of 

information from the correlated data. Hanley, et al. (2003) and Ghisletta & Spini 

(2004) agree that the main advantages of GEE are the robust estimation of 

regression parameters and the production of accurate standard errors. GEE 
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also allows the effect of variable interactions to be investigated, something that 

is not possible in standard non-parametric tests of correlated data. GEE 

therefore provided the most parsimonious method of analysis for most of my 

data, allowing more effects to be investigated with fewer analyses.  
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Chapter 3 

Novel object reactions in free-living urban magpies 

 

3.1 Introduction 

As previously noted, multiple field and laboratory experiments have shown that 

species which display greater foraging or habitat specialisation also tend to 

show greater aversion to novel stimuli than closely-related generalist species 

(e.g. Bergman & Kitchen, 2009; Clarke & Lindburg, 1993; Greenberg, 1983; 

Greenberg, 1989; Travaini, et al., 2013; Webster & Lefebvre, 2000). Yet 

surprisingly, some highly successful and seemingly adaptable generalist 

species also exhibit strong avoidance behaviour in response to novelty, 

including house sparrows (Echeverria & Vassallo, 2008), brown rats (Brunton, 

et al., 1993), ravens (Heinrich, 1988a) and coyotes (Mettler & Shivik, 2007). The 

common magpie, a successful opportunist that thrives in urban environments, is 

also widely reputed to be wary in approaching novel objects (Birkhead, 1991; 

Doerr, et al., 1998; Wang & Trost, 2000). However, this reputation is based 

entirely on how difficult they are to trap, a trait which could also be a result of 

learned avoidance. No previous study has specifically investigated novelty 

responses in magpies.  

 Greenberg & Mettke-Hofmann (2001) suggest a model to explain the 

novelty responses of ecologically plastic, yet wary birds such as corvids. When 

the potential benefits and potential dangers of approaching a novel stimulus are 

both high, the motivation to explore occurs simultaneously with aversion to the 

novel stimulus. These conflicting motivations result in an approach-withdrawal 

response which acts to attenuate the fear, allowing exploration and learning to 

take place. However, this model, which was first proposed by Montgomery 

(1955), is primarily based on observations of captive birds and rats. Captive 

studies that force an interaction between an animal and a novel stimulus have 

limited application in nature where animals are free to avoid a fear-provoking 

stimulus. If we want to understand how natural selection shapes species-typical 

responses to novel stimuli, studies should be conducted under natural 

conditions. 
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Neophobic behaviour may not be a simple uniform response to all novel stimuli 

but may instead be influenced by object features such as colour and shape. 

According to Varela, Palacios, & Goldsmith (1993), birds have the most 

complex colour vision of all vertebrates and use it in every aspect of life, 

including the recognition and discrimination of objects. Mastrota & Mench 

(1995) believe that many birds possess a preference for, and aversion to, food 

of different colours, with an unlearned avoidance of red being widespread 

among birds. Their studies with bobwhite quail, Colinus virginianus, chicks 

(1995) and adults (1994) found a strong aversion to pecking red keys and 

eating red food which did not attenuate over five days. Similar findings have 

been recorded for domestic chickens (Roper, 1990), zebra finches, Taeniopygia 

guttata (Kelly & Marples, 2004) and chestnut-sided warblers (Greenberg, 1983). 

Although only the warbler study used red objects (leaves) rather than food, it is 

widely acknowledged that the pigment absorbing at longest wavelengths (the 

spectral region occupied by red sensitive pigments in the human retina) 

dominates the spectral sensitivity of most bird species (Hart & Hunt, 2007). In 

insectivores this sensitivity may help to avoid toxic prey that often use red as a 

warning colour, while in more frugivorous species it would aid in the search for 

ripe fruit (Gamberale-Stille, Hall, & Tullberg, 2007). As magpies rely heavily on 

insect prey through much of the year (Birkhead, 1991), an innate aversion to 

red in a feeding context may be an advantage. However, in an urban 

environment red objects are fairly common and birds which avoided these 

instinctively would be missing out on potential food sources. 

 According to Greenberg (2003) differential responses to novelty are not 

based on specific costs and benefits ascertained by an animal, but rather the 

uncertainty of either the costs or benefits of exploring a novel resource. Object 

shape can influence the uncertainty of both the costs and benefits of exploring 

novel stimuli so therefore we might expect an animal to react differently to novel 

objects of different shapes. Previous studies support this hypothesis. Mettke-

Hoffmann, et al. (2006) found that exploratory decisions varied with the costs 

and benefits of information gathering in garden warblers, Sylvia borin . When 

presented with two novel objects, the birds showed a greater hesitancy to 

approach the complex object (toy bear) than the simple object (piece of rope). 

The authors attributed this difference to the greater risk in exploring the bear as 
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its irregular surface could potentially hide more danger than the rope. Similarly, 

Greenberg (1983) found that chestnut-sided warblers took longer to feed near 

large objects, objects with spines and those with more complex surface 

structure than simpler, smaller objects. Object size also influenced neophobic 

reactions in captive coyotes, with large wooden cubes eliciting stronger 

avoidance than medium or small cubes (Windberg, 1996). 

 In this chapter I systematically explored the reactions of free-living 

magpies to novel objects that contained familiar food and were varied in shape 

and colour, as well as to piles of familiar food placed near a novel object.   

 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 STUDY SITE AND ANIMALS 

The experiment was conducted at six sites in Exeter, UK. Four sites were 

located on the University of Exeter's Streatham campus and two sites were in 

an urban park (Riverside Valley Park, owned by Exeter City Council). Magpies 

in these areas were accustomed to regular human activity, allowing 

observations to be conducted from a close proximity (<20m). As outlined in 

section 2.1.2, to prevent pseudoreplication, the six study sites were located a 

minimum of 500m apart. Five of the sites had not previously been used in any 

study, while one site (UoE lower botanical gardens) had previously been used 

in three studies (those outlined in Chapters 5, 6 and 7). 

 Each study site had a resident pair of magpies, identified as the same 

pair in each session by their habituation to the observer and to the feeding 

protocol, as well as their defence of the feeding area when other magpies 

approached. At five of the six sites the two resident birds could be individually 

identified by the pattern of feather loss and feather condition (Table 3.1).  

 The study took place between November 2009 and September 2011. 

Three of the sites were studied  in winter (November - February) and three in 

summer (June - September).  
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Table 3.1 Location and description of research subjects. 

Site Location Bird Description 

1 UoE Old Library OL1 

 

OL2 

Feather sticking straight up on back 

which turned to bald spot, larger of pair 

Long feather on left wing, smaller of  

the pair 

2 UoE car park area CP1 

 

CP2 

Short tail, often begging from partner 

(wing fluttering), smaller of pair 

Longer tail, 2 white patches on right 

wing, larger of pair 

3 UoE lower botanical 

gardens 

BGA 

BGB 

Tail moulting so lopsided, larger of pair 

Tail even, moulting on back of neck, 

smaller of pair 

4 

 

Riverside Valley Park: 

allotments 

 

ALR Could not tell two resident birds apart, 

always appeared together and fed 

equally 

5 

 

UoE Laver building LVA 

 

LVB 

Long tail, particularly middle feathers - 

very flappy in flight 

Short tail, somewhat frayed at ends 

6 Riverside Valley Park: 

Alphin Brook 

ABA 

ABB 

Scruffy tail, very short and frayed 

Long tail, larger of the two birds 

 

 

3.2.2 MATERIALS 

The novel objects used in the study were shallow plastic rectangular trays 

(50cm L x 40cm W x 8.5cm H). Before the experiment began, the trays were 

painted either blue or red with matt aerosol paint.  

 

3.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

Before beginning the study at each site, a two-week habituation period was 

conducted during which food (monkey nuts) was provided in a loose pile on the 
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ground daily. This enabled the birds to become familiar with the observer, the 

food and the feeding site. The birds were considered to be habituated when all 

of the food provided was taken in the presence of the observer and within 20 

minutes of provisioning.   

 

Control sessions 

Once the birds were habituated, four control sessions were conducted (one per 

day over four days) to determine the birds' feeding motivation and whether they 

had a side preference. Two equal portions of nuts were placed in loose piles on 

the ground approximately three metres apart (Fig. 3.1). The piles were 

positioned so that both were at a roughly equal distance from the observer and 

from tree cover. If no birds arrived in the first 20 minutes of a session it was 

abandoned and discarded. All other sessions lasted for one hour or until the 

food was depleted, whichever came first. 

 

Condition 1 

After four control sessions, a preference test was introduced to evaluate the 

birds’ aversion to four novel feeding situations. Two loose piles of nuts were 

placed on the ground in the same location as in the control sessions but with 

the addition of two feeding trays containing nuts, each placed 30cm from a pile. 

One tray was placed in the upright position with nuts inside it. The second tray 

was turned upside down and nuts were placed on top of it (Fig. 3.1). The tray 

was categorised as less complex in the inverted position because it did not 

require the birds to put their head ‘inside’ it to retrieve food. Furthermore, it 

formed a raised platform which allowed the birds a better view of the food. The 

placement of the inverted tray was counterbalanced across sessions. Three 

study sites started with blue trays and three started with red. 

 The order in which the birds engaged with the four food sources (pile 

next to upright/complex tray; pile next to inverted/simple tray; upright/complex 

tray; inverted/simple tray) indicated which they found least and most aversive. If 

no birds fed from any of the food sources during a session but were visibly 
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present, a control session was conducted immediately after the experimental 

session to determine whether the birds were still motivated to feed. 

If no birds arrived in the first 20 minutes of an experimental session it was 

abandoned and discarded. All other sessions lasted for one hour or until the 

food was depleted, whichever came first. This condition was retained until the 

birds were readily feeding from at least one of the four food sources (depleting 

the source within a session, for a minimum of three sessions).  

 

Condition 2 

In Condition 1, the loose piles were accepted first at all six sites, with no 

preference for either pile. Condition 2 was designed to test whether the birds 

would be more willing to feed from a tray in the absence of a loose nut pile. The 

piles were therefore absent in this condition and the birds were presented with 

just the trays in all sessions: one upright/complex with nuts inside and one 

inverted/simple with nuts on top (Fig. 3.1). The placement of the inverted tray 

was counterbalanced across sessions.  

 If no birds fed from either tray during a session but were visibly present, 

a control session was conducted immediately after the experimental session to 

determine whether the birds were still motivated to feed. At some sites the birds 

did not regularly feed during these control sessions. This was presumed to be a 

result of them moving out of the area during the one hour experimental session 

when they were not feeding. To address this problem, a random sequence of 

conditions (Control, Condition 1 and Condition 2) was adopted at these sites, 

with only one condition presented each day. 

 If no birds arrived in the first 20 minutes of an experimental session it 

was abandoned and discarded. All other sessions lasted for one hour or until 

the food was depleted, whichever came first. This condition was maintained 

until the birds were readily feeding from at least one of the trays (depleting the 

tray within a session, for a minimum of three sessions) or until 15 experimental 

sessions had elapsed, whichever came first. 
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Condition 3 

Once one of the trays was accepted, the preferred tray was introduced in a 

novel colour to test dishabituation and generalisation (Fig. 3.1). The preference 

test is now a familiar colour but unpreferred shape versus a novel colour but 

preferred shape. This condition was only performed at one site as only one bird 

fully habituated to a tray. The novel colour test was performed with an inverted 

red tray. 

 

3.2.4 DATA COLLECTION  

All sessions were videotaped with a tripod-mounted video camera situated 15 to 

20m from the food and positioned to give a panoramic view of the feeding area. 

The date, time and weather conditions were dictated onto the videotape at the 

start of each session. Binoculars (10x magnification) were used to confirm the 

identity of each bird (where possible), as well as the number of food items taken 

in each visit. These data were also dictated onto the videotape.   

 If no birds arrived in the first 20 minutes of an experimental session it 

was abandoned and discarded. All other sessions lasted for one hour or until 

the food was depleted, whichever came first. Trays and all remaining food were 

removed at the end of each session.  

 After the field work was complete, the video footage was viewed to 

measure the behavioural reactions to the various food sources during each 

session (Table 3.2). The video coding was performed by two people: Emily 

Taylor (ET) coded the sessions from two study sites and I coded the sessions 

from four study sites. To check interobserver reliability, I recoded three sessions 

coded by ET. Pearson's correlations confirmed consistent performance (Means 

±SE: feeding latency - ET = 1003s ±454, TV = 1004s ±454, r = 1.00, N = 6, p 

<0.001; feeding frequency - ET = 5.92 ±1.37, TV = 5.75 ±1.37, r = 0.99, N = 6, p 

<0.001; ambivalence score - ET = 5.67 ±4.07, TV = 4.83 ±2.71, r = 0.99, N = 4, 

p = 0.005).  
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Figure 3.1. Experimental protocol.  
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Table 3.2. Behavioural reactions coded from the videos. 

Behaviour Description 

Feeding latency Time elapsed between introduction of a food source 

and first tactile contact with it. Failure to feed from a 

source is given a maximal score equal to the length 

of time the source was available. 

Feeding frequency Total number of food items taken from each source. 

Approach/withdrawal Approaching a food source within 50cm and 

retreating without feeding. 

Walk-by Walking past the object (within 50cm) without 

stopping. 

Fly-over A short, low flight over a food source. 

Jumping jack A sudden vertical or backward leap (as per 

Heinrich, 1988) performed when within 50cm of a 

food source. 

Neck extension                                                                                       

 

Extension of the neck in the direction of a food 

source when within 50cm of the source. 

Notes: Time was measured in seconds (s). Distances were estimated based on 

known length of the tray (50cm). 

 Feeding latency and feeding frequency were considered to be measures 

of neophobia intensity, while approach/withdrawals, walk-bys, fly-overs, jumping 

jacks and neck extensions were classified as ambivalent behaviour. 

Ambivalence scores were calculated for each bird as the sum of all ambivalent 

behaviours it exhibited in a session.  

 

3.2.5 DATA ANALYSIS 

With the exception of site six, two birds regularly fed from the feeding station at 

each site. Although often visibly present, one bird at site six (ABB) did not feed 

regularly from the feeding station even in the control sessions. This bird was 

therefore excluded from the analysis due to insufficient data. Intruder birds 

occasionally fed at some sites (identified as intruders by the speed at which the 
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resident birds chased them away) but their appearance was not consistent so 

none was included in the analysis. 

 Behaviours were recorded for individual birds at all sites except site four 

where the two resident birds could not be individually identified. This site is 

treated as two birds in the general pattern of feeding behaviour (did/did not 

habituate to piles next to trays; did/did not feed from a tray) as both birds were 

obviously present in all sessions and followed the same behaviour pattern (both 

habituated to piles next to trays but neither fed from a tray). However, in mean 

feeding latency and frequency, mean ambivalence score and pilfer/steal 

attempts they are treated as one unit. This results in a sample size of 10 for 

most statistical tests. 

 The use of individual birds (where possible) is an appropriate measure 

as the magpies at each site did not always follow the same feeding pattern. All 

four birds that eventually fed from a tray were at different sites, as were the two 

birds that did not habituate to the piles next to the trays. Additionally, the 

possibility of food sharing can be excluded as magpie partners maintain 

separate food hoards in non-overlapping caching areas (Birkhead, 1991). 

 All analyses were carried out using SPSS v20. General Estimating 

Equations (GEE) were used for most of the analyses to accommodate the non-

normal distribution of the data and the use of repeated measures (Garson, 

2012). The most appropriate model type, working correlation matrix structure 

and subset of predictors were chosen based on the Goodness of Fit statistics 

QIC (quasi-likelihood under independence criterion) and QICC (a corrected 

version that rewards parsimony) with smaller values indicating a better fit (Table 

3.3). Individual feeding latency data were analysed using identity-gamma 

regression whereas individual feeding frequency and ambivalence were 

analysed using negative binomial regression. Site feeding latency data were 

analysed using inverse Gaussian regression while site feeding frequency data 

were analysed using identity-negative binomial regression. Feeding latency 

data for birds that fed from novel trays were analysed using inverse Gaussian 

regression whereas feeding frequency data for these birds were analysed using 

negative binomial regression. All pairwise contrasts in these analyses are Least 

Significant Difference. Spearman Correlation Coefficients were used to explore 
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the relationship between ambivalent behaviour and tray acceptance. t-tests 

were used to explore differences in mean ambivalence scores between birds 

that fed from the trays and those that did not. 

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 FOOD SOURCE PREFERENCES 

GEE analyses revealed that individual feeding latencies and individual feeding 

frequencies varied significantly for the different food sources across the three 

conditions (control: 2 nut piles; condition 1: 2 nut piles and 2 trays with nuts; 

condition 2: 2 trays with nuts, Table 3.3: lines 1 & 2). All 11 birds readily fed 

from the piles in the control sessions and nine birds readily fed from the piles 

next to trays (condition 1) within three sessions. Two birds became wary of 

feeding from the piles once the trays were introduced, feeding from them only 

occasionally in condition 1 (Fig. 3.2). Only two birds fed from the novel trays 

within 10 exposures (experimental sessions). After 15 exposures this figure only 

rose to four birds, even in condition 2 where no nut piles were presented. 

 Pairwise contrasts in these analyses show that latency to feed from the 

piles was significantly higher in the presence of trays (condition 1) than in the 

control sessions (Fig. 3.3). However, there was no difference between these 

two conditions in feeding frequency from the piles (Mean of both piles ±SE: 

control = 5.06 ±0.80, condition 1 = 4.36 ±1.29, N = 10, n = 736, n.s.).  
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Fig. 3.2. The feeding behaviour of the 11 birds.  

 

To investigate whether there were positional biases (position within feeding 

area: right or left; position relative to trays: next to upright or inverted tray) for 

the loose nut piles within each condition, GEE analyses were performed using 

data for each study site rather than each bird. Magpies appear to prefer feeding 

at an unoccupied food source, therefore each bird's choice of pile might have 

been affected by the choice of the other bird. 

 Feeding latencies varied significantly for the right and left piles across 

conditions, but feeding frequencies for these piles did not (Table 3.3: lines 3 & 

4). Pairwise contrasts between the right and left piles within each condition 

show no significant difference in latency in either condition (Fig. 3.3). Although 

there was a trend towards shorter latencies for the right pile in both conditions, 

feeding frequencies for the right and left piles were very similar within each 

condition (Means ±SE: control - left = 6.33 ±1.07, right = 6.03 ±0.94, N = 6, n = 

100, n.s; condition 1 - left: 5.78 ±1.54, right: 6.15 ±1.07, N = 6, n = 142, n.s.), 

suggesting that there was no strong preference for either position.  

 The piles in condition 1 were also analysed based on their position 

relative to the trays (next to the upright or inverted tray) to investigate whether 

the birds found the pile next to the complex (upright) tray more aversive. Neither 
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the feeding latencies nor feeding frequencies varied significantly between the 

two piles (Table 3.3: lines 5 & 6). In fact, both latencies (Fig. 3.3) and 

frequencies for the two piles were almost identical (Means ±SE: upright pile = 

5.54 ±1.26, inverted pile = 5.57 ±1.12, N = 6, n = 142, n.s.). This means the 

birds did not find either pile more aversive due to the shape of the tray beside it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Fig. 3.3. Mean feeding latencies (±SE) for the loose nut piles in the control 

sessions and condition 1 (C1). As each bird's choice of pile might have been 

affected by the choice of the other bird, comparisons between sides (left and 

right) within each condition, as well as between the piles based on their position 

relative to the trays (next to the upright or inverted tray) in condition 1, are 

based on latencies for each site not each bird (N = 6).  Individual latencies (N = 

10) are used to compare behaviour towards the piles in the control sessions 

and condition 1 (where trays were present). Magpies took significantly longer to 

feed from loose piles once the trays were introduced to the feeding area, no 

other pairwise contrasts are significant. *p = 0.002 
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To investigate whether birds that fed from the trays showed a preference for 

either food source (piles or trays), GEE analyses was performed on data from 

only the four birds that fed from the trays (Table 3.3: lines 7 & 8). Birds that did 

not feed from the trays were excluded as they obviously preferred the piles.  

 Feeding latencies and feeding frequencies varied significantly for the two 

food sources (piles and trays) during sessions where both sources were 

utilised. Pairwise contrasts in these analyses demonstrate that the birds 

retained a preference for the piles, with significantly lower feeding latencies and 

significantly higher feeding frequencies for the piles than the trays (Fig. 3.4). 

This means that although neophobia of the tray had attenuated to a degree in 

these birds, they still had not fully overcome their aversion and completely 

accepted the tray.  

 

 

Fig. 3.4. Median feeding latencies (+interquartile range) and mean feeding 

frequencies (±SE) for tray-feeding birds in sessions where both sources were 

utilised (N = 4, n = 10). GEE analyses demonstrate significant differences 

between the two food sources in feeding latency (χ2 = 26.02, df = 1, p <0.001) and 

feeding frequency (χ2 = 123.47, df = 1, p <0.001). The longer feeding latency and 

lower feeding frequency for the tray demonstrates that the birds still retained a 

preference for the loose nut piles. **p <0.001 
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3.3.2 EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION ON AMBIVALENT 

 BEHAVIOUR  

A GEE analysis showed that individual ambivalence scores varied significantly 

across the three conditions (control: 2 nut piles; condition 1: 2 nut piles and 2 

trays with nuts; condition 2: 2 trays with nuts, Table 3.3: line 9). Pairwise 

contrasts showed that the greatest amount of ambivalent behaviour occurred in 

condition 1, where the trays were first introduced, with significantly higher 

scores than in the control sessions (Fig. 3.5). Ambivalence scores in condition 2 

were also higher than in the control sessions but were lower than in condition 1 

and neither of these differences were significant. This suggests that the conflict 

between the motivation to explore the trays and the fear of approaching them 

was greatest in condition 1 where the birds first encountered the trays and 

declined in condition 2 as the birds had more exposure to them. The low level of 

ambivalence displayed in the control sessions suggests the birds did not have 

conflicting motivations but simply wanted to explore the food sources. 

 

3.3.3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AMBIVALENCE AND TRAY ACCEPTANCE  

There was a significant positive correlation in individual ambivalence scores 

between both conditions where trays were present (conditions 1 and 2: r = 0.90, 

N = 10, p < 0.001). Birds that fed from a tray performed more ambivalent 

behaviour in both conditions than birds that did not feed from the trays, although 

this difference only reached significance in condition 2 (Fig. 3.5).  

 There was a significant negative correlation in individual ambivalence 

scores between the control sessions (without trays) and the mean of the two 

conditions with trays (r = -0.71, N = 10, p = 0.022). Birds that fed from a tray 

displayed less ambivalence in the control sessions than birds that did not feed 

from the trays, although the difference was not significant (Fig. 3.5).  

 These trends suggest that the birds that eventually fed from a tray had a 

greater conflict between exploration and fear when the trays were present than 

those that never fed from the trays. 
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Fig. 3.5  Mean ambivalence scores (±SE) across conditions for all birds (N = 

10, n = 240) as well as a breakdown of scores between birds that fed from the 

trays (tray feeders, N = 4) and those that did not (tray avoiders, N = 6). All birds 

performed more ambivalent behaviour in condition 1, when the trays were first 

introduced, than during the control sessions. When presented with just trays 

(condition 2), the tray feeders performed significantly more ambivalent 

behaviour than the tray avoiders, suggesting that the fear response 

overwhelmed the motivation to explore in the wary birds. *p = 0.033, **p = 

0.018 

 

3.3.4 CONDITION 3: CHOICE BETWEEN TWO TRAYS - preferred shape in 

 novel colour and aversive shape in familiar colour 

This condition was only performed at one site as only one bird habituated to a 

tray. The novel coloured tray (red) in the preferred shape (inverted) was 

accepted by ABA on the first exposure (feeding latency = 293s) compared to 14 

exposures to accept the tray in the original colour. On the second exposure to 

the novel coloured tray the feeding latency dropped to 49s and all of the nuts in 

the tray were taken. During both of these sessions, the familiar coloured (blue) 

but aversive shaped tray (upright) was avoided. 
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3.3.5 OBJECT COLOUR AND SHAPE PREFERENCES  

At a population level, the birds did not show a colour preference or aversion. Of 

the four birds that fed from a tray, two were exposed to blue trays and two to 

red trays. Similarly, of the two birds that did not habituate to the piles next to the 

trays, one was exposed to blue trays and the other to red trays.  

 Although most of the birds found both tray shapes aversive and avoided 

them, three of the four birds that did feed from the trays showed a preference 

for the inverted tray (less complex object) and fed solely from that one. The 

fourth bird fed from both trays. The only bird that habituated to a tray fed solely 

from the inverted tray, even in condition 3 when that shape was presented in a 

novel colour while the upright tray (more complex object) remained the familiar 

colour. 
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Table 3.3 Summary of GEE analyses investigating food source 

preferences and ambivalent behaviour. Goodness of fit for the model (QIC 

and QICC) and the test of each model effect are given. Condition has three 

levels (control, condition 1, condition2); Source has two levels (pile, tray); Side 

has two levels (left, right); Shape has two levels (upright, inverted). 

 Analysis N QIC QICC Model effects χ2 df p 

1 Individual  

latencies 

736 883.07 853.30 Condition*Source 490.57 3 <0.001 

2 Individual  

frequencies 

736 826.84 742.25 Condition*Source 48.77 3 <0.001 

3 Pile latencies:   

side 

242 4.13 12.11 Condition*Source 

*Side 

25.43 3 <0.001 

4 Pile frequencies: 

side 

242 172.85 165.21 Condition*Source 

*Side 

0.748 3 0.862 

5 Pile latencies: 

shape 

142 1.83 5.83 Shape 0.24 1 0.625 

6 Pile frequencies: 

shape 

142 120.81 115.96 Shape 0.02 1 0.894 

7 Tray-feeders: 

feeding latencies 

10 0.10 4.07 Source 26.02 1 <0.001 

8 Tray-feeders: 

frequencies 

10 4.75 7.07 Source 123.47 1 <0.001 

9 Individual 

ambivalence  

240 413.88 381.07 Condition 7.42 2 0.024 

 

 

3.4 Discussion 

This study provides the first empirical evidence that magpies exhibit strong 

novel object neophobia and that this reaction persists even after repeated 

exposure to the object. These results also suggest that object shape might 

influence the intensity of neophobic responses, with more complex objects 

eliciting stronger neophobic reactions. Conversely, object colour does not 

appear to affect behaviour. Additionally, these findings suggest that ambivalent 

behaviour plays a key role in attenuating neophobic responses. 
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The avoidance of the novel feeding trays by the majority of birds, even in 

condition 2 when no loose piles of food were available, provides compelling 

evidence of strong novel object neophobia in urban magpies. It took a minimum 

of ten exposures for any bird to interact with a tray, which demonstrates the 

intensity of this neophobic response. Additionally, most of the birds that fed from 

a tray only did so once or twice, suggesting that full acceptance of a novel 

object requires a long period of exposure. This could lead to  pilfering behaviour 

due to a fear of the novel feeding tray (Hempel de Ibarra, personal observation). 

It also explains why magpies are difficult to trap - because of a fear of 

approaching novel objects, rather than a learned avoidance after a near escape 

or observing a conspecific being trapped.  

 It is worth noting that the neophobic reactions observed in this study 

persisted for much longer than in published studies with captive birds, e.g. 

ravens (Stoewe, Bugnyar, Loretto, et al., 2006); garden and Sardinian warblers, 

S. melanocephala momus (Mettke-Hofmann, et al., 2005); 51 parrot species 

(Mettke-Hofmann, et al., 2002); starlings (Boogert, et al., 2006); zebra finches 

(Coleman & Mellgren, 1994) and house sparrows (Martin & Fitzgerald, 2005). 

Most of these studies exposed birds to a novel object only once, and most birds 

approached the object during the allocated time period (ranging from one to 

three hours). However, as the novel object was always placed next to, or 

attached to, their ordinary feed container, captive birds faced a stark choice 

between going hungry and approaching the object. Furthermore, naïve animals 

raised in a depauperate environment may show stronger reactions to novelty 

(both attraction and fear) than wild animals raised in complex and unpredictable 

habitats. Conversely, domestic strains often show reduced novelty responses 

compared to their wild counterparts, as has been shown with rats (Inglis, et al., 

1996) and chickens (Marples & Kelly, 1999). In this study, the wild free-living 

birds had no need to approach the objects but could simply continue to forage 

as usual. 

 A more pertinent question may be why the birds in this study approached 

the objects at all. Herein may lie the key to understanding the paradox of 

neophobia in an ecologically plastic species. As proposed by Greenberg & 

Mettke-Hofmann (2001), the fact that most magpies made repeated 

approach/withdrawals to the novel trays suggests that, as expected in 
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opportunistic generalists, they were motivated to explore the novel food source 

yet, for reasons not yet understood, were also afraid of approaching it. Less 

versatile feeders, e.g. blackbirds, Turdus merula; pigeons, Columba livia; and 

wood pigeons, C.  palumbus, present in the study area would have less 

motivation to explore the novel food sources as the probability of it containing 

palatable food is much less likely.  

 The pattern of ambivalent behaviour exhibited in this study supports the 

hypothesis that animals use this behaviour to learn about novel stimuli, 

suggesting one mechanism by which ecologically plastic species can overcome 

their intense neophobic reactions. In both test conditions, where the novel trays 

were present, three of four birds that fed from a tray displayed high levels of 

ambivalence. Conversely, three birds that never fed from a tray displayed lower 

levels of ambivalence in these conditions than in the control sessions.  

According to Greenberg & Mettke-Hofmann’s (2001) two-factor model, the 

extent to which exploration occurs depends on how much it is inhibited by fear. 

The lower incidence of ambivalent behaviour displayed in conditions 1 and 2 by 

birds that did not feed from trays suggests that the motivation to explore was 

overwhelmed by fear of approaching the trays, and that this prevented them 

from learning enough about the trays to attenuate their neophobia. For those 

that fed from a tray, the motivation to explore the tray was greater than the fear 

of approaching it, allowing learning to take place. These behaviour patterns 

suggest that exploratory behaviour, even when tempered by fear, yields 

information that serves to reduce that fear and facilitate learning about the 

object, enabling animals to evaluate the risk of interacting with it. 

 Neophobia in magpies does not appear to be colour-specific as both the 

blue and red trays were avoided by the majority of birds. Of the four birds that 

fed from a tray, two were exposed to red trays and two to blue. This lack of 

preference is perhaps unsurprising as both red and blue are vivid colours which 

contrast dramatically with the grass backdrop on which they were presented. 

However, Windberg (1996) also found that colour had no influence on novel 

object reactions in captive coyotes, with the animals showing equal aversion to 

black and white wooden cubes. It would be interesting to repeat the current 

study using colours which are more similar to the environment and which the 

birds encounter more regularly, such as green and brown. 
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Most birds in this study avoided both the complex (upright) and simple 

(inverted) trays. However, of the four birds that did feed from a tray, three fed 

from the simple/inverted tray only. Furthermore, the bird that habituated fully to 

the inverted tray continued to avoid the upright tray even when the inverted tray 

was presented in a novel colour. As the upright tray required a greater degree 

of interaction (putting the head inside the tray) in order to retrieve food, the birds 

might have perceived a greater cost in feeding from this tray than the inverted 

tray. Additionally, because the food was more visible with the inverted tray, the 

known benefits of approaching the tray in this position might have been greater. 

The weaker neophobic reactions toward the inverted/simple tray in this study 

are consistent with warbler studies by Mettke-Hofmann, et al. (2006) and 

Greenberg (1983) and well as coyotes (Windberg, 1996). I explored the 

influence of object features on magpies' novelty reactions further in a separate 

study (Chapter 6) where I presented magpies with small, simple objects in 

different colours including silver. 

 Studies in numerous species have shown that individuals within a 

population vary in their response to novelty, with some individuals consistently 

approaching novel stimuli sooner than others (e.g. An, Kriengwatana, Newman, 

Macdougall-Shackleton, & Macdougall-Shackleton, 2009; Boogert, et al., 2006; 

Ensminger & Westneat, 2012). In a study of captive ravens, the presence of 

these ‘fast’ individuals helped facilitate approach to novel food and objects by 

‘slower’ individuals, presumably because they learned items were safe by 

watching conspecifics interacting with them (Stowe & Kotrschal, 2006). Studies 

with jackdaws (Corvus monedula, Katzir, 1983), house sparrows (Elgar, 1986), 

rats (Galef, 1996a) and carrion crows (Chiarati, Canestrari, Vera, & Baglione, 

2012) have also shown that the presence of conspecifics facilitates approach to 

novel stimuli. This may be because individuals learn which novel items are safe 

by observing conspecifics, or they may feel safer approaching novel items in a 

group, perhaps due to reduced predation risk. For example, both wild ravens 

and house sparrows use specific calls to recruit conspecifics to novel food 

sources (Elgar, 1986; Heinrich, 1988b). No study has explicitly investigated 

novelty responses in non-social species such as magpies. This is surprising 

given that social complexity, like ecological complexity, is thought to be a major 

factor driving evolution.  
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The individual variation in neophobic responses observed in this study 

corresponds to those studies showing that individuals within a population vary in 

their response to novelty, with some individuals consistently approaching novel 

stimuli sooner than others. However, unlike studies with social species, 

watching a conspecific interact with the novel trays did not facilitate approach to 

the tray by more neophobic individuals. The four birds that engaged with a tray 

were at different sites and observing them interacting safely with the tray did not 

appear to attenuate their mates' apprehension of the tray. This apparent lack of 

social facilitation in magpies is puzzling  because although the breeding birds 

are highly territorial most of the year, non-breeders form loose flocks ranging 

from 10 to 50 individuals and large communal roosts containing up to 150 

magpies have been recorded during the winter months (Birkhead, 1991). It 

would be interesting to repeat this study with a non-breeding magpie flock to 

see if social facilitation does occur in larger groups. 

 To summarise, in this study I showed that magpies display a pronounced 

aversion to feeding from a novel object when encountered in their familiar 

environment. The intensity of this reaction does not appear to be influenced by 

object colour but may vary according to object shape, with more complex 

objects eliciting stronger reactions. The pattern of ambivalent behaviour 

recorded in this study provides the first field evidence in support of Greenberg & 

Mettke-Hofmann's (2001) two-factor model to explain the paradox of high 

neophobia in successful generalist species.  
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Chapter 4 

Differential novelty reactions in novel versus familiar environments  

 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3, I showed that free-living urban magpies exhibit an intense and 

long-lasting aversion to interacting with novel objects when encountered in their 

familiar environment. This finding seems incompatible with the fact that magpie 

numbers across Europe have increased dramatically since the 1960s as they 

colonised new areas, particularly urban habitats (Baillie, et al., 2012; Birkhead, 

1991; Gooch, et al., 1991; Jerzak, 2001). According to several authors, 

colonisation of new habitats and exploitation of new foraging opportunities 

requires behavioural flexibility and a willingness to explore objects, food or 

situations which neophobic species are likely to avoid (Echeverria & Vassallo, 

2008; Greenberg & Mettke-Hofmann, 2001; Martin & Fitzgerald, 2005). 

Although the birds in my study showed behavioural flexibility in that some 

kleptoparasitised great tits and squirrels in order to take advantage of the food 

contained in novel objects, this tactic was time-consuming and frequently 

unsuccessful. Likewise, although a minority of birds did eventually overcome 

their neophobia enough to feed from a novel tray, it required numerous 

unsuccessful exposures to the trays and time-consuming approach/avoidance 

behaviour. While these behaviours may facilitate expansion into novel habitats, 

it would be slow. 

 A more plausible explanation for the paradox of high neophobia in such 

an ecologically plastic species is that novelty responses are not a simple unitary 

trait that is consistent across situations but are instead highly context-specific. 

Indeed, studies with several mammal species have shown that the absolute 

novelty of the stimulus is less important in eliciting a response than the relative 

novelty of the stimulus to the contextual clues with which it is presented 

(Cowan, 1976, 1977; Harris & Knowlton, 2001; Honey, et al., 1992; Lubow, et 

al., 1976). 
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As previously noted, Cowan (1976) found that rats did not avoid novel objects if 

they were present in the new environment when the rats were first introduced. 

Seven days later at least some of the rats showed avoidance towards novel 

objects in the by now familiar environment. Moving a familiar feeding basket to 

a novel location within the familiar environment elicited a similar avoidance 

response. Lubow, et. al. (1976) found that rats and children displayed a greater 

perceptual response when novelty or familiarity of the environment contrasted 

with that of the stimulus (novel object/familiar environment or familiar 

object/novel environment) than when a stimulus and environment were similar 

in novelty or familiarity. Other rat studies have produced similar results. Honey, 

et al. (1992) found that when a familiar food was presented to rats in a novel 

environment it elicited a strong neophobic response, while Hennessy, et al. 

(1977) found that experiencing a familiar stimulus in a novel environment 

produced a more intense neophobic response in rats than the novel 

environment on its own. A more recent study with captive-bred coyotes 

replicated the findings of previous rat and human studies. Harris & Knowlton 

(2001) found that coyotes readily investigated novel objects encountered in 

unfamiliar environments but were wary of the same novel objects when 

encountered in familiar environments.  

 Such context-specific responses to novelty may explain how seemingly 

neophobic species can colonise and flourish in new environments. 

Unfortunately, there is a lack of data on the behaviour of wild animals in novel 

environments due to the difficulty of collecting such data in natural systems 

(Russell, McMorland, & MacKay, 2010). There also does not exist, to my 

knowledge, any study investigating context-specific novelty reactions in an 

avian species. This study aimed to fill these knowledge gaps using wild-born 

magpies in a captive setting. 

 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 STUDY SITE AND ANIMALS 

As outlined in section 2.2.2, all birds were housed in an aviary consisting of a 

solid wooden shed and a wire-mesh flight enclosure situated on the roof of 
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Washington Singer Laboratories at Exeter University's Streatham Campus. The 

shed (183cm L x 123cm W x 183cm H) contained a nest and several perches 

as well as a large window which could be opened to provide fresh air and 

daylight. The flight enclosure was laid out as two distinct areas: the inner aviary 

and the test arena.  

 The inner aviary (183cm L x 120cm W x 180cm H) was immediately 

adjacent to the shed and contained two perches, a water bath and a caching 

tray (aluminium tray filled with soil). This area provided a retreat for the birds in 

case they found the conditions in the test arena highly aversive. The test arena 

(366cm L x 183cm W x 183cm H) occupied the area furthest from the shed and 

contained four evenly spaced perches. 

 All birds were wildlife casualties obtained from UK wildlife rescue centres 

when deemed suitable for release, i.e. flying strongly, self-feeding and with the 

majority of their feathers intact. They were of varying ages ranging from six 

weeks to a second year adult (determined by colour pattern on primary feathers 

and gape colouration as per Birkhead, 1991) and had diverse backgrounds (see 

Table 4.1). The birds were acquired as and when available and housed in the 

groups in which they were received, resulting in varying group sizes and test 

periods. Nevertheless, all experiments took place within a short timeframe - 

from May to August 2010. 

 Upon arrival all birds had two coloured plastic rings placed on their left 

leg for identification. This procedure was performed by bird ringers licensed with 

the British Trust for Ornithology. 
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Table 4.1 Descriptions of research subjects. 

Bird Age Background 

Mischief 

 

6-7   

wks 

Arrived alone from Secret World Wildlife Rescue; brought in as 

casualty and held 10 days; juvenile colouration on primaries and 

pink gape; small 

TinyG 8-10 

wks 

 

Arrived with siblings Big Red and Bluebell from Crows are Us; 

disturbed nest so in captivity from 3-4 weeks old; juvenile 

colouration on primaries and pink gape; smallest of 3 birds 

Big Red 8-10 

wks 

 

Arrived with siblings Tiny G and Bluebell from Crows are Us; 

disturbed nest so in captivity from 3-4 weeks old; juvenile 

colouration on primaries and pink gape; largest of 3 birds 

Bluebell 

 

8-10 

wks 

Arrived with siblings Tiny G and Big Red from Corvid Aid; 

disturbed nest so in captivity from 3-4 weeks old; juvenile 

colouration on primaries and pink gape; middle-sized of 3 birds 

Hook 

 

2 year+ 

adult 

Arrived with Tame and Timid (unrelated) from Secret World 

Wildlife Rescue; brought in as casualty and held eight days; adult 

primary colouration and black gape; large bird 

Tame 10-12 

wks 

Arrived with Hook and Timid (unrelated) from Secret World 

Wildlife Rescue; brought in as casualty and held 14 days; juvenile 

primary colouration and pink gape 

Timid 1st year 

adult 

Arrived with Hook and Tame (unrelated) from Secret World 

Wildlife Rescue; brought in as casualty and held 10 days; juvenile 

primary colouration and black gape 

Mirth 1st year 

adult 

Arrived alone from RSCPA West Hatch Wildlife Hospital (West 

Hatch, Somerset); brought in as casualty and held 18 days; 

juvenile primary colouration and black gape 
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4.2.2 MATERIALS 

As in Chapter 3, the majority of objects used in the study were shallow plastic 

rectangular trays (50cm L x 40cm W x 8.5cm H) painted either red, blue or 

black using matt aerosol paint. An additional tray of the same dimensions 

covered in aluminium foil was used for the silver tray test. 

 Deeper plastic rectangular trays (50cm L x 40cm W x 20cm H) painted 

either blue or red with matt aerosol paint were used for one test. 

 The birds were offered dried mealworms in all sessions. 

 

4.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

All birds arrived on site in the late afternoon and were kept in the shed overnight 

where tinned cat food and water were provided. Food and water were available 

ad libitum in this location throughout the course of the study. This ensured they 

were not interacting with the novel feeding trays out of hunger. 

 

Novel environment test 

The day after arrival, each bird was let out into the flight enclosure (singly) 

where mealworms had been put out in four locations: 1) inside a shallow plastic 

tray  2) on top of an identical tray that was flipped over, 3 & 4) loose piles 

placed 20cm away from each tray (Fig 4.1). Four of the birds were exposed to 

blue trays in the novel environment while the other four were exposed to red 

trays. Each bird was kept in the aviary on its own for two hours or until all the 

mealworms were consumed, whichever came first.  

 

Familiarisation period 

Once all birds had accepted the feeding trays they were given free access to 

the flight enclosure with the trays left in situ (without mealworms) for five days. 

During this time a minimum of five control sessions (worms out in four locations 
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as above) were performed for each bird (singly) with the position of the trays 

counterbalanced in each session to identify any location or shape preference. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1. Test arena with four food sources arranged as in novel environment 

test and familiarisation period (from left to right: upright tray; pile next to upright 

tray; pile next to inverted tray; inverted tray). The position of the upright and 

inverted trays was swapped between sessions to exclude side biases. Note that 

monkey nuts have been used for illustrative purposes only, the study used dried 

mealworms. 

 

Familiar environment tests 

After the five day familiarisation period, a series of test sessions were 

performed with novel feeding conditions. As no birds showed a preference for 

tray shape in the familiarisation period, two upright trays were used for all 

further sessions. One test session and one control session were performed for 

each bird on the same day. All birds were locked in the shed while the test 

arena was set up for each session to prevent an object being accepted because 

it was associated with a familiar individual. Each session lasted for two hours or 
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until all of the mealworms were consumed, whichever came first. The sequence 

of tests was varied for each bird. 

 

Single novel tray tests: black and silver 

To test reactions to a novel object in a familiar environment, one of the familiar 

trays was replaced with an identically shaped tray painted black. If the bird had 

demonstrated a location preference in the familiarisation period the novel tray 

was placed in the preferred  location. The other food sources remained identical 

to the familiarisation period.  

 To test the widely held belief that magpies' are attracted to silver objects, 

the above test protocol was repeated with a silver tray instead of the black tray. 

 

Two novel tray tests: colour and shape 

To separate aversion to the novel tray from a preference for the familiar tray in 

the above tests, a session was performed with two novel trays. Birds familiar 

with blue trays were tested with two identically shaped red trays and birds 

familiar with red trays were tested with two identically shaped blue trays. 

 To investigate whether a slight change in an object would elicit a 

neophobic reaction, a test was performed with two trays identical to the familiar 

trays in all aspects except that they were 11.5cm deeper. This extra depth could 

be seen as a greater risk by the magpies and therefore might evoke a greater 

reaction than novel coloured trays of a shallower depth. 

 

Novel location test 

To test the reaction to familiar objects in a novel location, the familiar trays were 

moved to the location where the piles normally occurred and were rotated 

lengthwise. 
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4.2.4 DATA COLLECTION  

All sessions were videotaped with a tripod-mounted video camera inside a 

canvas bird hide situated 15m from the aviary. The date, time and weather 

conditions were recorded at the start of each session.  

 All sessions lasted for two hours or until the food was depleted, 

whichever came first. Any mealworms remaining after two hours were removed. 

 After the observational work was complete, the video footage was 

viewed to measure the behavioural reactions to the various food sources during 

each session (Table 4.2). One person (TV) performed all of the video coding. 

 

Table 4.2. Behavioural reactions coded from videos. 

Behaviour Description 

Feeding latency Time elapsed between a bird entering the aviary 

and first tactile contact with a food source. If the bird 

failed to feed from any food source during a 

session, a maximal score equal to the length of the 

session was recorded (7200s) 

Approach/withdrawal Approaching a food source within 30cm 

(approximately half a tray's length) and retreating 

without feeding 

Walk-by Walking past the object (within 30cm) without 

stopping. 

Jumping jack A sudden vertical or backward leap (as per 

Heinrich, 1988) performed when within 30cm of a 

food source. 

Neck extension 

 

Extension of the neck in the direction of a food 

source when within 30cm of the source 

Notes: Time was measured in seconds (s). Distances were estimated based on 

known length of the tray (50cm). 

 Feeding latency was considered to be a measure of neophobia intensity, 

while approach/withdrawals, walk-bys, jumping jacks and neck extensions were 
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classified as ambivalent behaviour. Ambivalence scores were calculated for 

each bird as the sum of all ambivalent behaviours it exhibited in a session. 

 

4.2.5 DATA ANALYSIS 

All analyses were carried out using SPSS v20. General Estimating Equations 

were used for most of the analyses to accommodate the non-normal distribution 

of the data and the use of repeated measures (Garson, 2012). The most 

appropriate model type, working correlation matrix structure and subset of 

predictors were chosen based on the Goodness of Fit statistics QIC (quasi-

likelihood under independence criterion) and QICC (a corrected version that 

rewards parsimony) with smaller values indicating a better fit (Table 4.3). 

Feeding latency data in the novel environment test were analysed using 

identity-inverse Gaussian regression whereas latency data for the familiarisation 

period and all of the test sessions were analysed using gamma regression. 

Ambivalence data for all of the test sessions were analysed using negative 

binomial regression. All pairwise contrasts are Least Significant Difference. 

Sequence effects were investigated using Spearman's Correlation Coefficients. 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 NOVEL ENVIRONMENT TEST  

A GEE analysis of feeding latencies in the novel environment test showed no 

significant difference between the four food sources when analysed by location 

(right & left piles, right & left trays) or by shape (upright & inverted trays, piles 

next to upright & inverted trays, Table 4.3: line 1). This means the birds did not 

show a significant preference for one of the four food sources. 

 Although most birds (six out of eight) fed from a pile first, they did not 

show avoidance of the trays as all birds fed from a tray during the test. A 

pairwise contrast between latencies for the 1st pile feed and 1st tray feed in this 

test confirmed the tendency to take from a pile more quickly but did not show a 

significant difference between the two (Table 4.4). Similarly, most birds fed from 

the left pile first but did not show avoidance of the right pile. A pairwise contrast 
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between latencies for these two piles confirmed that this trend was not 

significant (Table 4.4). There was little difference between latencies for the piles 

based on their position relative to the trays (next to the inverted or upright tray), 

but the birds showed a tendency to feed from the inverted tray more quickly 

(Table 4.4). There was no positional bias for the trays (left or right). 

 The feeding pattern observed in this test supports the prediction that 

magpies would not avoid novel objects when encountered in a novel 

environment. The tendency to feed from a pile more quickly than a tray does not 

contradict this finding as all birds moved on to the trays once they had depleted 

the food in the piles, unlike the field study where the trays were avoided even 

when no other food was presented. The tendency to prefer the inverted tray is 

in line with observations from the field study and might be due to the less 

complex nature of this shape, but the preference for the left pile is difficult to 

explain, especially as there was not a similar preference for the left tray. As 

these preferences disappear in the following familiarisation period they do not 

warrant further discussion. 
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Table 4.3. Summary of GEE analyses investigating food source 

preferences and ambivalent behaviour. Goodness of fit for the model (QIC 

and QICC) and the test of each model effect are given. Side has two levels (left, 

right); Shape has two levels (upright, inverted); Test has six levels (novel 

environment, black tray, silver tray, 2 novel colour trays, 2 novel shape trays, 

novel location); Source has two levels (pile, tray) in analyses 1 & 2 and four 

levels (pile next to familiar tray, pile next to test tray, familiar tray, test tray) in 

analyses 3 & 4. 

 Analysis n QIC QICC Model effects χ2 df p 

1.1 

1.2 

Novel  

environment  

32 2.94 14.00 Side*Source 

Source*Shape 

2.72 

3.03 

2 

2 

0.257 

0.220 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

Familiarisation  

period  

94 344.81 347.97 Source 

Side*Source 

Source*Shape 

15.03 

0.12 

10.34 

1 

2 

2 

<0.001 

0.943 

0.006 

3 All tests:  

latencies 

160 386.50 403.22 Test*Source 1076.55 7 <0.001 

4 

 

All tests: 

ambivalence 

48 70.45 71.85 Test 48.96 5 <0.001 

 

 

4.3.2 FAMILIARISATION PERIOD 

A GEE analysis of feeding latencies during the familiarisation period showed a 

significant difference between the piles and the trays (Table 4.3: line 2), with 

most birds feeding from the piles more quickly. There was no difference 

between the four food sources when analysed by location (right & left piles, right 

& left trays), but there was a significant difference when analysed by shape 

(upright & inverted trays, piles next to upright & inverted trays). Pairwise 

contrasts between the two shapes reveal a slight tendency for the birds to take 

from the pile next to the upright tray more quickly than the other pile and a 

stronger tendency to take from the upright tray more quickly than the inverted 

tray (Table 4.4). This preference is in the opposite direction to the initial 

preference (in novel environment test), showing a familiarisation effect.   
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Table 4.4. Tests before and during familiarisation with the novel 

environment. Pairwise contrasts between all food sources in the novel 

environment test are presented on the left, similar contrasts for the 

familiarisation period are presented on the right.   

 Novel environment test Familiarisation period 

 Mean 

latency 

SE p Mean 

latency 

SE P 

Right pile 925 500 0.099 196 135 0.897 

Left pile 88 28 175 54  

Right tray 1571 682 0.325 610 279 0.770 

Left tray 825 290 505 145  

Pile n/t upright tray 483 252 0.429 69 29 0.121 

Pile n/t inverted 

tray 

529 246 493 268  

Upright tray 1628 471 0.083 427 124 0.081 

Inverted tray 768 404 722 172  

1st pile feed 33 14 0.063 185 60 <0.001 

1st tray feed 463 229 555 123  

 

 

4.3.3 FAMILIAR ENVIRONMENT TESTS  

A GEE analysis of feeding latencies showed a significant difference between 

the four food sources (pile next to familiar tray, pile next to test tray, familiar 

tray, test tray) across the six novelty tests (novel environment, black tray, silver 

tray, two novel colour trays, two novel shape trays, novel location) which were 

presented in a randomised sequence (Table 4.3: line 3). Pairwise contrasts 

were used to investigate feeding preferences within each familiar environment 

test as well as between the novel food sources presented in each of these tests 

and the same sources in the novel environment test. 
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Single novel coloured tray tests: black and silver 

All birds took longer to feed from the novel black test tray in the familiar 

environment than the novel trays encountered in the novel environment test. A 

pairwise contrast reveals that this difference in feeding latencies was highly 

significant (Table 4.5, Fig. 4.2). One bird did not feed from the black tray in two 

hours, the maximum length of the test. There was also a significant difference in 

feeding latency between the novel black tray and the familiar coloured tray 

presented in the same test session, with all birds preferring the familiar tray 

(Table 4.5, Fig. 4.2). 

 There was no significant difference between the two piles in the black 

tray test. The birds did take longer to feed from the pile next to the black tray in 

this test than the 1st pile feed in the novel environment test although the 

difference was not significant (Table 4.5, Fig. 4.2). 

 The silver tray elicited stronger avoidance than the black tray, with half of 

the birds refusing to feed from it in two hours, the maximum length of the test. 

As a result, latency to feed from the novel silver tray in this test was significantly 

longer than for the 1st tray feed in the novel environment test (Table 4.5, Fig. 

4.2). The birds also showed a significant preference for the familiar coloured 

tray over the novel silver tray in the test session (Table 4.5, Fig. 4.2). 

 Unlike the black tray test, the birds did show avoidance of the pile next to 

the novel silver tray, with a significantly longer feeding latency for that pile than 

the pile next to the familiar tray in the same session (Table 4.5, Fig. 4.2). They 

also took longer to feed from the pile next to the novel silver tray  than the 1st 

pile feed in the novel environment test but the difference was not significant. 

 These single novel tray tests showed a unanimous preference for the 

familiar coloured tray over both the black and silver test trays. More importantly, 

the birds showed much greater hesitancy to feed from these novel trays 

presented in a familiar environment than the novel trays they encountered in the 

novel environment test. The silver tray also provoked avoidance of the pile next 

to it. However, in these tests the birds had the option of a familiar tray and a pile 

next to it to feed from if they wanted to avoid the novel tray. The following tests 

were designed to investigate whether the magpies would show avoidance of 
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novel trays presented in a familiar environment in the absence of a familiar food 

source to utilise. 

 

Table 4.5. Tests in the familiar environment: single novel coloured tray. 

Pairwise contrasts between all food sources within the black (left columns) and 

silver (right columns) tests, as well as between the novel food sources in these 

tests and the novel environment test (NE) are presented. 

 Black tray test Silver tray test 

 Mean 

latency 

SE p Mean 

latency 

SE p 

Test tray 3852 735 <0.001 4452 999 <0.001 

NE 1st tray feed 463 229 463 229  

Test tray 3852 735 <0.001 4452 999 <0.001 

Familiar tray 351 159 468 173  

Pile beside test tray 924 460 0.994 1183 814 0.039 

Pile beside familiar 

tray 

349 206 27 12  

Pile beside test tray 924 460 0.056 1183 814 0.152 

NE 1st pile feed 33 14 33 14  

 

 

Two novel tray tests: colour and shape 

When presented with two novel coloured trays and two piles next to them (but 

no familiar tray), three birds avoided the novel trays for the entire test session 

(two hours) and the latency for the 1st novel tray feed in this test was 

significantly longer than in the novel environment test (Table 4.6). There was no 

difference in latency for the 1st pile feed between these tests. 

 A control session with two familiar coloured trays and two piles next to 

them was conducted immediately after the two novel colour tray test. 

Comparing feeding latencies between the two sessions shows significantly 
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shorter latencies for the familiar trays and piles in the control session (Table 

4.6).  

 In the two novel shaped tray test, only one bird avoided the trays for the 

entire two hour session. Nonetheless, the latency for the 1st novel tray feed was 

still significantly longer than in the novel environment test (Table 4.6). As in the 

two novel coloured tray test, there was no difference in latency for the 1st pile 

feed between this test and the novel environment test. 

 Again, a control session with two familiar shaped trays and two piles next 

to them was conducted immediately after the two novel shaped tray test. 

Comparing feeding latencies between the two sessions shows significantly 

shorter latencies for the familiar trays in the control session but no difference 

between the piles in the two sessions (Table 4.6).  

 These tests show that the magpies are hesitant to approach novel 

feeding trays encountered in a familiar environment even when there are no 

familiar feeding trays available.  

 

Novel location test 

Most birds fed from the relocated trays in the familiar environment faster than 

the trays in the novel environment test, but the difference was not significant 

(Fig. 4.2).  

 The birds fed from the relocated piles faster than the piles in the novel 

environment test, but this difference was not significant.  
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Table 4.6. Tests in the familiar environment: two novel trays. Pairwise 

contrasts are between each test and its control session as well as between 

each test and the novel environment test (NE). Data for the two novel colour 

tray test is presented on the left and data for  the two novel shape tray test is 

presented on the right.   

 Two novel colour trays Two novel shape trays 

 Mean 

latency 

SE p Mean 

latency 

SE p 

1st novel tray feed 3845 929 <0.001 3046 780 <0.001 

NE 1st tray feed 463 229 463 229  

1st novel tray feed 3845 929 <0.001 3046 780 <0.001 

1st control tray  162 74 41 12  

1st pile novel test 164 79 0.039 5 1 0.947 

1st pile in control 4 2 5 2  

1st pile novel test 164 84 0.115 5 1 0.068 

NE 1st pile feed 33 14 33 14  
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Fig. 4.2. Mean feeding latencies (±SE) for the novel trays in all six tests (N = 

8, n = 160). Note the logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. Comparative values 

are also given for the familiar trays available either in the same test session 

(black and silver tests) or in a control session immediately after the test (2 novel 

tray tests). Data for the piles next to these trays are also given. **p <0.001, *p 

= 0.039 

 

4.3.4 AMBIVALENT BEHAVIOUR ACROSS THE TESTS  

A GEE analysis of ambivalence scores showed that they varied significantly 

across the six tests (novel environment, black tray, silver tray, 2 novel colour 

trays, 2 novel shape trays, novel location, Table 4.3: line 4). Mean ambivalence 

scores were lowest in the novel location test and highest with two novel colour 

trays. This suggests that the birds experienced a high level of conflict between 

exploration and fear when the two novel colour trays were presented but 

experienced very little conflict between these motivations when the food 

sources were relocated. 
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Pairwise contrasts between all tests revealed that the two novel colour tray test 

was the only familiar environment test that had significantly more ambivalent 

behaviour than the novel environment test (Fig. 4.3). The novel location test 

showed a strong tendency for less ambivalent behaviour than the novel 

environment test and had significantly less than each of the other familiar 

environment tests (Fig. 4.3).  

 Surprisingly, the silver tray test had the lowest ambivalence score of all 

the novel tray tests and was significantly lower than the two novel colour tray 

test, despite provoking the greatest avoidance (with half of the birds refusing to 

feed from it). One might argue this is because aversion to the silver tray was so 

great it overpowered the motivation to explore for some birds, preventing them 

from learning about the tray and ascertaining its safety. However, a post-hoc 

analysis showed no correlation between feeding latencies for the silver tray and 

ambivalence scores in the silver tray session (r = -0.111, N = 8, n.s.). 

 

 

Fig. 4.3. Mean ambivalence scores (±SE) across tests (N = 8, n = 48). 

Ambivalence scores were lowest in the novel location test, where the birds also 

showed the least neophobia, and highest in the test where both trays were a 

novel colour. *p < 0.025, **p < 0.005 
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4.3.5 EFFECTS OF TEST SEQUENCE  

The sequence of the familiar environment tests was randomised between birds 

to prevent sequence effects clouding the results. However, looking at the 

feeding latencies for the test trays in chronological order reveals no effect of test 

sequence as there was no significant relationship between test number and 

feeding latency for the test trays (r = 0.24, n = 48, p = 0.10). All of the birds had 

the novel environment test first and this had the lowest mean latency (Fig. 4.4). 

There was no obvious trend for the five familiar environment tests, indicating 

that the birds did not become desensitised to the presence of novel stimuli 

during the course of the study. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4. Mean feeding latencies (±SE) for the six tests in chronological order, 

demonstrating a lack of sequence effects. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

Like rats and coyotes, magpies showed little aversion to feeding from novel 

objects when they appeared in a novel environment. However, once the birds 

were familiar with the environment similar novel objects, here plastic trays of 

novel colour and shape, were either completely avoided or approached after a 

long delay. In contrast to the field study, changes in tray colour elicited greater 
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avoidance than a change in shape. However, one could argue that the change 

in shape was subtle while the change in colour was pronounced rather than 

drawing further conclusions on this particular observation. 

 The lack of object neophobia in unfamiliar surroundings suggests that 

magpies do not consider objects to be novel when they have no expectations 

about an environment. The neophobic reactions exhibited when novel trays 

were found in the familiar environment indicate that the birds developed a 

cognitive map of their environment during the familiarisation period and were 

wary when they encountered a discrepancy with that model, in other words 

when a violation of their expectations occurred (Corey, 1978; Cowan, 1976; 

Heinrich, 1999). The magnitude of the reaction appears to depend on the 

magnitude of the discrepancy. These findings suggest a mechanism by which 

neophobic species can adapt to new environments. 

 In contrast to Cowan's (1976) study with rats, moving the trays to a novel 

location within the familiar environment did not cause avoidance. While this may 

suggest that magpies do not intrinsically associate objects with their location, it 

is also possible the distance the objects were moved was not sufficient to cause 

a discrepancy with their cognitive map of the aviary. To examine this further, I 

conducted a similar experiment in the wild where the trays could be moved a 

greater distance (see Chapter 8). 

 The pattern of ambivalent behaviour displayed in this study further 

supports the idea that the novel location of the trays was not perceived as 

highly discrepant as the birds displayed very little ambivalent behaviour during 

this test. In contrast, the birds displayed the greatest amount of ambivalence in 

the two novel coloured trays test which is in line with the human perception that 

this test was the most discrepant from their familiar environment. 

 It is worth noting that the neophobic reactions to novel trays encountered 

in a familiar environment observed in this captive study were much less 

pronounced than in the field study covered in Chapter 3. The majority of captive 

birds fed from the novel tray within two hours in the black tray, two novel 

coloured trays and two novel shaped trays tests. The strongest aversion was 

shown towards the silver tray, but even here half of the birds fed from the novel 

tray within two hours. In the field study, only four out of 11 birds fed from a novel 
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tray and this required at least 10 exposures (of one hour each). This is 

consistent with other studies where animals have been exposed to novel 

objects both in the wild and in captivity. Huber & Gajdon (2006) found that wild 

keas were much more hesitant to interact with novel objects and solve novel 

problems than captive keas. Similarly, Benson-Amram, Weldele, & Holekamp 

(2013) found that wild spotted hyenas approached a novel puzzle box 

containing food 100 times slower than captive spotted hyenas. As outlined in 

Chapter 3, these differences could be due to the artificial nature of the captive 

setting where animals are confined in close proximity to novel stimuli whereas 

wild animals are free to avoid a fear-provoking stimulus. Furthermore, in the 

depauperate environment of an aviary the animals might simply have more 

excess energy and more time to explore than their wild counterparts which need 

to find food, avoid predators and defend their territory from intruders.  

 It is also possible that the birds in this study had not fully habituated to 

the environment during the course of the study and therefore maintained a 

lower neophobia threshold than birds which are well-established in a familiar 

environment. This would be consistent with Martin & Fitzgerald (2005) who 

found that house sparrows from an actively invading population more readily 

approached and consumed novel foods than house sparrows from a long 

established population. Similarly, Nilsson, Nilsson, Alerstam, & Backman (2010) 

found that blue tits from a migratory population approached novel objects faster 

than birds from a resident population (when both were tested in a novel captive 

environment). As the migratory birds were captured on passage, it is possible 

that their neophobia threshold was already lowered from being in a novel 

environment compared to the resident birds which were captured in their 

permanent environment.  

 An alternative explanation for the weaker neophobic reactions observed 

in this study compared to the field study is the prior experience of the captive 

birds. All of the birds were obtained from wildlife rescue centres where they had 

been housed in novel enclosures and exposed to a variety of novel objects (e.g. 

food and water bowls, bird baths, plastic perches) and might have become 

desensitised to novelty due to their diverse experience. According to Corey 

(1978), if an animal's past experience leads it to expect change then more 

change is accepted casually. This was demonstrated by Boice & Boice (1968) 
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who found that rats living on a landfill site had very little fear of novel objects, in 

sharp contrast to the extreme avoidance exhibited by other populations which 

live in more stable environments. However, if the birds used in this study had 

become desensitised to the presentation of novel stimuli one would expect the 

feeding latencies for the test trays to decline over the course of the study, but 

they did not.  

 On the other hand, the difference in degree of avoidance between the 

field and captive study may be unrelated to the unnatural nature of captive 

studies and instead be due to the design of this study. The birds in this study 

were habituated to plastic feeding trays and then tested with novel variants of 

the same trays that differed only in colour, and in one test only in depth. They 

may therefore have generalised some knowledge about plastic feeding trays to 

the novel variants, so that although they were wary to approach the novel 

variants the aversion was not as strong as it would have been to a totally 

unfamiliar object. This confounding issue could have been avoided by using 

objects which were more dissimilar to the familiar feeding trays, perhaps wicker 

baskets in circular shapes. 

 In summary, in this study I showed that wild-born magpies do not show 

avoidance of novel objects when encountered in a novel environment but are 

wary of similar novel objects presented in a familiar environment. This suggests 

that magpies are not reacting to the absolute novelty of a stimulus but rather to 

its discrepancy with the cognitive map they have developed for an environment. 

This might explain how seemingly neophobic species can expand into new 

areas. 
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Chapter 5 

The influence of competition and neophobia on the foraging strategies of 

urban magpies 

 

5.1 Introduction 

During the field study described in Chapter 3, magpies were regularly observed 

pilfering nuts cached by grey squirrels. This behaviour only occurred when 

novel feeding trays were present, never in the control condition (just two nut 

piles), and occurred at all sites where squirrels were present and feeding from 

the food sources provided (five out of six sites). The current study was designed 

to investigate this pilfering behaviour in more detail. 

 There are several reasons why an animal might choose kleptoparasitism 

over independent foraging: if a food source is otherwise inaccessible to the 

kleptoparasite, such as brown-necked ravens stealing ostrich eggs already 

opened by Egyptian vultures (Yosef, et al., 2011); if competition at a food 

source is high and dominant animals exclude subordinates, such as when 

subordinate antbirds steal food directly from the mandibles of army ants 

because dominant birds have priority access to the insects flushed by the ant 

swarm (Willis, 1982); if there is a food shortage, such as Stellar's jays chasing 

and stealing food from gray jays during periods of unusually heavy snow 

(Burnell & Tomback, 1985); or if independent foraging is costly, e.g. when it 

exposes an individual to high predation risk or involves lengthy processing of a 

food item (Iyengar, 2008). Two of these reasons could be applicable to the food 

stealing performed by magpies, interspecific competition and costly 

independent foraging.  

 As grey squirrels are heavier than magpies and possess sharp claws and 

teeth, it is possible that they dominate the food sources and prevent magpies 

from accessing the nuts directly, forcing them to pilfer caches to avoid direct 

aggressive encounters with squirrels. For example, a study of feeding decisions 

in Stellar's jays found that they preferred an unoccupied feeder to one occupied 

by a fox squirrel (Sciurus niger) but did not show a similar preference when 

feeders were occupied by other jays (Bekoff, Allen, & Grant, 1999). 
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Alternatively, as magpies clearly found the feeding trays aversive, they might 

have considered interacting with them to be more costly than kleptoparasitising. 

Of course it is possible that the magpies are influenced by both factors. 

 For kleptoparasitism to be a profitable foraging strategy, we would expect 

thieves to employ tactics which maximise their success and minimise their risk 

(Brockmann & Barnard, 1979; Iyengar, 2008). Pilfering food after it has been 

cached and the host has left the cache site, as magpies were observed doing, 

clearly carries a lower risk of injury than a direct attack on the host. But, if the 

host is sensitive to the presence of potential pilferers, it may employ tactics 

which reduce the success rate of the pilferer such as caching in out of view 

locations or making false caches (Dally, Emery, & Clayton, 2010). This can lead 

to an arms race, with pilferers choosing tactics that conceal their intentions from 

cachers. Several corvid species are known to employ tactical deception both 

when caching and pilfering near conspecifics (Bugnyar & Kotrschal, 2002; Dally, 

et al., 2010) but no study has yet investigated whether they use similar tactics 

with heterospecifics.  

 Grey squirrels do appear to use cache-protection strategies with both 

conspecifics and heterospecifics. Although research by Leaver, Hopewell, 

Caldwell, & Mallarky (2007) found that caching squirrels did not orientate to face 

away from magpies and crows whilst digging, as they did in the presence of 

conspecifics, other studies have shown that squirrels are sensitive to potential 

heterospecific pilferers. Steele, et al. (2008) found that grey squirrels displayed 

three kinds of pilferage-avoidance behaviour in the presence of human pilferers: 

1) making false caches; 2) caching in out of view sites; and 3) eating nuts rather 

than caching them. Additionally, Schmidt & Ostfeld (2008) found that grey 

squirrels reduce their effort when searching for cacheable food if recordings of 

blue jays (Cyanocitta cristata) are played close to the foraging patches. If grey 

squirrels use any of these pilferage-avoidance behaviours in the presence of 

magpies, we would expect magpies to be more successful at pilfering squirrel 

caches if they use tactics that conceal their intentions from squirrels - as was 

often observed during the field study. Two different methods of pilfering were 

observed at all sites where squirrels were present: 1) following close behind a 

squirrel on the ground and observing the caching event 'over the squirrel's 

shoulder' (ground pilfering) and 2) flying between trees in the same direction as 
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a squirrel (which was travelling on the ground) and observing the caching event 

from an aerial perch where they were less visible to squirrels (tree pilfering).  

 In this chapter I investigated the influence of heterospecific competition 

and novel object presence on the foraging strategies of free-living urban 

magpies, as well as the prevalence and success rate of two pilfering methods 

(ground and tree).  

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 STUDY SITE AND ANIMALS 

The experiment was conducted at six sites in Exeter, UK. Four sites were 

located on the University of Exeter's Streatham campus and two sites were in 

urban green spaces (Belle Isle Park, owned by Exeter City Council, and the 

grounds of a disused building owned by Plymouth University). Magpies in these 

areas were accustomed to regular human activity, allowing observations to be 

conducted from a close proximity (<20m). As outlined in section 2.1.2, to 

prevent pseudo replication, the six study sites were located a minimum of 500m 

apart. 

 Three of the study sites had a resident pair of magpies that participated 

in all sessions, identified as the same pair in each session by their habituation 

to the observer and to the feeding protocol as well as their defence of the 

feeding area when other magpies approached. The number of magpies at the 

other three sites fluctuated between two and six birds in each session. As there 

were few aggressive interactions between the birds at these sites, I believe they 

most likely constituted a resident pair of magpies and their first-year offspring 

which had not completely left the natal territory. It is also possible that they were 

resident pairs in neighbouring territories which bounded the study site and 

which were accustomed to each other. As the birds could not be individually 

identified they are all included in the study. 

 Four of the sites had not previously been used in any study, while two 

sites had previously been used, each in one study. UoE Laver building had 

already been used in the novel object study outlined in Chapter 3 and UoE 
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upper botanical gardens had been used in the novel food study outlined in 

Chapter 7. 

 The study took place between October 2010 and November 2011. All of 

the sites were studied during October and November when squirrel caching 

behaviour is at its peak. Two sites were studied in 2010 and four in 2011. 

 

5.2.2 MATERIALS 

As in previous studies, the novel objects used in this study were shallow plastic 

rectangular trays (50cm L x 40cm W x 8.5cm H). Before the experiment began, 

the trays were painted either blue, black or red with matt aerosol paint. An 

additional tray was covered in aluminium foil to provide a silver tray.  

  

5.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

The study began after a two-week habituation period during which food was 

provided in a loose pile on the ground daily. This enabled the birds to become 

familiar with the presence of observers, the food and the feeding site. The birds 

were considered to be habituated when all of the food provided was taken in the 

presence of the observer and within 20 minutes of provisioning.   

 There were four experimental conditions (Fig.5.1). 
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1P: One loose pile of 20 or 30 nuts 3P: Three loose piles of nuts, 20 or 30 in each, 2m apart

1P1T: One loose pile of nuts and one tray  with 

nuts, 20 or 30 in each, 2m apart

3T: Three trays with nuts, 20 or 30 in each, 2m apart

 

Fig. 5.1 The four experimental conditions presented in the study: 1P = one 

nut pile on the ground (high competition, low novelty); 1P1T = one nut pile on 

the ground and the same quantity of nuts in a tray. The position of the tray  

(relative to the pile) was counterbalanced across sessions; 3P = three equal nut 

piles on the ground (low competition, low novelty); 3T = three trays each 

containing equal portions of nuts (low competition, high novelty). 

 

One-pile (1P) and three-pile (3P) conditions were included to investigate the 

influence of competition on pilfering behaviour. If pilfering is employed to avoid 

competition, we would expect more pilfering attempts in the one pile condition 

than with three piles. The one-pile and one-tray (1P1T) condition was used to 

test whether the presence of a novel object (the tray) in the feeding area would 

cause magpies to avoid the pile, evidenced by fewer direct takes than in the 

pile-only conditions (1P and 3P). The three-tray (3T) condition served as an 

exact comparison to the 3P condition: if magpies use pilfering to avoid 

competition then there should be no difference in feeding strategy between 
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these two conditions. If pilfering is a way of avoiding contact with novel stimuli 

then magpies should use different feeding strategies in these two conditions. 

 Six replicates of each experimental condition were performed at each 

site, totalling 24 sessions per site. The sessions were presented in a random 

sequence (via arbitrary personal selection) to prevent the birds habituating to 

any condition and to ensure the squirrels participated from the beginning of the 

study. The colour of the trays was also randomised across sessions to prevent 

habituation. Sessions were performed regularly (at least 4 days per week at 

each site) with one to three sessions performed during each visit. 

 The food was placed in the same location in all sessions for each 

condition. When more than one food source was presented they were placed a 

minimum of 2m apart. Feeding sites were chosen in locations close to open 

wooded areas where trees were approximately >3m apart to allow good 

visibility of animals when they left the feeding station.  

 Each food source consisted of an equal number of monkey nuts across 

all conditions to ensure a consistent resource value. Four sites were presented 

with 20 nuts per source and two with 30 nuts due to the large number of 

squirrels present. This meant that condition 1P1T offered twice as many nuts as 

1P, and conditions 3P and 3T offered three times as many nuts. This was 

considered preferable to splitting the 20/30 nuts of 1P into three small piles in 

3P and 3T because a single large pile might carry greater value for the magpies 

and squirrels than three smaller piles and they might alter their behaviour 

accordingly.  

 

5.2.4 DATA COLLECTION  

All sessions were videotaped with a tripod-mounted video camera situated 15 to 

20m from the food and positioned to give a panoramic view of the feeding area. 

The date, time and weather conditions were dictated onto the video at the start 

of each session. Binoculars (10x magnification) were used to confirm the 

number of food items taken in each visit as well as to observe the magpies 

during pilfering attempts and confirm their success. These data were also 

dictated onto the video.  
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If no magpies arrived in the first 20 minutes of an experimental session it was 

abandoned and discarded. All other sessions lasted for one hour or until the 

food was depleted, whichever came first. Trays and all remaining food were 

removed at the end of each session.  

 The video camera remained focused on the feeding station throughout 

the session while the observer used binoculars to observe individual magpies 

and dictated their behaviour onto the video tape. Birds were observed focally if 

only one was present or via three second point sampling if multiple birds were 

present. When it appeared that an individual might attempt a pilfer (i.e. it 

appeared to follow or observe a squirrel or fly down to an area known to have 

been used for a squirrel cache) observations returned to focal sampling until the 

raid was completed. As the birds could not be individually identified, they were 

arbitrarily numbered as they flew in and out of visual range to aid dictation. Bird 

activity was only dictated if they were within 15m of the food source or clearly 

attempting a cache raid. The key behaviours that were recorded are outlined in 

Table 5.1. 

 After the field work was complete, the video footage was viewed and the 

behaviour of the magpies was coded as per Table 5.1. The video coding was 

performed by two people: Charlie Piggot coded the sessions from two study 

sites and I coded the sessions from four study sites. To check interobserver 

reliability, I recoded three sessions coded by Charlie Piggot. Pearson's 

correlations demonstrated constant performance between observers (Table 

5.2). 
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Table 5.1. Ethogram of key behaviours recorded during all sessions. 

Behaviour Description 

Taking from pile Bird flies or walks to pile and takes nut in beak 

Fly to cache site Bird rapidly flies from aerial perch directly to a site 

where squirrel appeared to cache 

Hop to cache site Bird is already standing/walking on the ground and 

either runs or walks to a site where a squirrel 

appeared to cache 

Follows squirrel on  

ground 

Bird orientates towards squirrel and appears to 

follow directly (<2m) behind it 

Fly to tree Bird flies from ground to a tree or from one tree to 

another 

Cache raid successful Bird digs in ground using beak at known squirrel 

cache site and retrieves provisioned nut 

Cache raid unsuccessful Bird digs in ground using beak at known squirrel 

cache site but fails to retrieve provisioned nut 

Cache raid unknown Bird digs in ground using beak at known squirrel 

cache site but observer is unsure of success 

Raiding cache Bird observed pecking at ground where squirrel is 

known to have cached but the provenance of the 

nut is unknown 

Chased by 

crow/magpie/squirrel 

Crow/magpie/squirrel runs/flies directly at the 

magpie and causes it to move 

Approach/withdrawal Approaching a food source within 50cm and 

retreating without feeding 

Walk-by Walking past the object (within 50cm) without 

stopping 

Fly-over A short, low flight over a food source 

Jumping jack A sudden vertical or backward leap (as per 

Heinrich, 1988) performed when within 50cm of a 

food source 

Neck extension 

 

Extension of the neck in the direction of a food 

source when within 50cm of the source 

Notes: Distances were estimated based on known length of the tray (50cm). 
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Table 5.2. Interobserver reliability check. Mean±SE for each observer are 

given (N = 3). 

 CP TV   

 Mean  SE Mean  SE r p 

Direct takes 3.67 3.67 4 4 1 <0.001 

Pilfer attempts 10.67 6.23 10.67 6.23 1 <0.001 

Tree pilfers (TP) 4 2.09 4 2.09 1 <0.001 

Ground pilfers (GP) 6.67 4.41 6.67 4.41 1 <0.001 

Successful TP 1 0.56 1 0.56 1 <0.001 

Successful GP 2 1.53 2 1.53 1 <0.001 

Ambivalence score 1.33 1.33 1.67 1.67 1 <0.001 

Squirrels 2.67 0.88 2.67 0.88 1 <0.001 

 

 

5.2.5 DATA ANALYSIS 

After all videos were coded, the data from each session were summarised into 

eight variables (Table 5.3) and analysed using SPSS v20. General Estimating 

Equations were used for most of the analyses to accommodate the non-normal 

distribution of the data and the use of repeated measures (Garson, 2012). The 

most appropriate model type, working correlation matrix structure and subset of 

predictors were chosen based on the Goodness of Fit statistics QIC (quasi-

likelihood under independence criterion) and QICC (a corrected version that 

rewards parsimony) with smaller values indicating a better fit (Table 5.4). 

Feeding strategy data were analysed using identity-Tweedie  regression. 

Pilfering method data were analysed using identity-negative binomial regression 

while pilfering success data were analysed using identity-Tweedie regression. 

Ambivalence and squirrel presence data were analysed using negative binomial 

regression. All pairwise contrasts are Least Significant Difference. Spearman 

Correlation Coefficients were used to explore behaviour patterns.  
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Table 5.3. The eight variables used in the analysis. 

Behaviour Description 

Net direct takes Number of food items taken directly from the food 

sources, normalised against the number of nuts 

provided 

Net pilfer attempts Number of attempts to pilfer a nut from a squirrel, 

normalised against the number of nuts provided 

Net tree pilfers Number of pilfer attempts where a bird flew direct 

from a tree to the cache site, normalised against 

the number of nuts provided 

Net ground pilfers Number of pilfer attempts where a bird 

hopped/walked to the cache site, normalised 

against the number of nuts provided 

Successful tree pilfers Proportion of tree pilfer attempts that were 

successful  

Successful ground pilfers Proportion of ground pilfer attempts that were 

successful 

Ambivalence score Total number of approach/withdrawals, walk-bys, 

fly-overs, jumping jacks and neck extensions 

performed by magpies 

Squirrel presence Maximum number of squirrels visible at one time 

Notes: Direct takes and pilfer attempts were normalised against the number of 

nuts provided by halving the totals in the 1P1T condition and dividing the totals 

by three for the 3P and 3T conditions. 

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 EFFECT OF CONDITION ON FEEDING BEHAVIOUR  

The number of feeding events (including net direct takes from a food source 

and net pilfering attempts) varied significantly across conditions (Table 5.4: line 

1.2). As predicted by the neophobia hypothesis, fewer feeding events occurred 

in the 3T condition where food was only presented in trays. However, in 

contrast to the pattern predicted by the competition hypothesis, feeding events 
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were most numerous in the 1P condition (high competition/ low novelty, Fig. 

5.2). Pairwise contrasts between conditions revealed that the number of feeding 

events varied significantly across all of the conditions (Fig. 5.2), with the pile-

only conditions (1P and 3P) having a greater number than the conditions where 

trays were present (1P1T and 3T), lending further support to the neophobia 

hypothesis. 

 

 

Fig. 5.2. Mean number of feeding events (±SE) across conditions (N = 6, n = 

288). Feeding events include net direct takes from a food source and net pilfer 

attempts. There were significantly more in the 1P condition than the other 

conditions, and more in the 3P condition than in the two conditions where trays 

were present (1P1T and 3T). The tray only condition (3T) had fewer feeding 

events than all of the other conditions. *p = 0.045, **p < 0.001 
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Table 5.4. Summary of GEE analyses investigating feeding, pilfering and 

ambivalent behaviours as well as squirrel presence. Goodness of fit for the 

model (QIC and QICC) and the test of each model effect are given. Condition 

has four levels (1P, 1P1T, 3P, 3T); Strategy has two levels (direct take, pilfer); 

Pilfertype has two levels (tree, ground). 

 Analysis n QIC QICC Model effects χ2 df p 

1.1 Feeding 

behaviour 

288 547.28 529.37 Condition 51.02 3 <0.001 

1.2    Strategy 25.43 1 <0.001 

1.3    Condition*Strategy 136.61 3 <0.001 

2 Squirrel 

presence 

144 45.66 48.07 Condition 22.95 3 <0.001 

3 Adj squirrel 

presence 

144 87.45 75.28 Condition 496.70 3 <0.001 

4 Ambivalent 

behaviour 

144 211.47 

 

189.86 Condition 23.68 3 <0.001 

5.1 Pilfering  288 253.78 246.60 Pilfertype 18.92 1 <0.001 

5.2 methods    Pilfertype*Condition 3705.38 5 <0.001 

6.1 Pilfering  288 388.54 398.32 Pilfertype 15.58 1 <0.001 

6.2 success    Pilfertype*Condition 118.79 5 <0.001 

 

 

Overall, magpies took nuts directly from a food source significantly more often 

than they attempted to pilfer from squirrels (Table 5.4: line 1.1). However, this 

difference in feeding strategies varied significantly across conditions (Table 5.4: 

line 1.3) with a significant negative correlation between the two strategies 

(Table 5.5: line 1). In other words, as pilfering attempts increased the number of 

direct takes decreased. 

 Pairwise contrasts show that there was a significant difference between 

the two strategies within each condition, with nuts taken directly from a food 

source more often than pilfered in all conditions except the tray-only condition 

where significantly more pilfering attempts occurred (Fig. 5.3). This indicates 
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that magpies can readily change foraging strategies to avoid interaction with 

aversive novel objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.3. Mean number of direct takes and pilfer attempts (±) SE across the 

four experimental conditions (N = 6, n = 288). All within-condition contrasts 

between feeding strategies (direct takes and pilfer attempts) are significant at   

p <0.001. Looking at each strategy separately, all contrasts between conditions 

are significant (except pilfer attempts in the no-trays conditions). Excluding the 

1P condition, where very few pilfer attempts occurred, tree pilfers were 

significantly more numerous and had a significantly higher success rate (data in 

boxes) in each condition. *p ≤0.04, **p ≤0.004  

 

Looking at each strategy separately, pairwise contrasts between conditions 

show that there was a significant difference in direct takes between the 1P and 

1P1T conditions (Fig. 5.3), with more nuts taken in the 1P condition. There was 

also a significant difference in pilfering attempts between the two conditions, 

with more occurring in the 1P1T condition (Fig 5.3). These results suggest that 

the presence of the tray made some birds more hesitant to approach the pile in 

the 1P1T condition. However, there were significantly more squirrels present (in 
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absolute numbers) in the 1P1T condition than the 1P condition (see squirrel 

presence analysis below and Fig. 5.4) so competition-avoidance might also 

have played a role. On the other hand, significantly more nuts were also taken 

directly from the pile in the 3P condition than the 1P1T condition (Fig. 5.3) yet 

there was no significant difference in absolute squirrel numbers between these 

conditions (Fig. 5.4). There were also significantly fewer pilfer attempts in the 

3P condition than the PT condition (Fig. 5.3), suggesting that this behaviour is 

linked to tray presence. 

 Contrary to the pattern predicted by the competition hypothesis, there 

was no significant difference in pilfering rate between the pile-only conditions 

(1P and 3P, Fig. 5.3). There was a significant difference in nuts taken directly, 

but the direction was opposite to the competition prediction with more taken in 

the 1P condition (Fig. 5.3). This discrepancy might also be due to the lower 

squirrel numbers (in absolute terms) in the 1P condition (see squirrel presence 

analysis below and Fig. 5.4). 

 As predicted by the neophobia hypothesis, there was a significant 

difference in direct takes between the 3P and 3T conditions (Fig. 5.3), with more 

nuts taken in the 3P condition. Furthermore, there was a significant difference in 

pilfering attempts between the two conditions, with more occurring in the 3T 

condition (Fig. 5.3). Squirrel presence in these conditions was almost identical 

(in both absolute and relative numbers, Fig. 5.4) so competition-avoidance can 

be excluded as an explanation for this behaviour pattern. 

 To verify that the difference in feeding strategies observed under the 

different conditions was not due to sequence effects, Spearman's correlations 

were performed between session number and the frequency of each feeding 

strategy (direct takes and pilfering attempts). There was no significant 

correlation between either strategy and session number (Table 5.5: lines 2 & 3), 

suggesting that the randomised sequence of presentation was successful in 

preventing the birds from habituating to a single experimental condition.  
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5.3.2 EFFECT OF CONDITION ON SQUIRREL NUMBERS  

The total number of squirrels present at the feeding sites varied significantly 

across conditions (Table 5.4: line 2), with the lowest number occurring in the 1P 

condition and the highest in the 1P1T condition (Fig. 5.4). Pairwise contrasts 

between conditions show that significantly fewer squirrels occurred in the 1P 

condition than each of the other conditions, but there was no significant 

difference between any of the other conditions (Fig. 5.4). This pattern is 

perhaps unsurprising as the 1P condition had fewer food sources (and therefore 

less food) available than the other conditions, leading to faster depletion of the 

food and less time for squirrels to notice the feeding activity and join in.  

 When squirrel numbers were normalised against the number of food 

sources available during  each session, to account for the varying availability of 

food in the different conditions and get a true measure of competition at each 

food source, the results are as predicted. There is still a significant difference in 

the number of squirrels present across conditions (Table 5.4: line 3), although 

the 1P condition now has the highest squirrel presence, with 3P and 3T having 

equally low numbers of squirrels (Fig. 5.4). Pairwise contrasts show a significant 

difference between all of the conditions except between 3P and 3T which are 

almost identical. These figures demonstrate the success of the experimental 

design in manipulating squirrel numbers at each food source and creating a 

high competition condition (1P) and low competition conditions (3P and 3T), 

with the 1P1T condition having an intermediate level of competition. However, it 

is possible that magpies are sensitive to the absolute numbers of squirrels 

present in the feeding area as well as the numbers competing at each food 

source. This might explain the differences in behaviour between the pile-only 

conditions (1P and 3P). 
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Fig. 5.4. Mean number of squirrels feeding in each condition (±SE), before 

adjusting for the number of food sources available (total) and after adjustment 

(per food source, N = 6, n = 144). The adjusted figures conform to the pattern 

predicted by the experimental design, with competition highest at the food 

source in the 1P condition and lowest in the 3P and 3T conditions. **p ≤ 0.006. 

Note: it appears that squirrels are not at all neophobic. 

 

5.3.3 EFFECT OF CONDITION ON AMBIVALENT BEHAVIOUR  

The amount of ambivalent behaviour exhibited varied significantly across 

conditions (Table 5.4: line 4). As predicted by the neophobia hypothesis, it was 

lowest in the 1P condition and highest in the conditions where novel trays were 

present (1P1T and 3T, Fig. 5.5). Pairwise contrasts between conditions show 

that the only significant difference was between the 1P and 1P1T conditions. 

The fact that this difference is greater than between 1P and 3T (the lowest and 

highest novelty conditions) might be due to a combination of neophobia and 

conflict-avoidance as the 1P1T condition had the highest absolute number of 

squirrels.  

 Squirrel presence might also explain the difference in ambivalent 

behaviour between the 1P and 3P conditions. Although novelty level was low in 

both conditions, absolute squirrel numbers were significantly higher in the 3P 
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condition and this might have caused the birds to approach the feeding area 

with greater caution. A post-hoc Spearman's correlation coefficient analysis 

revealed a tendency for ambivalence scores to be high when absolute squirrel 

numbers were also high (Table 5.5: line 4). 

 There was no relationship between ambivalence scores and session 

number (Table 5.5: line 5), indicating that neither the birds' motivation to explore 

feeding opportunities, nor their desire to avoid aversive encounters in the 

feeding area, changed over time. 

 

 

Fig. 5.5. Mean ambivalence scores (±SE) across conditions (N = 6, n = 144). 

Although ambivalence scores varied across conditions, the only significant 

pairwise contrast was between the 1P and 1P1T condition. *p = 0.038 

 

5.3.4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AMBIVALENCE AND FEEDING 

 BEHAVIOUR  

There was a positive relationship between ambivalence scores and the number 

of direct takes (Table 5.5: line 6). In sessions where the birds displayed more 

ambivalent behaviour they also took more nuts from the food sources. There 

was no relationship between ambivalent behaviour and pilfering attempts (Table 

5.5: line 7). This supports the hypothesis that ambivalent behaviour helps an 
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animal learn about a stimulus and ascertain its risk potential but does not 

provide evidence that pilfering is used as an avoidance strategy which prevents 

learning about aversive stimuli.  

 

5.3.5 PREVALENCE AND SUCCESS OF THE TWO PILFERING METHODS  

Overall, there were significantly more attempts at tree pilfering than ground 

pilfering (Table 5.4: line 5.1), but this difference varied significantly across 

conditions (Table 5.4: line 5.2). Pairwise contrasts within each condition reveal 

that tree pilfering occurred significantly more often than ground pilfering in all 

conditions except 1P where there was no difference (Fig. 5.3), although very 

few pilfer attempts occurred in this condition. These results indicate that tree 

pilfering is the preferred method of pilfering independent of experimental 

condition. To understand whether this was due to varying success between the 

two methods, I analysed their success rates. 

 Overall, a significantly greater proportion of tree pilfering attempts were 

successful than ground pilfering attempts (Table 5.4: line 6.1), but again this 

difference varied significantly across conditions (Table 5.4: line 6.2). Pairwise 

contrasts within each condition show the same pattern as the occurrence of the 

two methods: tree pilfering was significantly more successful than ground 

pilfering in all conditions except 1P where there was no difference (as very few 

pilfering attempts occurred in this condition, Fig. 5.3). These results strongly 

indicate that magpies preferentially employ tree pilfering because of its higher 

success rate. 
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Table 5.5. Summary of Spearman's correlation coefficient analyses (N = 6,   

n = 144). 

 Variables analysed r p 

1 Number of direct takes & pilfer attempts -0.605 <0.001 

2 Session number & number of direct takes -0.155 0.064 

3 Session number & number of pilfer attempts 0.098 0.241 

4 Ambivalence score & total squirrel numbers 0.156 0.062 

5 Ambivalence score & session number -0.081 0.335 

6 Ambivalence score & number of direct takes 0.210 0.012 

7 Ambivalence score & number of pilfer 

attempts 

-0.022 0.798 

 

 

5.4 Discussion 

Magpies altered their feeding strategy in the presence of novel feeding trays. In 

the three conditions where loose nut piles were present, the predominant 

feeding strategy was taking directly from a pile. When presented solely with 

nuts contained in novel trays, most birds chose to pilfer nuts from squirrels 

rather than take from a tray. Magpies did appear to be sensitive to squirrel 

presence in the feeding area, with an increase in ambivalent behaviour and a 

reduction in direct takes when squirrel numbers were highest, but this had no 

impact on pilfering behaviour. The two pile-only conditions (1P and 3P) had 

significantly different squirrel presence (in both absolute and relative terms) yet 

they both had a very low incidence of pilfering. Conversely, despite identical 

squirrel presence, the number of pilfer attempts was significantly higher in the 3-

tray condition than the 3-pile condition. These results support the hypothesis 

that neophobia, rather than competition-avoidance, is what drives magpies to 

employ kleptoparasitism. When pilfering, magpies employed the discreet 

method of following squirrels from the trees more often than following directly 

behind squirrels on the ground. Pilfering from the trees had a higher success 

rate than pilfering from the ground. 
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The avoidance of the novel trays by most of the birds in this study is consistent 

with my previous field study (Chapter 3) in which magpies were very hesitant to 

take food from novel trays even when there were no loose nuts available. In 

both studies they employed kleptoparasitism when possible, i.e. when other 

species were present and feeding from the tray, to take advantage of the 

valuable food source without interacting with the novel objects. In the absence 

of other species to kleptoparasitise, the magpies performed ambivalent 

behaviour towards the trays but still rarely fed from them. In the present study, 

birds fed directly from a tray at only one of the sites and even there they did so 

rarely and with a much longer latency than taking from the piles. Strong 

aversion to the novel trays was further demonstrated by the decrease in direct 

takes from the loose nut pile in the 1P1T condition where a tray containing nuts 

was also presented. Additionally, pilfering attempts were higher in the 1P1T 

condition than either of the pile-only conditions. These observations strongly 

suggest that magpies can circumvent their fear of novel objects encountered in 

a familiar environment and take advantage of novel resources by employing 

innovative foraging tactics that exploit less neophobic species. 

 Although kleptoparasitism allows magpies to utilise a food source they 

would otherwise avoid, it is not as efficient as taking nuts directly from the tray. 

This is clearly demonstrated by the significantly lower overall feeding rate in the 

tray-only condition. The general pattern of a pilfering attempt in this study was 

to sit in a tree near the feeding trays and wait for a squirrel to take a nut and 

then follow the squirrel (which was travelling on the ground) by flying from tree 

to tree in the same direction. The magpie would then wait in a tree near the 

caching site until the squirrel left the site before dropping down to the cache site 

and searching for the nut. As squirrels often travelled 20m or more before 

caching and occasionally cached in visually obscured places such as under 

hedges, the pilfering process took much longer than feeding directly from the 

tray and was often abandoned part-way through or was unsuccessful. Pilfering 

from squirrels is therefore a less effective foraging strategy compared to feeding 

directly from the tray as it does not maximise the magpies’ net energy gain. 

However, if a particular foraging strategy exposes an animal to risk, then when 

the risk is high - or the uncertainty of the risk is high, we should expect foragers 

to sacrifice short-term calorific gain for long-term survival (Pyke, 1984). This 
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view is echoed by Iyengar (2008) who asserts that kleptoparasitism can be the 

optimal foraging method whenever independent foraging is costly. From my 

field studies with magpies it is clear that they view interacting with novel objects 

in their home environment as high risk – or at least as a highly uncertain risk – 

and potentially costly. As monkey nuts are energetically rich, the time-

consuming kleptoparasitism observed in this study may offer magpies the 

optimal compromise between calorific gain and long-term survival.  

 Despite its apparent inefficiency, the cache pilfering observed in this 

study does meet several of the conditions favouring the evolution of 

kleptoparasitism as outlined by Brockmann & Barnard (1979). The open habitat 

offering good visibility, the predictable occurrence of squirrels in time and space 

and the squirrels' handling of nuts at the tray and then caching them are all 

factors that may make energy intake through kleptoparasitism profitable as 

magpies do not have to spend much time or energy identifying suitable hosts. 

But the predominant factor making kleptoparasitism profitable in this situation is 

likely to be the magpie’s big brain. As suggested by Morand-Ferron, et al. 

(2007), a large residual brain size may enable magpies to choose tactics which 

maximise the success and/or minimise the cost of each theft attempt.  

 The most common and most successful pilfering method observed in this 

study, watching squirrels discreetly from amongst tree branches and only 

approaching the cache once the squirrel had left it, is a cognitively demanding 

task that requires excellent observational spatial memory - an ability that has 

been documented in several corvid species (Bednekoff & Balda, 1996a; 

Bugnyar & Kotrschal, 2002; Watanabe & Clayton, 2007). This is also indicated 

by the fact that magpies plunge from the tree directly to the caching site and 

search a very limited spatial range around that spot. If squirrels do employ 

cache-protection strategies in the presence of heterospecific pilferers, as 

observed by Steele, et al. (2008) and Schmidt & Ostfeld (2008), then the 

'scrounge from the scrub' tactic used by magpies might have increased the 

number of nuts cached by squirrels (rather than eaten) thus increasing the 

number of caches a magpie observed, as well as reducing the likelihood that a 

squirrel would cache in an obscured location or make a false cache. This tactic 

also minimises the risk of injury from aggressive encounters with squirrels as 

the cache is only approached after the squirrel has left the cache site. However, 
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we cannot rule out that magpies also preferred tree pilfering because they felt 

safer amongst the trees where they are less visible to predators rather than a 

deliberate attempt to conceal their thieving intentions from caching squirrels. In 

any case, the only cost of this pilfering method is the time spent watching the 

squirrel and a minimal amount of energy expended gliding between trees. As 

monkey nuts are rich in calories, it is safe to assume that successful pilfering 

attempts do provide a net energy gain.  

 Magpies’ preference for a discrete method when stealing food from 

squirrels as observed in this study contrasts with the method they used to steal 

food from great tits occasionally observed during my studies (e.g. Chapter 3). 

When stealing from great tits, magpies simply gave aerial chase to any bird they 

saw take a nut from the tray and continued to harry the individual until it 

dropped the nut. As great tits are substantially smaller than magpies, it seems 

likely that magpies saw minimal risk in overtly chasing great tits to steal their 

food. Squirrels, on the other hand, could potentially inflict injury during 

confrontation. This corresponds with the magpie behaviour observed by 

Baglione & Canestrari (2009) in a study of corvid foraging on a refuse dump. 

They found that all of the corvid species present (magpies, jackdaws, rooks and 

carrion crows) kleptoparasitised other individuals but they had different 

preferences in host species. While rooks and jackdaws mainly attacked 

conspecifics, magpies and carrion crows preferentially attacked starlings - a 

smaller bird. Thieving magpies therefore appear to choose the most appropriate 

tactic for the species they are kleptoparasitising, as has been documented in 

fork-tailed drongos (Flower & Gribble, 2012). However, as great tits were only 

present at two of my study sites this needs to be investigated further using a 

protocol similar to Flower & Gibble (2012). If the results do correspond with my 

initial observations it would further highlight the important role of cognitive 

abilities in successful kleptoparasitism.  

 In conclusion, this study provides further evidence that magpies are very 

wary of novel objects encountered in their familiar environment and has shown 

that they can still exploit food contained in these objects by kleptoparasitising 

less neophobic species. Additionally, they prefer to employ a ‘scrounge from the 

scrub’ strategy to discreetly pilfer squirrel caches, which is more successful than 

overtly following caching squirrels. This cognitively demanding foraging method, 
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although yielding less energy when compared to feeding directly from the tray, 

appears to be closer to optimal as it maximises the success of pilfering attempts 

while minimising the risk of injury. Although high neophobia and behavioural 

flexibility may seem incompatible, in highly adaptable generalist species such 

as magpies, heightened attentiveness to novelty may be precisely what makes 

them successful. Their hesitation in exploring novel resources may protect them 

from potential dangers and stimulate them to adopt a different foraging strategy, 

in this case kleptoparasitism.  
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Chapter 6 

Differential reactions to small objects in shiny and matt finishes 

 

6.1 Introduction 

It seems to be universally accepted that magpies are attracted to shiny objects 

and routinely steal small trinkets such as jewellery, almost as a compulsion. A 

Google search on the term 'magpie shiny object' produced 128,000 results in 14 

seconds (20th February, 2013). Most of these results are descriptions of 

magpies which include a reference to their 'weakness for shiny things' 

(Winterman, 2008) or reputation for 'stealing jewellery' (BBC, 2003). Although 

these assertions are almost always stated as fact, no references or examples 

are given. The belief is so ingrained in our culture that one of the definitions 

given for the word magpie in the Collins English Dictionary is 'a person who 

hoards small objects' (Collins, 2013) and the term 'magpie syndrome' is used by 

people to describe their fondness for collecting things, particularly shiny things 

or jewellery (e.g. Rosie, 2013). Perhaps the most famous example of this 

folklore appearing in popular culture is Rossini's opera 'The Thieving Magpie', 

first performed in 1817, which sees a servant girl executed for a series of silver 

thefts which were actually committed by a magpie. Despite the long history and 

widespread acceptance of this folklore, published accounts of magpies stealing 

or collecting shiny objects are rare and empirical research into the subject is 

completely lacking. 

 During an extensive internet search I was able to uncover just two 

published accounts of magpies stealing shiny things: a missing engagement 

ring which was eventually discovered in a magpie nest (The Telegraph, 2008) 

and a magpie in Rochdale stealing car keys, a 50p coin and a small spanner 

from a car garage (Manchester Evening News, 2007). However, during the 

course of my field studies with magpies I had several passersby stop and 

recount personal observations of magpies picking up and flying away with shiny 

objects including a ring-pull from a soda can, silver electrical tape and silver foil 

from a cigarette package. Without empirical research it is impossible to know 

whether these birds did have a particular attraction to shiny objects or if the 
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widespread belief that magpies are attracted to shiny objects has led to 

observation bias in the human population. In other words, we notice when 

magpies pick up shiny objects because we 'know' they are attracted to shiny 

objects but we do not notice when they interact with other, less eye-catching 

items. This is demonstrated by Heinrich (1995) in a study with four hand-raised 

juvenile ravens, birds which are also reputedly attracted to shiny objects. The 

young birds contacted novel items placed in their familiar aviary significantly 

more than familiar items and their attraction depended solely on the novelty of 

the item "without relevance to its palatability or shininess."  

 It is difficult to reconcile magpies' reputed attraction to shiny objects with 

the very pronounced novel object neophobia demonstrated in my previous 

studies, particularly their aversion to feeding from silver trays in the studies 

outlined in Chapters 3 and 4. However, differential reactions to large and small 

novel objects have been observed in other species. Heinrich, Marzluff & Adams 

(1995) found that captive ravens showed little hesitation in approaching small 

round objects in their aviary but extremely long latencies in approaching long 

thin objects and big objects. Greenberg (1983) exposed chestnut-sided 

warblers to a variety of novel objects and found that the birds displayed greater 

hesitation to feed near large objects (leaves and tree spines) than smaller 

versions of the same items. Similarly, Windberg (1996) tested coyotes' 

reactions to small and large novel wooden cubes and found much greater 

neophobia in the presence of the large objects. To investigate whether magpies 

show a similar size discrepancy in novelty reactions, and to provide the first 

empirical investigation into their reputed attraction to shiny objects, in this study 

I presented small objects in either silver or blue near a familiar and desirable 

food source and measured the birds' reactions to the objects and the food. This 

was performed with both captive and free-living magpies. 

 Why magpies would be attracted to shiny objects is also of interest. 

Collecting such objects would not provide an immediate benefit to the collector 

as they are inedible. However many birds use nonbody ornaments to attract 

mates or influence parental investment (see Schaedelin & Taborsky, 2009 for a 

review). Male bowerbirds decorating their bower with brightly coloured objects 

in order to attract females is one of the best known examples (e.g. Borgia, 

Kaatz, & Condit, 1987; Madden, Lowe, Fuller, Dasmahapatra, & Coe, 2004). 
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However, in magpies nest construction begins after the pair bond is well 

established, with males and females contributing equally to nest-building 

(Birkhead, 1991), so bringing shiny objects to the nest is unlikely to play a role 

in mate attraction. Nonetheless, males of other avian species are known to use 

nest ornamentation as a postmating sexual display that influences the females' 

reproductive decisions in terms of laying date and/or clutch size. Black 

wheatear (Oenanthe leucura) males that already have a mate carry large 

numbers of stones to potential nest sites during the prelaying period of each 

clutch (Soler, Soler, Moller, Moreno & Linden, 1996). Females observe this 

stone-carrying display and adjust their reproductive effort (number and size of 

eggs) based on the number of new stones carried by the males. Similarly, 

female blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus) increase their clutch size when partnered 

to males that ornament the exterior of the nest with feathers they have collected 

elsewhere and carried to the nest (Jose Sanz & Garcia-Navas, 2011). Female 

magpies are known to adjust their reproductive effort based on nest-building 

speed (De Neve & Soler, 2002) and nest size (Soler, de Neve, Martinez & 

Soler, 2001), suggesting that nests do serve as a postmating sexual display in 

magpies. It therefore seems plausible that male magpies could use shiny 

objects as nest ornaments in a postmating sexual display. 

 Another function of postmating nest ornamentation has been 

documented in the black kite (Milvus migrans). Shortly before egg-laying and 

during incubation, pairs of black kites collect various manmade objects, typically 

white plastic objects, and place them in the nest so as to be highly visible 

(Sergio, et al., 2011). According to Sergio, et al (2011), these decorations act as 

reliable threats to conspecifics, revealing the viability, territory quality and 

conflict dominance of the signaller. As magpies are highly territorial, it is 

plausible that they use shiny objects in the nest for a similar purpose. Based on 

this hypothesis, as well as the postmating sexual display theory, I tested free-

living magpies with small shiny and matt objects during the breeding season 

and predicted they would collect shiny objects either in the early nest-building 

period (sexual display) or during late incubation (nest defence).  
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6.2 Methods  

6.2.1 STUDY SITE AND ANIMALS 

The first shiny object test was conducted in conjunction with the captive study 

outlined in Chapter 4 and used the same eight birds housed under the same 

conditions.  

 The second test was a field experiment conducted at eight sites on the 

University of Exeter's Streatham campus. Magpies here are accustomed to 

regular human activity, allowing observations to be conducted from a close 

proximity (<20m). As outlined in section 2.1.2, to prevent pseudo replication, the 

six study sites were located a minimum of 500m apart. 

 Each study site had a resident pair of magpies, identified as the same 

pair in each session by their habituation to the observer and to the feeding 

protocol, as well as their defence of the feeding area when other magpies 

approached. This provided a total of 16 birds in the field study, but, as the two 

birds at each site could not be individually identified they are treated as one unit 

in mean feeding latency and frequency and mean ambivalence score.  All of the 

sites had previously been used in other studies: three had been used in one 

study and five had been used in two studies (see Table 2.1 for a breakdown of 

the studies).  

 The captive experiment was performed between May and August 2010. 

The field experiment took place in two phases. The first series of tests were 

performed at six sites during the non-breeding season, from August to 

September 2011. The same tests were then repeated at four of the same sites 

and two new sites throughout the breeding season, February to April 2012. It 

was intended that the same six sites would be used for both phases of the field 

experiment. Unfortunately this was not possible as the birds at two sites used in 

the non-breeding phase did not reliably come to the feeding station during the 

habituation period for the breeding phase of the study. 
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6.2.2 MATERIALS 

The test objects used in the captive study were small metal screws (7cm long). 

Before the study began, half of the screws were painted blue with matt aerosol 

paint. The remaining screws were left in their original shiny silver colour. 

 The test objects in the field study were small metal screws (7cm long), 

small foil rings (3cm diameter) and a small rectangular piece of aluminium foil 

(7cm x 5cm). Before the study began, half of the screws and half of the rings 

were painted blue with matt aerosol paint. The remaining screws and rings were 

left in their original shiny silver colour, as was the piece of aluminium foil. 

 

6.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

The captive test was performed as part of the random sequence of novel object 

tests conducted once the birds were habituated to the aviary environment 

(outlined in Chapter 4). All of the birds were therefore habituated to feeding from 

two plastic trays situated at the opposite ends of the main aviary (test arena). In 

this test, two piles of screws (six in each) were placed in the aviary, each 20cm 

from a feeding tray. One pile contained silver screws and the other blue screws. 

The trays contained mealworms as in the previous captive study. 

 Before beginning each phase of the field experiment, food was provided 

in two loose piles on the ground daily at each study site for two weeks. This 

enabled the birds to become familiar with the observer's presence, the food and 

the feeding site. The birds were considered to be habituated when all of the 

food provided was taken in the presence of the observer and within 20 minutes 

of provisioning.   

 Food continued to be provided throughout the study, with test objects 

placed next to the food during test sessions. The continued provision of food 

helped increase the likelihood that the magpies would come to the study site 

during the test sessions and thereby increase the chance of them noticing the 

objects. It also provided a measure of object neophobia by enabling a 

comparison between feeding latencies when the objects were present and 

absent.   
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Control sessions 

Once the birds were habituated, three control sessions were conducted to 

determine the birds' feeding motivation and whether they had a side preference. 

Two equal portions of nuts were placed in loose piles on the ground 

approximately three metres apart (Fig. 6.1). The piles were positioned so that 

both were at a roughly equal distance from the observer and from tree cover. 

 

Shiny object tests 

Following three successful control sessions, a test was conducted to investigate 

magpies' responses to shiny objects. Two loose piles of nuts were placed on 

the ground in the same locations as in the control sessions but with the addition 

of two piles of objects (screws or rings), each placed 30cm from a nut pile. One 

object pile contained four silver objects and the other four blue objects. During 

the breeding season, a further test was conducted with a rectangular piece of 

aluminium foil placed on the ground next to one nut pile and secured with a 

small hair pin (Fig. 6.1).  

 As no birds in the captive study had shown an attraction to the screws, 

tests were performed with multiple shapes in the field study to investigate the 

possibility that magpies are only attracted to shiny objects of a certain shape. In 

the non-breeding phase two object tests were performed at each site, one with 

screws and one with rings. The sequence of tests was varied across sites. In 

the breeding phase a minimum of eight tests were performed at each site, with 

multiple exposures to the rings and screws and one test with the foil rectangle. 

The tests were spaced out to incorporate early nest-building, final nest-building 

and incubation.  
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Fig. 6.1. Experimental protocol. Three control sessions were conducted before 

each test session. The position of the blue and silver objects was 

counterbalanced across sessions. The order of the three tests and the position 

of the foil rectangle were counterbalanced across sites. Objects and all 

remaining food were removed at the end of each session.  
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6.2.4 DATA COLLECTION  

All sessions were videotaped with a tripod-mounted video camera situated 15 to 

20m from the food and positioned to give a panoramic view of the feeding area. 

The date, time and weather conditions were dictated onto the videotape at the 

start of each session. Binoculars (10x magnification) were used to confirm the 

number of food items taken in each visit. These data were also dictated onto the 

videotape.   

 If no magpies arrived in the first 15 minutes of an experimental session it 

was abandoned and discarded. All test sessions lasted for 30 minutes, even if 

the food was depleted sooner, to give the birds ample time to investigate the 

objects. Control sessions lasted for 30 minutes or until the food was depleted, 

whichever came first. 

 After data collection was complete, the video footage was viewed to 

measure the behavioural reactions to the food and objects presented in each 

session (Table 6.1). The video coding was performed by two people, Guido De 

Filippo (GDF) coded the sessions from the non-breeding phase and I coded the 

sessions from the breeding phase. To check interobserver reliability, I recoded 

three sessions coded by GDF. Pearson's correlations confirmed constant 

performance (Means ±SE: feeding latency - GDF = 246s ±202, TV = 245s ±202,  

r = 1.00, N = 6, p <0.001; feeding frequency - GDF = 7.33 ±1.09, TV = 8.67 

±1.61, r = 0.99, N = 6, p <0.001; ambivalence score - GDF = 11 ±5.86, TV = 12 

±6.49, r = 0.99, N = 3, p = 0.023).  
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Table 6.1. Behavioural reactions coded from the videos. 

Behaviour Description 

Feeding latency Time elapsed between introduction of a food source 

and first tactile contact with it. Failure to feed from a 

source is given a maximal score equal to the length 

of time the source was available. 

Feeding frequency Total number of food items taken from each source. 

Object contact latency Time elapsed between introduction of an object and 

first tactile contact with it. Failure to make contact is 

given a maximal score equal to the length of time 

the object was available. 

Object contact frequency Number of times an object was contacted   

Approach/withdrawal Approaching food or objects within 50cm and 

retreating without making contact 

Walk-by Walking past food or objects (within 50cm) without 

stopping 

Fly-over A short, low flight over food or objects 

Jumping jack A sudden vertical or backward leap (as per 

Heinrich, 1988) performed when within 50cm of 

food or objects 

Neck extension 

 

Extension of the neck in the direction of food or 

objects from within 50cm  

Notes: Time was measured in seconds (s). Distances were estimated based on 

known length  

 Feeding latency and feeding frequency were considered to be measures 

of neophobia intensity.  Object contact latency and object contact frequency 

were considered to be measures of attraction. Approach/withdrawals, walk-bys, 

fly-overs, jumping jacks and neck extensions were classified as ambivalent 

behaviour. Ambivalence scores were calculated for each site as the sum of all 

ambivalent behaviours exhibited in a session.  
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6.2.5 DATA ANALYSIS 

All analyses were carried out using SPSS v20. Data from the captive test and 

the foil test were analysed using Related Samples Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests. 

General Estimating Equations (GEE) were used to analyse the remaining field 

data to accommodate the non-normal distribution and the use of repeated 

measures (Garson, 2012). The most appropriate model type, working 

correlation matrix structure and subset of predictors were chosen based on the 

Goodness of Fit statistics QIC (quasi-likelihood under independence criterion) 

and QICC (a corrected version that rewards parsimony) with smaller values 

indicating a better fit (Table 6.2). Feeding latency data were analysed using 

identity-inverse Gaussian regression whereas feeding frequency and 

ambivalence data were analysed using negative binomial regression. All 

pairwise contrasts in these analyses are Least Significant Difference. Spearman 

Correlation Coefficients were used to explore whether ambivalent behaviour 

changed with repeated exposure to the objects in the field study.  

 GEE analyses on feeding latency, feeding frequency and ambivalence 

scores were first run with the control sessions split into multiple phases, each 

comprised of the three sessions preceding a test. However, there were no 

qualitative differences between the control sessions across the different phases 

so the data were combined and treated as one control condition. This resulted 

in a better model fit for each of the analyses.  

 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 EVIDENCE OF SHINY OBJECT ATTRACTION  

A total of 24 birds took part in 72 shiny object tests between the captive test and 

both phases of the field study (35 ring tests, 31 screw tests, 6 foil tests). 

Magpies only made contact with an object in two of these tests (2.78% of the 

total number of tests). Both incidents occurred at the same field study site, once 

in the non-breeding phase and once in the early nest-building stage, with one 

silver ring picked up and then immediately discarded in both instances. There 

was no interaction with any of the objects in the captive test or at any other sites 

in the field study. These findings contradict the widely held belief that magpies, 
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as a species, are attracted to shiny objects. Even when the two interactions with 

the silver rings occurred, it was after the magpies had depleted most of the food 

-  rather than at the beginning of the session as one would expect if they were 

attracted to the objects. This delay, combined with the immediate discarding of 

the ring, suggests that the bird was assessing whether the item was edible. 

 

6.3.2 EFFECT OF OBJECT PRESENCE ON FEEDINGBEHAVIOUR  

The presence of the screws had no effect on the behaviour of the birds in the 

captive test. Latencies to feed from the trays during the shiny object test were 

not significantly different than during the preceding control session (Means ± 

SE: Control = 807s ± 311, Screw test = 347s ± 133; W = 6, N = 8, n.s.). 

 The birds in the field study appeared to find the presence of the objects 

aversive and either completely avoided the food or showed hesitation to feed. 

GEE analyses show a significant difference in feeding latencies and feeding 

frequencies for the food piles across three conditions (control, ring test, screw 

test; Table 6.2: lines 1.1 & 2.1). Pairwise contrasts between conditions confirm 

that the magpies fed from the piles significantly faster and took significantly 

more nuts in the control condition than when the rings and screws were present 

(Figs. 6.2 & 6.3). In the foil test, the birds showed a preference for the control 

pile compared to the pile next to the foil rectangle. They fed from the control pile 

sooner (Table 6.3, W = 1, N = 6) and took significantly more nuts from it (Table 

6.3, W = 0, N = 6). These results suggest that the magpies found all of the 

objects equally aversive but the presence of the foil did not deter them from 

feeding from the nearby control pile. 

 When each phase of the field study (non-breeding and breeding) is 

examined separately, the overall behaviour pattern does not change 

significantly (Table 6.2: lines 1.2 & 2.2). Pairwise contrasts between conditions 

within each phase confirm that the birds fed from the piles significantly faster in 

the control condition than in the ring and screw tests during both phases (Fig. 

6.2). The birds also took significantly more nuts in the control condition than the 

ring test in both phases and the screw test in the breeding phase (Fig. 6.3). 

There was no difference in feeding latency or frequency between the screw and 
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ring tests in either phase. This suggests that the magpies found the rings and 

screws equally aversive throughout the year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.2. Mean feeding latency ± SE (N = 6, n = 404). The low variances in the 

control condition demonstrate that the birds did not behave differently during 

control sessions before and after the tests. During both phases, the birds fed 

more quickly in the control sessions than when screws or rings were present. 

There was no significant difference in feeding latency for the two piles in the test 

sessions.*p ≤0.049   **p ≤0.001 
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Fig. 6.3. Mean feeding frequency ± SE (N = 6, n = 404). The low variances in 

the control condition demonstrate that the birds did not behave differently during 

control sessions before and after the tests. The birds fed more during the 

control sessions than when the rings were present in the non-breeding phase 

and when both rings and screws were present in the breeding phase. They also 

fed more during the foil test, when one plain nut pile was present, than in the 

ring test during the non-breeding phase. The only significant difference between 

piles during the test sessions was the ring test in the non-breeding phase.       

*p ≤0.025,  **p ≤0.002 

 

6.3.3 EFFECT OF OBJECT PRESENCE ON AMBIVALENT BEHAVIOUR  

The birds in the captive test exhibited little ambivalence in the presence of the 

screws, with ambivalence scores in this test being lower than all of the other 

novel object tests conducted during the captive study (Fig. 6.4). 

 The pattern of ambivalent behaviour observed in the field study suggests 

that the birds were wary of the objects. A GEE analysis shows that there was a 

significant difference in ambivalence scores across the four conditions (control, 

ring test, screw test, foil test; Table 6.2: line 5.1). Pairwise contrasts between 

conditions confirm that the magpies displayed significantly more ambivalence in 

the ring and screw tests than in the control sessions (Fig. 6.5). There was no 

such difference between the foil test and the control sessions or between any of 
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the object tests. These results suggest that when there was no control pile 

present (the ring and screw tests), the magpies experienced a high degree of 

conflict between the motivation to approach the food piles and fear of 

approaching them. 

 When each phase of the field study (non-breeding and breeding) is 

examined separately, the overall pattern of ambivalent behaviour does not 

change significantly (Table 6.2: line 5.2). Pairwise contrasts between conditions 

within each phase show that the birds performed more ambivalent behaviour in 

the ring test than the control condition in both phases and more in the screw 

test than the control condition in the non-breeding phase (Fig. 6.4). There was 

no such difference between the foil test and the control sessions in the breeding 

phase or between any of the object tests in either phase. These results confirm 

that the birds' reaction to the novel objects did not change throughout the year. 

 Looking at ambivalent behaviour in the breeding phase of the field study 

only - when the birds had repeated exposure to the rings and screws - reveals a 

significant negative correlation between session number and ambivalence score 

(N = 6, n = 163, r = -0.187, p = 0.017). This suggests that the birds' wariness to 

approach the food piles when the objects were present declined with repeated 

exposure to the objects. 
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Fig. 6.4. Mean ambivalence score ± SE (N = 8, n = 8). Birds in the captive 

study displayed less ambivalence in the shiny object test than all of the other 

tests, but the difference was only significant for the 'two novel tray' tests. **p = 

0.021, *p = 0.041 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.5. Mean ambivalence score ± SE (N = 6, n = 208). During the non-

breeding phase, the birds showed significantly less ambivalence in the control 

sessions than in the ring and screw tests sessions. In the breeding phase, 

ambivalence was only significantly higher in ring tests than the control condition. 

The low variances in the control condition demonstrate that the birds did not 

behave differently during control sessions before and after the tests. *p = 0.050, 

**p  ≤ 0.026 
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6.3.4 EFFECT OF OBJECT COLOUR ON FEEDING BEHAVIOUR  

There was no difference in feeding latency between the food pile next to the 

silver screws and the pile next to the blue screws in the captive test (Means ± 

SE: Blue pile = 324s ± 160, Silver pile = 369s ± 223; W = 4, N = 8, n.s.). 

 In the field experiment, GEE analyses show that feeding latency varied 

significantly for the piles based on the colour of the objects next to them in the 

ring and screw tests but feeding frequency did not (Table 6.2: 3.1 & 4.1).  

However, pairwise contrasts reveal no difference in latency between the piles 

next to the blue and silver objects in either the ring or screw tests when the 

breeding and non-breeding phases are analysed together (Table 6.3).  

 When each phase of the field study (non-breeding and breeding) is 

examined separately, the pattern of feeding latencies changes significantly but 

the pattern of feeding frequencies does not (Table 6.2: lines 3.2 & 4.2). Pairwise 

contrasts between the piles within each test in the non-breeding phase still 

show no significant difference in feeding latency or frequency depending 

whether they are next to the silver or blue objects (Table 6.3).  

 However, in the breeding phase the birds fed from the pile next to the 

silver rings significantly faster than the pile next to the blue rings (Fig. 6.5). 

There was no difference in feeding frequency for these piles. The birds did not 

show a preference for either pile in the screw test during the breeding phase, 

with no difference in feeding latency or frequency between the piles next to the 

silver or blue screws (Table 6.3). These results suggest that the birds did not 

have a strong preference for or aversion to feeding near the shiny or blue 

objects. Although the birds fed from the pile next to the silver rings sooner than 

the pile next to the blue rings, they fed from both of the piles in the screw tests 

even faster. This may suggest a colour and shape interaction, with blue rings 

being particularly aversive, possibly due to previous experience with similar 

objects (Fig. 6.5).  

 To ensure that these colour comparisons are not confounded by a 

positional bias (right or left side of the feeding area) analyses were conducted 

on feeding latency and feeding frequency for the left and right pile in each 

phase of the field study (Table 6.2: lines 1.3 & 2.3). Pairwise contrasts within 
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each phase show no significant difference in feeding latency or frequency for 

the right and left piles in either phase of the study (Means ± SE: Non-breeding 

latencies - right = 519s ±90, left = 458s ±95; Non-breeding frequencies - right = 

3.97 ± 0.45, left = 4.66 ± 0.60; Breeding latencies - right = 541s ±107, left = 

532s ±108; Breeding frequencies - right = 3.66 ± 0.59, left = 3.86 ± 0.78). 

 

Table 6.2. Summary of GEE analyses investigating feeding and ambivalent 

behaviour. Goodness of fit for the model (QIC and QICC) and the test of each 

model effect are given. Test has three levels (control, ring test, screw test); 

season has two levels (non-breeding, breeding); side has two levels (right, left); 

colour has two levels (silver, blue). 

 Analysis n QIC QICC Model effects χ2 df p 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

Feeding 

latencies 

404 19.65 30.23 Test 

Test*Season 

Side*Season 

23.52 

5.87 

1.86 

2 

2 

2 

<0.001 

0.053 

0.394 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

Feeding 

frequencies: 

404 244.47 223.25 Test 

Test*Season 

Side*Season 

12.68 

1.28 

8.84 

2 

2 

2 

0.002 

0.527 

0.012 

3.1 

3.2 

 

Feeding 

latencies: 

test colours 

116 3.17 17.49 Test*Colour 

Test*Colour* 

Season 

13.73 

14.16 

3 

4 

0.003 

0.007 

4.1 

4.2 

Feeding 

frequencies: 

test colours 

116 136.67 140.07 Test*Colour 

Test*Colour* 

Season 

0.27 

5.09 

3 

4 

0.965 

0.278 

5.1 

5.2 

 Ambivalence 

scores 

208 271.96 261.30 Test 

Test*Season 

27.05 

7.23 

3 

3 

<0.001 

0.065 
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Table 6.3. Feeding behaviour during the test sessions in both phases of 

the field study. Pairwise contrasts are between food piles within each test 

(ring, screw, foil) during each phase. Feeding latency and feeding frequency 

data are given.  

Study 

phase 

Pile next to n Mean 

latency 

SE p Mean 

frequency 

SE p 

Non-

breeding 

Silver rings  12 362 111 0.433 3.33 0.96 0.273 

Blue rings   630 271 4.33 1.17  

Slvr screws 12 792 321 0.946 3.83 1.55 0.815 

Blue screws   767 275 3.50 0.96  

Breeding Silver rings  58 684 115 0.002 2.86 1.54 0.462 

Blue rings   964 156 2.55 2.31  

Slvr screws 34 558 122 0.560 2.82 0.57 0.317 

Blue screws   625 161 3.06 0.67  

Foil  12 730 313 0.080 3.00 1.25 0.041 

Plain pile  423 263 6.33 1.54  

 

 

6.4 Discussion 

This study found no evidence to support the widely-held belief that magpies are 

inherently attracted to shiny objects. Most of the 24 birds ignored both the shiny 

and blue objects throughout the study, a total of 72 exposures to these objects, 

with no difference observed between the breeding and non-breeding phases of 

the field study. At one site a magpie interacted with a shiny object on two 

occasions, once in each phase of the study, but both times simply picked up the 

item and then dropped it very quickly. No attempt was made to take the item. As 

both of these interactions occurred after the magpies had depleted most of the 

food beside the objects, rather than as soon as the objects were presented, it is 

unlikely that they represent an inherent attraction to the objects but were simply 

an investigation into a potential food item.  

 The possibility that magpies collect shiny objects and carry them back to 

the nest as a post-mating sexual display, like black wheatears with stones and 

blue tits with feathers, is unsupported by this study. The birds at all six sites 
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studied during the breeding phase were visibly nest-building yet only one 

interaction with a shiny object occurred during the nest-building period and this 

item was simply picked up and immediately dropped, not collected and carried 

to the nest. Equally unsupported is the possibility that magpies decorate their 

nests with shiny objects as a threat to predators or conspecifics in a similar way 

to black kites. No interactions with shiny objects occurred in the late stages of 

nest-building or during the incubation period, the peak time for black kites to 

decorate their nests (Sergio, et al., 2011). As this study was performed at sites 

with established magpie pairs, the possibility that shiny objects are used in a 

courtship display remains to be tested.  

 Rather than being attractive to magpies, the presence of the small 

objects induced neophobia in most of the birds in the field study - demonstrated 

by increased feeding latency, decreased feeding frequency and more 

ambivalent behaviour when the objects were present than during control 

sessions. The free-living birds reacted this way to both the shiny and blue 

objects, as well as to the different shaped objects. These neophobic reactions 

are similar to those observed in the field study outlined in Chapter 3, where all 

the birds fed from piles next to large novel feeding trays within three sessions 

but continued to show wariness with increased feeding latencies compared to 

the control condition (without novel objects).  

 This result is in contrast to Heinrich, et al. (1995), Windberg (1996) and 

Greenberg (1983) who all found that animals were more hesitant to feed next to 

large novel items than small ones. However, these studies were done with 

captive animals and, as outlined in the discussion of Chapter 4, may not be 

directly comparable to studies with wild animals which are free to avoid aversive 

objects. The results from these studies do correspond more favourably with the 

captive test performed as part of this study, with the captive magpies showing 

no avoidance and little ambivalence in the presence of small novel objects 

(screws) but were extremely wary of large novel objects (plastic trays). Again, 

as discussed in Chapter 4, the discrepancy in novelty reactions between the 

field and captive aspects of this study could be due to a variety of factors: 1) the 

artificial nature of the captive setting where animals are confined in close 

proximity to novel stimuli whereas wild animals are free to avoid a fear-

provoking stimulus; 2) the birds in the captive study had not fully habituated to 
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the environment during the course of the study and therefore maintained a 

lower neophobia threshold than birds which are well-established in a familiar 

environment; 3) the birds used in the captive study might have had more prior 

experience with artificial objects and become desensitised to novelty. Whatever 

the cause, the difference in the reactions of captive and free-living magpies in 

this study further underlines the importance of wild studies of animal cognition. 

 In summary, in this study I have shown that free-living magpies show 

similar levels of neophobia when they encounter small novel objects in their 

familiar environment as large novel objects. This further underlines the 

conclusion that magpies are not reacting to specific object features but to the 

unexpectedness of encountering unfamiliar items in a known environment - in 

other words, a violation of their expectations. Conversely, I have found no 

evidence that magpies are inherently attracted to shiny objects nor that they use 

such objects as a postmating sexual display or a threat against conspecifics. 
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Chapter 7 

Novel food reactions in free-living urban magpies 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Previous chapters have demonstrated that magpies exhibit pronounced  

neophobia when objects of various colours, shapes and sizes are presented in 

a familiar environment. Chapter 4 demonstrates that the birds display less or no 

aversion when similar objects are presented in a novel environment. As 

previously noted, other studies have shown that animals can also have different 

reactions to various categories of novelty (e.g. food, object, space). For 

example, individual pumpkinseed sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus) that approached 

a novel object (a red-tipped stick) soonest were not necessarily the first to 

investigate a novel food source (Coleman & Wilson, 1998). Similarly, both 

Cowan (1976) and Inglis, et al. (1996) found that rats exhibited much greater 

neophobia towards novel objects than novel foods; while Martin & Fitzgerald 

(2005) found differences in food neophobia but not object neophobia between 

expanding and established populations of house sparrows. Whether magpies 

react similarly to novel objects and novel food is as yet unknown.   

 For generalist feeders such as magpies, exploring and sampling novel 

foods can be advantageous - especially in new or changing environments. 

However, trying new food is also risky as there is always a danger of eating 

something harmful. Successful generalists should therefore explore novel foods 

with caution, particularly when there is adequate familiar food available (Lee, 

Marples, & Speed, 2010; Rozin, 1976). Indeed, some degree of food neophobia 

has been found in every corvid species explicitly tested thus far: rooks (Dally, 

Clayton, & Emery, 2008); ravens (Heinrich, 1988a); carrion crows (Chiarati, et 

al., 2012); jackdaws (Katzir, 1983) and blue jays (Coppinger, 1969). In fact, 

aversion towards novel (potential) foods has been described in many animal 

groups, including rats (e.g. Barnett, 1958; Brunton, et al., 1993; Galef, 1996b), 

birds (for a review see Marples, Kelly, & Thomas, 2005), primates (eg Johnson, 

2000; Sabbatini, Stammati, Tavares, & Visalberghi, 2007; Visalberghi, Janson, 

& Agostini, 2003), domestic livestock (e.g. Herskin, Munksgaard, & Kristensen, 
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2003; Malmkvist, Herskin, & Christensen, 2003; Van Tien, Lynch, Hinch, & 

Nolan, 1999) and humans (e.g. Pliner, 1994; Pliner & Loewen, 1997; Pliner & 

Pelchat, 1991). Unfortunately most non-human studies were conducted in 

captivity (labs or farms) with captive-bred animals that were accustomed to a 

limited selection of foods or even just one type of food. Such depauperate 

conditions do not represent the experience of most wild animals that regularly 

encounter numerous and varied potential food sources. 

 The small number of wild studies on food neophobia have produced 

mixed results. Marples, Roper, & Harper (1998) found high individual variation 

in response to novel coloured food in wild blackbirds and robins. When 

presented with a familiar food (dyed pastry) and a novel coloured variant of the 

food, some birds accepted the novel food immediately while others continued to 

avoid it after 100 exposures. Intraspecific variation in response to novel foods 

was also found between two populations of tufted capuchins (Cebus apella). In 

Brasilia national park (Brazil), which has a large human presence, capuchins 

quickly approached food regardless of its novelty or the presence of a novel 

object (Sabbatini, et al., 2007). Conversely, capuchins in Iguazu national park 

(Argentina) approached feeding platforms with familiar food significantly faster 

than those with novel food or novel objects and displayed long latencies to 

ingest novel food or contact novel objects (Visalberghi, et al., 2003).  

 Sabbatini, et al. (2007) suggest that the Brasilia capuchins were less 

wary because they were exposed to a variety of novel stimuli brought to the 

park by visitors and were therefore more likely to associate positive feedback 

with novel foods or objects. As urban magpies are also regularly exposed to 

novel food distributed by humans they may develop the same positive 

associations. Conversely, as much of the anthropogenic food that urban 

magpies encounter will be perishable rubbish, they could develop negative 

associations from experience with rancid food. Alternatively, birds may not form 

associations with anthropogenic food in the same way as primates. 

 This study aimed to discover whether magpies exhibit differential 

reactions to different categories of novelty (objects and food) as well as 

between absolutely novel food and a novel colour variant of a familiar food. This 

was done using a series of two-choice protocol tests. In line with Rozin (1976) 
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and Lee, et al (2010), when presented with a choice between a familiar food 

and a novel food, a preference for the familiar food was predicted. However, 

based on the pronounced object neophobia exhibited by magpies in previous 

studies, preference for novel food was predicted when the birds were presented 

with a choice between a loose pile of novel food and the familiar food placed 

inside a novel tray. Similarly, based on the behaviour of magpies in the captive 

study (Chapter 4) which did not show aversion to novel objects in an 

environment about which they had no expectations, encountering a familiar food 

in a novel colour variant was predicted to be more aversive than a totally novel 

food about which the birds had no expectations. 

 

7. 2 Methods 

7.2.1 STUDY SITES AND ANIMALS 

The experiment was conducted at eight sites in Exeter, UK. Six sites were 

located on the University of Exeter's Streatham campus and two sites were in 

an urban park (Riverside Valley Park, owned by Exeter City Council). As 

outlined in section 2.1.2, to prevent pseudo replication, the six study sites were 

located a minimum of 500m apart. Three of the sites had not previously been 

used in any study while the other five sites had each been used in one study. 

Three of these sites were used in the novel object study outlined in Chapter 3 

and the other two had been used in the kleptoparasitism study outlined in 

Chapter 5. None of the birds at these sites had habituated to the trays during 

the previous studies.  

 Each study site had a resident pair of magpies, identified as the same 

pair in each session by their habituation to the observer and to the feeding 

protocol, as well as their defence of the feeding area when other magpies 

approached. Intruder birds occasionally fed at some sites (identified as intruders 

by the speed at which the resident birds chased them away) but their 

appearance was not consistent so none was included in the analysis. 

 The study took place between June and December 2011.  
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7.2.2 MATERIALS 

Monkey nuts (peanuts in the shell) were used as the familiar food at all study 

sites. Jus-Roll frozen shortcrust pastry was used to create the novel foods in all 

of the tests. Pastry was chosen because it is easy to mould into novel shapes; it 

can be easily dyed with food colouring; when hard it can be cached liked 

monkey nuts; and it has previously been used to study novel food reactions in 

birds (Marples, Quinlan, Thomas, & Kelly, 2007; Marples, et al., 1998).  

 All pastry shapes were approximately 3cm long to appear of similar value 

to monkey nuts and consisted of twists (long & thin); rings; rectangles; and 

triangles (Fig. 7.1). All shapes, except for the twists, were dyed using food 

colouring. Blue, orange and green shapes were dyed with Dr Oetker colouring 

while the red shapes were achieved with Silverspoon colouring. Monkey nuts 

were also dyed with the same food colourings for one test. The different 

textures of the pastry and nuts made spectral comparisons difficult, but the red 

Silverspoon colouring was judged (by eye) to be more consistent across the two 

food types than the alternative brand. 

 As in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the novel objects used in this study were 

shallow plastic rectangular trays (50cm L x 40cm W x 8.5cm H). Before the 

experiment began, the trays were painted either blue or red with matt aerosol 

paint.  

 

7.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

Before beginning the study at each site, a two-week habituation period was 

conducted during which food was provided in a loose pile on the ground daily. 

This enabled the birds to become familiar with the observer, the food and the 

feeding site. The birds were considered to be habituated when all of the food 

provided was taken in the presence of the observer and within 20 minutes of 

provisioning.   
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Control sessions 

Once the birds were habituated, three control sessions were conducted to 

determine the birds' feeding motivation, whether they had a positional 

preference (left or right side of the feeding area) and to provide baseline data on 

their behaviour towards familiar food. Two equal portions of nuts were placed in 

loose piles on the ground approximately three metres apart (Fig. 7.1). The piles 

were positioned so that both were at a roughly equal distance from the observer 

and from tree cover. Three control sessions were also performed between each 

of the novelty tests. 

 

Novelty tests 

Four novelty tests were conducted using a two-choice protocol as follows: 

 Normal nuts versus novel food – The birds were presented with one 

pile of the familiar nuts and one pile of novel food (undyed pastry twists). This 

tested whether magpies had a preference for either familiar or novel foods and 

was the first test performed at all sites.  

 Nuts in tray versus novel food – The birds were presented with the 

familiar nuts inside a novel plastic tray coloured either red or blue and a pile of 

novel food (blue or orange geometric pastry shapes). Blue pastry was 

presented with the blue tray and orange pastry with the red tray to minimise 

choice based on colour. Although none of the birds at the six sites with previous 

exposure to the tray had habituated to the tray, a different coloured tray was 

used at these sites in the current study. 

 Coloured nuts versus novel food – The birds were presented with a 

pile of the familiar nuts in a novel colour (red or green) and a pile of novel food 

(red or green geometric pastry shapes). The nuts and pastry presented together 

at a site were always different colours. Half of the sites received red nuts with 

green pastry, the others received green nuts with red pastry. 

 Red versus green novel food – The birds were presented with two piles 

of pastry in the same shape, one red and one green, to test for a colour 

preference. This provided a control for the coloured nuts/novel food test. A lack 
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of colour preference in this test would suggest that any food preferences shown 

in the coloured nuts/novel food test were not due to colour. 

 With the exception of the novel food test, which was always the first test 

performed, the order of the tests varied across sites. A different pastry shape 

was used for each test within a site, to keep the pastry appearing as a novel 

food, and the order in which these shapes were presented varied across the 

sites.  

 At the end of each test session, a control session with two nut piles was 

performed to check that any avoidance behaviour observed in the preceding 

test session was due to the novel stimuli and not a general lack of feeding 

motivation. 
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Fig. 7.1. Experimental protocol. With the exception of the normal nuts/novel 

food test, which was performed first at all sites, the test sequence was 

randomised across the eight sites. The sequence of pastry shapes was also 

randomised across the sites, with each shape used only once per site to keep 

the food appearing novel. The colours used in each test were counterbalanced 

across the sites to ensure an equal number of sites received each colour 

combination. 

(undyed) 
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7.2.4 DATA COLLECTION  

All sessions were videotaped with a tripod-mounted video camera situated 15 to 

20m from the food and positioned to give a panoramic view of the feeding area. 

The date, time and weather conditions were dictated onto the videotape at the 

start of each session. Binoculars (10x magnification) were used to confirm the 

number of food items taken in each visit. These data were also dictated onto the 

videotape.   

 If no magpies arrived in the first 15 minutes of an experimental session it 

was abandoned and discarded. All other sessions lasted for 30 minutes or until 

the food was depleted, whichever came first. During test sessions, the novel 

food was removed as soon as the birds had fed from it to try and minimise any 

general learning about novel food that might affect other tests. 

 After the field work was complete, the video footage was viewed to 

measure the behavioural reactions to the various food sources during each 

session (Table 7.1). The video coding was performed by two people, Cathy 

O'Brien (COB) coded the sessions from four study sites and I coded the 

sessions from four study sites. To check interobserver reliability I recoded three 

sessions coded by COB. Pearson's correlations demonstrated constant 

performance between observers (Means ±SE: feeding latency - CO = 414s 

±110, TV = 414s ±110, r = 1.00, N = 6, p <0.001; ambivalence score - CO = 

2.67 ±0.88, TV = 3.00 ±1.15, r = 0.98, N = 3, p = 0.073). 
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Table 7.1. Behavioural reactions coded from the videos. 

Behaviour Description 

Food accepted At least one bird at the site took at least one item 

from the food source 

Food preferred The food source that was taken first in the session 

Feeding latency Time elapsed between introduction of a food source 

and first tactile contact with it. Failure to feed from a 

source is given a maximal score equal to the length 

of time the source was available. 

Approach/withdrawal Approaching a food source within 50cm and 

retreating without feeding. 

Walk-by Walking past the object (within 50cm) without 

stopping. 

Fly-over A short, low flight over a food source. 

Jumping jack A sudden vertical or backward leap (as per 

Heinrich, 1988) performed when within 50cm of a 

food source. 

Neck extension 

                                                                                

Extension of the neck in the direction of a food 

source when within 50cm of the source. 

Notes: Time was measured in seconds (s). Distances were estimated based on 

known length of the tray (50cm). 

 Feeding latency was considered to be a measure of neophobia intensity, 

while approach/withdrawals, walk-bys, fly-overs, jumping jacks and neck 

extensions were classified as ambivalent behaviour. Ambivalence scores were 

calculated for each site as the sum of all ambivalent behaviours exhibited in a 

session.  

 

7.3.5 DATA ANALYSIS 

All analyses were carried out using SPSS v20. General Estimating Equations 

were used for most of the analyses to accommodate the non-normal distribution 

of the data and the use of repeated measures (Garson, 2012). The most 

appropriate model type, working correlation matrix structure and subset of 
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predictors were chosen based on the Goodness of Fit statistics QIC (quasi-

likelihood under independence criterion) and QICC (a corrected version that 

rewards parsimony) with smaller values indicating a better fit (Table 7.2). All 

feeding latency data were analysed using inverse Gaussian regression while 

negative binomial regression was used for all ambivalence data. All pairwise 

contrasts are Least Significant Difference. Binomial tests were used to 

determine the probability of food acceptance. 

 GEE analyses on feeding latency and ambivalence scores were first run 

with the control sessions split into four phases, each comprised of the three 

sessions preceding a particular test. However, there were no qualitative 

differences between the control sessions across the four phases so the data 

were combined and treated as one control condition. This resulted in a better 

model fit for each of the analyses.  

 

7.3 Results 

7.3.1 FOOD ACCEPTANCE AND PREFERENCE  

All of the birds readily fed from both the left and right nut piles in the control 

sessions and always depleted the food well within the 30 minute session limit. 

As predicted, when given a choice between normal nuts and a novel food 

(pastry 'twists'), the birds at all eight sites choose the nuts first (Binomial test, n 

= 8, p = 0.004, Fig. 7.2). At five sites the birds also fed from the novel food 

during this test, but at three sites the birds did not accept the novel food. This 

demonstrates that the magpies were not neophilic toward novel food, indeed 

some of the birds were neophobic towards it, but the presence of the novel food 

did not prevent them from feeding on a nearby familiar food.  

 When given a choice between normal nuts placed in a novel object 

(plastic feeding tray) and a novel food (orange or blue pastry shapes), the birds 

at half of the sites did not accept either food and at the other half they fed from 

only one source (Fig. 7.2). The novel food was accepted at three sites, but the 

novel object was accepted at only one. This trend suggests that, although the 

magpies found the novel food aversive, they avoided it less than the novel 
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object. However, the small sample size (due to both food sources being avoided 

at half of the sites) prevents it from reaching significance in any statistical test. 

 In a choice between a familiar food in a novel colour and a novel food 

(e.g. red nuts versus green pastries, or green nuts versus red pastries), birds at 

three sites did not feed from either (Fig. 7.2). Birds at five sites accepted the 

novel food, but the coloured nuts were only accepted at one site and the birds 

here chose them before the novel food. This trend suggests that the birds found 

the familiar food in a novel colour more aversive than a totally novel food; 

however, once again the small sample size (due to both food sources being 

avoided at three sites) prevents it from reaching significance in any statistical 

test. 

 In the colour preference test, when the birds were presented with novel 

food (pastry shapes) in both red and green, at half of the sites they did not feed 

from either colour while at the other sites they fed from only one colour. At two 

of these sites the red food was accepted, whilst at the other two only the green 

food was taken. This demonstrates that the food choices observed in the 

coloured nuts/novel food test were not due to a pre-existing species-general 

colour preference/aversion for red or green food.  
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Fig. 7.2. Pattern of food acceptance in the nuts/novel food tests (N = 8). 

Birds at all of the sites fed on the familiar nuts first when presented with normal 

nuts and novel food. However, when the nuts were presented in a novel feeding 

tray or in a novel colour variant they were only chosen first at one site. **p = 

0.004. 

 

7.3.2 EFFECT OF CONDITION AND COLOUR ON FEEDING LATENCY  

A GEE analysis shows that the difference in feeding latencies across the five 

conditions (control, normal nuts/novel food, nuts in tray/novel food, coloured 

nuts/novel food, red/green novel food) did not vary significantly between the two 

food sources (nuts and novel food; Table 7.2: line 1.1) nor between the two 

sides (left and right; Table 7.2: line 1.2). 

  Looking at each food source separately, pairwise contrasts show no 

significant difference in feeding latency for the nuts in the control condition and 

in the normal nuts/novel food test (Fig. 7.3). Conversely, there is a significant 

difference between the normal nuts in these conditions and the nuts in the tray 

and coloured nuts (Fig. 7.3). There was no difference between the nuts in the 

tray and the coloured nuts. This shows that the presence of a novel food near a 

familiar food does not deter magpies from taking the familiar food, while a 

familiar food changing colour and interacting with a novel object are highly 

aversive.  
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There was no difference in feeding latency between the novel foods presented 

in any of the tests despite different shapes and colours being used in each (Fig. 

7.3). This suggests that the birds were not reacting to specific features of the 

food but simply to their novelty.  

 Pairwise contrasts in feeding latency between the two food sources 

within each condition provide results consistent with the pattern of food 

acceptance outlined above. There was no difference in feeding latency between 

the left and right nut piles in the control sessions (Means ± SE: left = 146s ± 20, 

right = 158s ± 23). As all birds preferred the nuts in the normal nuts/novel food 

test, there was a significant difference between the two food sources (Fig. 7.3). 

Similarly, as the birds at five sites accepted the novel food in the coloured 

nuts/novel food test yet the coloured nuts were accepted at only one site, the 

difference in latency between the two was significant (Fig. 7.3). The low 

acceptance of both the novel food and nuts in the tray meant there was no 

difference in latency between the food sources in that test.  

 A separate GEE analysis performed on feeding latencies for the different 

colours presented in three of the tests (nuts in tray/novel food, coloured 

nuts/novel food, red/green novel food) found that the differences between tests 

varied significantly between the colours (Table 7.2: line 2). However, pairwise 

contrasts within each test reveal no significant difference in feeding latency 

between the two colours presented in any test (Table 7.3). This underlines the 

fact that the birds were not reacting to the colour of the novel stimuli but simply 

to their novelty. 
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Fig. 7.3. Mean feeding latency (±SE) for the nuts and novel food across the 

five conditions (N = 8, n = 254). The low variance in the control condition 

demonstrates that the birds did not behave differently during control sessions 

before and after the tests. The bar for the red/green novel food test represents 

the mean feeding latency for both piles as only novel food was presented in this 

test. Feeding latency for the nuts was significantly shorter in the control 

sessions and when presented as normal nuts alongside novel food than when 

presented in a novel tray or in a novel colour. The birds also fed faster from the 

normal nuts than the novel food presented in the same session but this pattern 

was reversed when the nuts were presented in a novel colour. **p ≤0.001, *p 

≤0.05 
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Table 7.2. Summary of GEE analyses investigating feeding and ambivalent 

behaviour (N = 8). Goodness of fit for the model (QIC and QICC) and the test 

of each model effect are given. Test has five levels (control, normal nuts/novel 

food, nuts in tray/novel food, coloured nuts/novel food, red/green novel food); 

Source has two levels (nuts, novel food); Side has two levels (left, right); Colour 

has four levels (blue, orange, red, green); Session has four levels (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 

4th). 

 Analysis n QIC QICC Model effects χ2 df p 

1.1 

1.2 

Feeding 

latency 

254 6.98 28.82 Test*Source 

Test*Side 

1.70 

2.82 

1 

3 

0.192 

0.420 

2 Colour  48 0.82 12.06 Test*Colour 11.25 5 0.047 

3 Ambivalence 127 65.78 64.05 Test 49.16 4 <0.001 

4.1 

4.2 

Test order: 

latency 

64 0.48 16.34 Session 

Session*Source 

8.46 

77.66 

3 

4 

0.001 

<0.001 

5 Test order: 

ambivalence 

32 26.47 29.67 Session 4.49 3 0.213 

 

 

Table 7.3. Feeding behaviour towards the different coloured food sources 

in three test conditions. Meaning feeding latency ± SE for each colour and the 

p value for each pairwise contrast are given (N = 8, n = 48). 

Test Colour Mean SE p 

Nuts in tray/ 

novel food 

Blue 1232 244 0.280 

Orange 1551 168  

Coloured nuts/ 

novel food 

Red 1264 157 0.134 

Green 1050 266  

Red/green  

novel food 

Red 1219 268 0.693 

Green 1320 222  
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7.3.3 EFFECT OF CONDITION ON AMBIVALENT BEHAVIOUR  

A GEE analysis shows that ambivalent behaviour varied significantly across the 

five conditions (control, normal nuts/novel food, nuts in tray/novel food, coloured 

nuts/novel food, red/green novel food; Table 7.2: line 3), with the highest level 

shown when the novel tray was present and the lowest in the control sessions 

(Fig. 7.4). The low variance in ambivalence scores during the control condition 

demonstrates that the birds behaved the same in the control sessions before 

and after the tests (Fig. 7.4).  

 Pairwise contrasts confirm that ambivalence scores were significantly 

lower in the control condition than each of the tests except the nuts in tray/novel 

food test (Fig. 7.4). This may seem odd as the nuts in tray test had the highest 

mean ambivalence score, but it also had the greatest variance in scores across 

the sites due to one very high score. As the GEE analysis compares values for 

repeated measures within each site it is sensitive to this variance. The level of 

ambivalent behaviour displayed in the four test conditions did not vary 

significantly, although there was a trend towards less ambivalent behaviour in 

the normal nuts/novel food test compared to the red/green novel food test (Fig. 

7.4). This underlines the fact that the magpies found the presence of novel 

stimuli, both objects and food, aversive and experienced a conflict between the 

motivations to explore and avoid them. They experienced no such conflict when 

presented with just familiar nuts. 
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Fig. 7.4. Ambivalence scores across the five conditions (N = 8, n = 127). 

Solid lines represent the median, dashed lines represent the mean, each box 

represents the interquartile range, whiskers represent the minimum and 

maximum scores, the outlier is marked with a black circle. The low variance in 

the control condition demonstrates that the birds did not behave differently 

during control sessions before and after the tests. The birds performed little 

ambivalent behaviour in the control sessions but more when the nuts were 

presented in a novel tray and a novel colour variant as well as when only novel 

food was presented. *p = 0.05 **p ≤0.001. 

 

7.3.4 EFFECT OF TEST ORDER ON FEEDING AND AMBIVALENT 

 BEHAVIOUR  

Apart from the normal nuts/novel food test, which was performed first at all 

sites, the order of the tests was randomised across sites to prevent sequence 

effects masking the true effect of the test conditions. To ensure that this was 

successful, feeding latencies were analysed based on the presentation order of 

the tests. A GEE analysis shows that latencies did vary significantly across the 

four test sessions (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th; Table 7.2: line 4.1) and that this variance 

between sessions differed for the two food sources (Table 7.2: line 4.2). 
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However, pairwise contrasts reveal the differences between tests were only 

significant for the 1st test session, where normal nuts were present, compared 

to each of the other sessions and not between the 2nd, 3rd and 4th sessions 

(Table 7.4).  

 Looking at each food source separately, there was no significant 

difference in feeding latency for the novel food between any of the sessions 

(Table 7.4), demonstrating that the randomised test sequence prevented the 

birds from habituating to the novel food. Excluding the 1st test session, where 

normal nuts were presented, there was no significant difference in feeding 

latency for the nuts between any of the sessions (Table 7.4). 

 Ambivalence scores in the test sessions were also analysed based on 

their presentation order. A GEE analysis shows that they did not vary 

significantly across the four sessions (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th; Table 7.2: line 5). 

Pairwise contrasts between the sessions also show no significant differences 

(Table 7.4). This demonstrates that birds did not become desensitised to the 

presentation of novel stimuli during the study. 

 

7.3.5 BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS AT EACH SITE  

Birds at four out of the eight sites displayed consistent behaviour in all four test 

conditions. At two sites they accepted the novel food in every test but did not 

accept the novel nut options (in a tray and coloured), while at the other two sites 

birds refused all novel food and novel nut options. The birds at the other half of 

the sites behaved inconsistently across tests. At two sites both novel nut 

options (in a tray and coloured) were refused but the birds did not consistently 

refuse or accept the novel food. At the remaining two sites, one novel nut option 

(in a tray at one site and coloured nuts at the other) was accepted and the birds 

also showed inconsistent acceptance of the novel food. It is difficult to draw 

conclusions from these patterns other than that there is individual variation in 

novelty responses in magpies which could be due to variations in previous 

experience and foraging motivation. 
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Table 7.4. Feeding and ambivalent behaviour for the four test sessions 

based on presentation order (N = 8). Feeding latency data include Mean ± SE 

for the nuts and novel food in each session and the p value for each pairwise 

contrast between sessions. Ambivalence score data include Mean ± SE for 

each session and the p value for each pairwise contrast between sessions. 

     Pairwise contrast p value 

 Order Source Mean SE 2nd 3rd 4th 

Feeding 

latency 

n= 64 

1st Nuts 177 92 <0.001 <0.001 0.001 

Novel 814 274 0.211 0.140 0.284 

2nd Nuts 1628 157  0.573 0.178 

Novel 1162 279  0.578 0.885 

3rd Nuts 1676 84   0.068 

Novel 1290 262   0.420 

4th Nuts 1179 268    

 Novel 1133 191    

Ambivalent 

score 

n = 32 

1st na 1.13 0.33 0.651 0.151 0.371 

2nd na 1.00 0.35  0.125 0.262 

3rd na 3.13 1.35   0.300 

4th na 1.63 0.47    

 

 

7.4 Discussion 

Magpies showed aversion towards all of the novel stimuli, but novel food was 

more widely accepted than familiar food presented in a novel object and in a 

novel colour variant. This pattern of behaviour could be interpreted as further 

support for the violation of expectations theory, with absolutely novel food 

eliciting a weaker neophobic reaction than familiar food presented in 

unexpected ways. However, this behaviour pattern could also be explained by 

selective pressures. Human persecution might have selected for birds that are 

wary of novel objects such as traps, while species that consume a high 

proportion of invertebrate prey may be inherently wary of familiar food items that 

change colour. Nonetheless, the pattern of acceptance observed in this study 

demonstrates that magpies do react differently to different categories of novelty. 
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In line with Rozin's (1976) and Lee, et al.'s (2010) prediction that successful 

generalists would explore novel foods with caution, particularly when adequate 

familiar food is available, all of the magpies in the first test chose to eat the 

familiar nuts first and avoid the novel food for some period of time. However, the 

fact that some birds maintained a wariness of the novel food in the rest of the 

tests, even in the absence of a familiar food, seems paradoxical for an 

opportunistic generalist such as magpies. Of course the free-living birds in this 

study might simply have chosen to feed on familiar foods available elsewhere in 

the environment rather than take the risks associated with novel food 

presented. This variation in acceptance of novel food corresponds to Marples, 

et al. (1998)'s study with wild blackbirds and robins and may reflect individual 

differences in neophobia thresholds or individual differences in experience with 

novel food based on differences in foraging experience and other behavioural 

traits.  

 Like capuchins in Brasilia national park (Sabbatini, et al., 2007), magpies 

in urban areas - and particularly on a university campus - are regularly exposed 

to novel foods distributed by humans. If they have mainly positive experiences 

when sampling these foods then, like Brasilia's capuchins, their wariness of 

novel foods may decrease. This might explain why the birds at the different 

sites behaved differently; they might have had different recent experiences with 

novel food. Marples, Quinlan, Thomas, & Kelly (2007) showed that although 

domestic chicks were hesitant to consume a novel variation of a familiar food (a 

different colour), after multiple positive experiences with the new colour they 

were much more willing to accept subsequent colour variations. However, their 

wariness of novel food could be reactivated by only a brief experience with 

distasteful food. The authors concluded that experience of novelty is only likely 

to deactivate wariness in foragers that encounter lots of different palatable 

foods and willingness to eat novel food is likely to be reduced whenever 

unpalatable food is encountered.  

 The novel object was clearly more aversive than the novel food, with 

birds at six of the eight sites consuming novel food in at least one test but only 

one bird feeding from the novel tray. Furthermore, the presence of the novel 

tray in the feeding area appeared to deter some birds from approaching the 

novel food nearby as this test had the lowest acceptance of the novel food (at 
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only three sites). It indicates that magpies distinguish between different classes 

of object novelty – as food items and as contextual cues.  

 The heightened aversion to novel objects compared to novel food 

corresponds with similar patterns observed in black rats, Rattus rattus (Cowan, 

1976), and brown rats (Inglis, et al., 1996), both human commensals that, like 

magpies, have been persecuted for several centuries. For many decades this 

persecution has mainly involved the use of traps, either containing poison bait 

(rats) or decoy birds (magpies), selectively killing the individuals which are least 

'trap-shy' and by default selecting for more neophobic individuals (Birkhead, 

1991; Brunton, et al., 1993). The same selection pressures would not 

necessarily apply to individuals which explored novel food as the use of loose 

poisoned bait has not been widespread for these species. 

 Familiar food in a novel colour variant was also more aversive than 

totally novel food, with birds accepting novel coloured nuts at only one site. This 

is particularly interesting as the risks and rewards of a novel variant are known 

in all aspects other than the variation (e.g. colour) and might therefore be 

expected to induce lower levels of neophobia than a truly novel food. However, 

the neophobic response observed in this study corresponds with the cognitive 

map idea put forward by Cowan (1976) and Corey (1978). As the magpies 

became familiar with the nuts during the control sessions they developed a 

cognitive map of the nuts and reacted with aversion when they encountered a 

discrepancy with their expectations. As they did not have similar expectations 

about the novel food it was more widely accepted. Equally plausible is that 

magpies, as opportunistic omnivores that regularly consume perishable food, 

have an inherent aversion to familiar food that changes colour as it might 

indicate that the food is no longer palatable. It is difficult to design an 

experiment that would pull apart these two explanations as changing a familiar 

food in any way other than colour (i.e. shape) might render it unrecognisable as 

a familiar food. Of course it is possible that the magpies did not recognise the 

coloured nuts as a familiar food and instead treated them as a totally novel 

food, but this makes the discrepancy in acceptance for the coloured nuts and 

totally novel food difficult to explain. 
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The fact that presentation order did not affect feeding latency for the novel 

foods demonstrates that removing the novel food as soon as it had been 

sampled was successful in preventing generalised learning about novel foods. 

The timescale of the study, just four exposures to novel food, might also have 

been too short for generalised learning to occur. Additionally, we do not know 

what experiences the birds had with novel foods outside of the experimental 

sessions that could have impacted on their dietary wariness. 

 The heightened level of ambivalence displayed in the four test conditions 

corresponds with all of the novel object studies outlined in this thesis and 

demonstrates that, when faced with novelty of any kind, magpies experience 

conflicting motivations to explore and sample the novel stimulus and to avoid it 

as a potential threat. This lends further support to Greenberg & Mettke-

Hofmann (2001)'s two factor model as the mechanism by which successful 

generalist species overcome their fear of novel stimuli.  

 To summarise, in this study I demonstrated that magpies do show 

caution towards novel food but are more wary of familiar food in a novel colour 

variant and novel objects. Ambivalent behaviour appears to play a role in 

overcoming aversion to novel food just as it does with novel objects.  
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Chapter 8 

Object habituation and generalisation in free-living urban magpies 

 

8.1 Introduction 

Animals living in a changing and unpredictable environment, such as magpies 

on a busy university campus, will constantly be exposed to novel stimuli and 

generalising from known stimuli would often be advantageous. While stimulus 

generalisation has been studied in many domains (e.g. Cheng, 2002; Guttman 

& Kalish, 1956; Spetch & Friedman, 2006; Koban & Cook, 2009) most studies 

have utilised simple coloured keys or lights, 2D images or 3D nonsense objects 

located inside a testing apparatus. Very few studies have examined this 

phenomenon using real-life objects in a manner comparable to what animals 

experience in the real world. The majority of ecologically relevant research into 

stimulus generalisation has been conducted with domestic horses and has 

shown that horses do generalise between similarly coloured objects of varying 

shapes (Christensen, Zharkikh, & Ladewig, 2008) and recognise objects that 

are rotated away from the original training position (Hanggi, 2010) but do not 

generalise between similar objects of different colours (Christensen, et al., 

2008) or familiar objects in novel locations (Christensen, Zharkikh, & Chovauxc, 

2011). No research has yet investigated stimulus generalisation in a free-living 

avian species using real-life 3D objects. 

 In the study of object neophobia in free-living urban magpies (Chapter 3), 

one bird habituated fully to the plastic feeding tray in the inverted position (after 

14 exposures to the tray) and quickly fed on the nuts placed on the tray at the 

beginning of a session. However, once this tray was depleted the bird did not 

proceed to take nuts from the identically coloured upright tray situated 3m away, 

despite having an equal number of exposures to that tray. Thus, the bird did not 

appear to generalise knowledge about one tray to the other - very similar - tray, 

despite a desire to access the nuts in the second tray demonstrated by the 

presence of the bird in the feeding area until the trays were removed at the end 

of the session. Yet, in two test sessions where the preferred shape of tray 

(inverted) was presented in a novel colour, while the upright tray remained the 
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familiar colour, the bird quickly fed from the inverted tray in the novel colour and 

still avoided the upright tray. Assuming this bird had fully functioning colour 

vision, it appears that it generalised knowledge about the preferred tray to a 

novel colour variant more readily than to a different shaped tray in the same 

colour. This is in contrast to Christensen, et al. (2008) who found that horses 

readily generalise between novel objects of varying shapes provided they are 

similarly sized and the same colour.  

 It seems unlikely that magpies, with avian tetrachromatic vision (Santos, 

Lumeij, Westers, & van Wandelen, 2007), would generalise more readily 

between colours than horses which are dichromats (Hanggi, Ingersoll, & 

Waggoner, 2007). A more likely explanation for the discrepancy between these 

two studies is that the differently shaped trays carried different levels of risk in 

the eyes of the magpie. As the upright tray required a greater degree of 

interaction (putting the head inside the tray) in order to retrieve food, the bird 

might have perceived a greater cost in feeding from this tray than the inverted 

tray. Additionally, because the food was more visible with the inverted tray, the 

known benefits of approaching the tray in this position might have been greater. 

The current study addresses this issue by habituating magpies to an upright 

plastic feeding tray (more complex and possibly more risky) and testing their 

generalisation to novel colours and a novel but arguably less risky shape (an 

inverted tray). 

 It would also be advantageous for wild animals to generalise between 

similar objects located in different places, particularly in an urban environment 

where multiple identical versions of highly-profitable objects may be 

encountered, for example Council owned rubbish bins in a town centre or 

rubbish skips on a University campus that are provided by a single company. If 

an animal can generalise positive experiences with one of these objects to the 

same object in different locations then it will have an almost unlimited supply of 

food. Previous studies have found that spatial cues are very important in object 

recognition. Cowan (1976) investigated how rats reacted to a familiar feeding 

basket that had been moved to a novel location within their familiar 

environment. He found that the rats avoided the familiar feeding basket in a 

novel location as much as a totally novel feeding basket presented in the 

familiar environment. Xavier, Saito, & Stein (1991) also found that rats reacted 
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strongly to a familiar object in a novel location; however in their study the 

reaction to a completely new stimulus was much greater. In domestic horses, 

feeding latency and investigative behaviour increased when a familiar object 

was encountered in a novel location but there was no significant increase in 

heart rate (Christensen, et al., 2011). The authors concluded that although the 

horses perceived the change, they did not find it frightening. 

 In contrast to these studies, in my study with captive magpies (Chapter 

4) moving the familiar feeding trays to a novel location within the familiar 

environment did not affect the birds behaviour toward the trays. While this may 

suggest that spatial cues are not as important as colour, shape or context cues 

in a magpie's cognitive map of its environment, it is also possible the distance 

the trays were moved was not sufficiently far away to cause a discrepancy with 

their model of the aviary. This study aimed to address this issue by investigating 

free-living magpies' reactions to a familiar feeding tray in a novel location 10 

metres away from its original position.  

 While we might expect animals to intrinsically associate objects with the 

place that they normally encounter them, since objects are primarily static, they 

may not form the same association for food as many food types are mobile (i.e. 

prey) or occur in multiple locations which change during the course of a season 

(e.g. eggs, berries, crops). This study investigated whether spatial cues are 

more salient for different types of stimuli by also moving a familiar food to a 

novel location 10 metres away from its original position. 

 

8.2 Methods 

8.2.1 STUDY SITES AND ANIMALS 

The experiment was conducted at six sites on the University of Exeter's 

Streatham campus. As outlined in section 2.1.2, to prevent pseudo replication, 

the six study sites were located a minimum of 500m apart. Three of the sites 

had not previously been used in any study, two sites had each been used in 

one study and one site had been used in two studies (see Table 2.1 for a 

breakdown). 
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Each study site had a resident pair of magpies, identified as the same pair in 

each session by their habituation to the observer and to the feeding protocol, as 

well as their defence of the feeding area when other magpies approached. 

Intruder birds occasionally fed at some sites (identified as intruders by the 

speed at which the resident birds chased them away) but their appearance was 

not consistent so none was included in the analysis. 

 The study took place between January 2010 and September 2011.  

 Unfortunately, due to the length of time taken for the magpies to 

habituate to the feeding tray, the birds at two of these sites disengaged before 

all of the tests were performed. This resulted in uneven sample sizes for the 

four tests. Attempts were made to habituate magpies to a feeding tray at a 

further six sites between November 2011 and February 2013. At two of these 

sites the feeding tray was repeatedly stolen so the sites were abandoned. At the 

other four sites the tray was left in situ and provisioned with nuts every other 

day for a minimum of six weeks yet the birds did not feed from it. Squirrels did 

regularly feed from the tray at all four of these sites and magpies were 

frequently observed pilfering nuts from them. Attempts were then made to 

exclude squirrels from the nuts so that the magpies would be forced to interact 

with the tray to access the nuts. The nuts were manually coated in hot chilli 

powder before placing them in the tray as, according to the RSPB (2013b), 

squirrels do not like the taste of chilli but birds are unaffected as they have 

different taste receptors. This had a very short-term effect, with squirrels 

avoiding the food for one or two sessions but then resuming their normal 

feeding behaviour as if the chilli powder was not there. After two months of 

regular provisioning but no magpies feeding from the tray these sites were 

abandoned. 

 

8.2.2 MATERIALS 

As in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7, the objects used in this study were shallow plastic 

rectangular trays (50cm L x 40cm W x 8.5cm H). Before the experiment began, 

the trays were painted either blue, black or red with matt aerosol paint. An 
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additional tray of the same dimensions covered in aluminium foil was used for 

the silver tray test. 

 

8.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

Before beginning the study at each site, a two-week habituation period was 

conducted during which food was provided in two loose piles on the ground 

daily. This enabled the birds to become familiar with the observer, the food and 

the feeding site.  

 The birds were considered to be habituated when all of the food provided 

was taken in the presence of the observer and within 20 minutes of 

provisioning. A plastic feeding tray was then introduced to the feeding area in 

the same position as one of the nut piles. Four sites were given a blue tray and 

two sites a red tray. The trays were tied to a nearby tree or shrub with green 

gardening twine to prevent them blowing away and reduce the likelihood of 

opportunistic theft. The tray was left in situ and filled with nuts regularly (at least 

four times a week) to encourage the magpies to take nuts from the tray. An 

observer watched the birds for 15 minutes every time nuts were added to the 

tray. When the birds were feeding from the tray within 15 minutes of 

provisioning they were considered to be habituated to the tray. This took a 

minimum of three weeks and a maximum of eight weeks at the different sites. 

 

Control sessions 

Once the birds had accepted the tray, three control sessions were conducted to 

determine the birds' feeding motivation and to provide baseline data on their 

behaviour towards the familiar tray and a nearby loose nut pile. One portion of 

approximately 10 nuts was placed in a loose pile on the ground approximately 

three metres from the familiar tray which also contained a similar portion of nuts 

(Fig. 8.1). The two food sources were positioned so that both were at a roughly 

equal distance from the observer and from tree cover. Three control sessions 

were also performed between each of the novelty tests. If no birds fed within 15 

minutes from the start of a control session it was terminated and discarded. 
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Novelty tests 

Four novelty tests were performed to explore whether the birds generalised 

knowledge from the familiar tray to a variety of novel trays and to the tray in 

novel location (Fig. 8.1). A loose nut pile was also presented in each test to 

determine whether aversion to a novel tray might cause the birds to avoid a 

nearby nut pile and also to investigate how the birds reacted to the nut pile in a 

novel location. The sequence of tests was randomised across the sites. Due to 

problems outlined above, not all tests were conducted at all sites.  

 Black tray test (six sites) – The familiar tray was replaced with an 

identically shaped tray painted black. Nuts were placed in a loose pile on the 

ground and inside the tray, as in the control sessions. 

 Coloured tray test (six sites) – The familiar tray was replaced with an 

identically shaped tray either painted red or covered in silver foil (three sites 

were exposed to each colour). Nuts were placed in a loose pile on the ground 

and inside the tray, as in the control sessions. It was originally planned that all 

sites would be tested with a silver tray and a red/blue tray (depending on which 

colour they were habituated to) but due to problems outlined previously this did 

not happen.  

 Shape test (five sites) – The familiar tray was inverted (turned upside 

down) and nuts were placed on top of it and in a loose pile on the ground.  

 Location test (four sites) - The familiar tray and loose nut pile were 

moved approximately 10m from their usual position. 
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Fig. 8.1. Experimental protocol. The sequence of tests was randomised 

across sites, three control sessions were performed before each test session.  
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8.2.4 DATA COLLECTION 

All sessions were videotaped with a tripod-mounted video camera situated 15 to 

20m from the food and positioned to give a panoramic view of the feeding area. 

The date, time and weather conditions were dictated onto the videotape at the 

start of each session. Binoculars (10x magnification) were used to confirm the 

number of food items taken in each visit. These data were also dictated onto the 

videotape.   

 If no magpies arrived in the first 15 minutes of an experimental session it 

was abandoned and discarded. All other sessions lasted for 30 minutes or until 

the food was depleted, whichever came first. All remaining food was removed 

and the familiar tray was returned to its normal position at the end of each test. 

 After the field work was complete, the video footage was viewed to 

measure the behavioural reactions to the two food sources presented in each 

session (Table 8.1). The video coding was performed by two people, Matthew 

O'Connell (MOC) coded the sessions from two study sites and I coded the 

sessions from four study sites. To check interobserver reliability, I recoded three 

sessions coded by MOC. Pearson's correlations confirmed constant 

performance (Means ±SE: feeding latency - MOC = 192s ±75, TV = 187s ±75,   

r = 1.00, N = 6, p <0.001; feeding frequency - MOC = 7.83 ±0.60, TV = 7.50 

±0.43,   r = 0.97, N = 6, p =0.001; ambivalence score = MOC = 11 ±7.64, TV = 

10 ±6.25, r = 0.99, N = 3, p = 0.058). 

 

8.2.5 DATA ANALYSIS 

All analyses were carried out using SPSS v20. General Estimating Equations 

were used for most of the analyses to accommodate the non-normal distribution 

of the data and the use of repeated measures (Garson, 2012). The most 

appropriate model type, working correlation matrix structure and subset of 

predictors were chosen based on the Goodness of Fit statistics QIC (quasi-

likelihood under independence criterion) and QICC (a corrected version that 

rewards parsimony) with smaller values indicating a better fit (Table 8.2). All 

feeding latency data were analysed using Gamma regression while negative 
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binomial regression was used for feeding frequency and ambivalence data. All 

pairwise contrasts are Least Significant Difference. 

 GEE analyses on feeding latency, feeding frequency and ambivalence 

scores were first run with the control sessions split into four phases, each 

comprised of the three sessions preceding a test. However, there were no 

qualitative differences between the piles or the trays across the four control 

phases so the data were combined and treated as one control condition. This 

resulted in a better model fit for each of the analyses.  

 

Table 8.1. Behavioural reactions coded from the videos. 

Behaviour Description 

Feeding latency Time elapsed between introduction of a food source 

and first tactile contact with it. Failure to feed from a 

source is given a maximal score equal to the length 

of time the source was available. 

Feeding frequency Total number of food items taken from each source. 

Approach/withdrawal Approaching a food source within 50cm and 

retreating without feeding. 

Walk-by Walking past the object (within 50cm) without 

stopping. 

Fly-over A short, low flight over a food source. 

Jumping jack A sudden vertical or backward leap (as per 

Heinrich, 1988) performed when within 50cm of a 

food source. 

Neck extension 

 

Extension of the neck in the direction of a food 

source when within 50cm of the source. 

Notes: Time was measured in seconds (s). Distances were estimated based on 

known length of the tray (50cm). 

 Feeding latency and feeding frequency were considered to be measures 

of neophobia intensity, while approach/withdrawals, walk-bys, fly-overs, jumping 

jacks and neck extensions were classified as ambivalent behaviour. 
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Ambivalence scores were calculated for each site as the sum of all ambivalent 

behaviours exhibited in a session.  

 

8.3 Results 

8.3.1 OBJECT HABITUATION  

Magpies at a total of 10 sites had constant and prolonged exposure to a plastic 

feeding tray containing a favoured food - monkey nuts - yet after eight weeks of 

exposure the birds at four sites were still avoiding the tray. The birds at the six 

sites where the tray was accepted required a minimum of three weeks and a 

maximum of eight weeks of exposure until they were feeding from it regularly. 

This demonstrates that magpies need a lengthy period to acquire sufficient 

knowledge about an object in order to overcome their profound aversion to 

interacting with it. When they have the option of pilfering nuts from squirrels 

they appear to focus solely on this feeding strategy and do not overcome their 

aversion to the tray. 

 

8.3.2 ACCEPTANCE OF NOVELTY  

Birds at four of the six sites refused to feed from both novel coloured trays 

(black and either red or silver) while those at two sites accepted both novel 

coloured trays (Fig. 8.2). The birds at these two sites also accepted the inverted 

tray as did those at one site that rejected the novel colours, resulting in the 

inverted tray being accepted at three out of five sites. The relocation test was 

performed at one of the sites where all of the novel trays were accepted and the 

relocated tray was also accepted. The birds at two more sites also accepted the 

relocated tray, including those at one site that had not accepted any of the novel 

trays, resulting in the relocated tray being accepted at three out of four sites. 

The birds at one site refused to feed from the tray in all of the tests. 

 This pattern of acceptance indicates that the novel coloured trays were 

the most aversive and the majority of birds did not generalise between the 

familiar tray and the novel coloured trays. The inverted tray and relocated tray 

were accepted at more sites, suggesting that they were less aversive, possibly 
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because the birds recognised that they were the familiar tray just repositioned, 

or because the difference in colour was profound while the difference in shape 

was more subtle. Alternatively, like horses, magpies may generalise more 

readily between objects of the same colour. The birds at all four sites accepted 

the relocated pile in the relocation test, suggesting that magpies readily 

recognise a familiar food in a novel location.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.2. Acceptance of the tray in the novelty tests. More birds accepted the 

tray in a novel shape (inverted) and in a novel location than in a novel colour 

(black and red or silver). 

 

8.3.3 EFFECT OF CONDITION ON FEEDING LATENCY AND FREQUENCY  

GEE analyses reveal that the variance in feeding latency and frequency across 

the five conditions (control, black test, colour test, shape test, location test) 

differed significantly for the two food sources (pile, tray; Table 8.2: lines 1 & 2).  

 Pairwise contrasts show that the birds fed from the pile significantly 

faster than the tray in the control condition but there was no difference in 

feeding frequency for the two food sources (Figs. 8.3 & 8.4). This suggests that 

the birds maintained a preference for the pile even once habituated to the tray, 

but they did feed readily from the familiar tray. 
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Looking at each food source separately, pairwise contrasts reveal no difference 

in feeding latency for the pile between the control condition and any of the test 

conditions, nor between the piles in the test conditions (Fig. 8.3). Significantly 

more nuts were taken from the pile in the black test session than in the control 

condition, but that was the only difference in feeding frequency for the piles 

(either between the control condition and the tests or between the tests, Fig. 

8.4). These patterns suggest that the presence of a novel tray, and the 

relocation of the pile and tray, did not affect the birds' willingness to feed from 

the nut pile. 

 Pairwise contrasts between the trays confirm that the birds found the 

black and coloured trays aversive, with significantly longer feeding latencies and 

lower feeding frequencies for these trays than the familiar tray in the control 

condition (Figs. 8.3 & 8.4). There were no such differences between the novel 

shaped tray (inverted) and the control tray, while the latency to feed from the 

relocated tray was actually shorter than the control tray (although there was no 

difference in feeding frequency, Figs. 8.3 & 8.4). These results further underline 

the conclusion that the birds did not generalise between the familiar tray and 

novel coloured trays but may have generalised to the inverted and relocated 

trays.   

 Comparing behaviour towards the pile and tray within each test session 

demonstrates that the birds were still motivated to feed in the two novel colour 

tests when they showed aversion to the tray. In both of these tests, feeding 

latencies were significantly shorter and feeding frequencies significantly higher 

for the pile than the tray (Figs. 8.3 & 8.4). There was no such difference in 

feeding latency or frequency between the pile and tray in the novel shape or 

novel location test, further suggesting that the birds generalised knowledge 

about the familiar tray to these novel conditions. 
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Fig. 8.3. Mean feeding latency ± SE (n = 164). Feeding latencies for the novel 

coloured trays (black and colour tests) were significantly longer than for the 

familiar tray (control). Conversely, feeding latency for the relocated tray was 

shorter than for the familiar tray. Feeding latencies for the tray in the control 

sessions and colour tests (black and colour) were higher than for the loose pile 

in the same session. **p ≤0.01, *p ≤ 0.032  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.4. Mean feeding frequency ± SE (n = 164). Feeding frequency for the 

novel coloured trays (black and colour tests) were significantly lower than for 

the familiar tray (control) and the loose nut pile presented in the same session.  

More food was taken from the pile in the black tray test than in the control 

sessions. *p = 0.012, **p <0.001  
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Table 8.2. Summary of GEE analyses investigating feeding and ambivalent 

behaviour (N = 6). Goodness of fit for the model (QIC and QICC) and the test 

of each model effect are given. Test has five levels (control, black, colour, 

shape, location); Source has two levels (pile and tray); Accept has two levels 

(yes and no); Session has four levels (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th). 

 Analysis n QIC QICC Model effects χ2 df p 

1 Feeding latency 164 304.36 303.14 Test*Source 120.06 5 <0.001 

2 Frequency 164 74.92 82.00 Test*Source 25.12 5 <0.001 

3 Ambivalence 82 163.98 150.80 Test 77.62 4 <0.001 

4 Ambivalence: 

acceptance 

21 35.91 40.40 Test*Accept 187.62 5 <0.001 

5 

 

Test order: 

latency 

42 85.95 90.66 Session*Source  

 

1147.48 5 <0.001 

 

6 Test order: 

frequency 

42 47.38 54.24 Session*Source 574.75 5 <0.001 

7 Test order: 

ambivalence 

21 50.80 44.69 Session 1.81 3 0.613 

 

 

8.3.4 EFFECT OF CONDITION ON AMBIVALENT BEHAVIOUR  

A GEE analysis showed that ambivalence scores varied significantly between 

the five conditions (Table 8.2: line 3); however pairwise contrasts between 

conditions revealed that the only significant difference was between the 

coloured tray and relocation tests (Fig. 8.5). As there was a high variance in 

scores within each condition, a further analysis was performed to see if there 

was a relationship between tray acceptance and ambivalence scores (Table 

8.2: line 4). Pairwise contrasts within each test revealed no significant 

differences in ambivalence scores between sites that accepted the tray and 

those that did not. This suggests that there was no relationship between 

ambivalent behaviour and tray acceptance. 
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Fig. 8.5. Ambivalence scores across the five conditions (n = 82). Solid lines 

represent the median, dashed lines represent the mean, each box represents 

the interquartile range, whiskers represent the minimum and maximum scores. 

The birds displayed the least ambivalence in the novel coloured (red or silver) 

tray test than in the other conditions, but it was only significantly lower than in 

the relocation test. **p = 0.003 

 

8.3.5 EFFECT OF TEST ORDER ON FEEDING AND AMBIVALENT 

 BEHAVIOUR  

The order of the tests was randomised across sites to prevent sequence effects 

masking the true effect of the test conditions. To ensure that this was 

successful, feeding latencies, feeding frequencies and ambivalence scores 

were analysed based on the presentation order of the tests.  

 GEE analyses show that the variance in feeding latency and frequency 

between the four test sessions differed for the two food sources (Table 8.2: 

lines 5 & 6). However, pairwise contrasts reveal that there was no difference in 

feeding latency between the piles in the four sessions and latency for the trays 

only differed significantly between the 3rd and 4th sessions, with the 4th 

session having a longer latency. Feeding frequency did not differ between the 

trays in the four sessions but the pile in the 4th session had a higher feeding 
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frequency than the piles in the 2nd and 3rd sessions. There was no difference 

in ambivalence scores between the four test sessions (Table 8.2: line 7). Taken 

together, these results suggest that the randomised sequence was successful 

in preventing the birds from becoming desensitised to the presentation of novel 

stimuli during the study. 

 

8.3.6 BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS AT EACH SITE  

The birds at four of the six sites displayed consistent behaviour in all of the tests 

they participated in, with birds at two of these sites always accepting the tray 

while at the other two sites they always rejected it. It is worth noting that the 

birds at one rejecting site only took part in the two colour tests and those at one 

accepting site did not take part in the relocation test. Behaviour at two of the six 

sites was inconsistent across the four tests, with the birds at one site rejecting 

both novel coloured trays but accepting both repositioned trays (inverted and 

relocated) and those at the other site only accepting the relocated tray. It is 

difficult to draw conclusions from these patterns other than that there is 

individual variation in novelty responses and generalisation patterns in magpies 
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Table 8.3. Feeding and ambivalent behaviour for the four test sessions 

based on presentation order (N = 6). Feeding latency and frequency data 

include Mean ± SE for the pile and tray in each session and the p value for each 

pairwise contrast between sessions. Ambivalence score data include Mean ± 

SE for each session and the p value for each pairwise contrast between 

sessions. 

     Pairwise contrast p value 

 Order Source Mean SE 2nd 3rd 4th 

Feeding 

latency 

n = 42 

1st Pile 377 194 0.837 0.593 0.098 

Tray 1535 520 0.675 0.278 0.823 

2nd Pile 313 179  0.700 0.148 

Tray 1253 660  0.455 0.848 

3rd Pile 237 112   0.092 

Tray 809 293   0.045 

4th Pile 45 12    

 Tray 1362 499    

Feeding 

frequency 

n = 42 

1st Pile 8.29 1.19 0.700 0.308 0.213 

 Tray 3.86 1.34 0.835 0.462 0.179 

2nd Pile 7.60 1.00  0.737 0.010 

 Tray 3.40 1.78  0.161 0.453 

3rd Pile 7.20 1.18   0.011 

 Tray 2.60 1.15   0.449 

4th Pile 9.75 0.22    

 Tray 1.50 1.30    

Ambivalent 

score 

n = 21 

1st na 2.14 1.46 0.498 0.570 0.606 

2nd na 3.20 2.64  0.427 0.452 

3rd na 1.60 0.92   0.773 

4th na 1.75 1.02    
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8.4 Discussion 

This study demonstrates that free-living magpies can habituate to novel objects 

after a prolonged period of exposure. However, when they have the option of 

accessing the food contained in novel objects by pilfering from squirrels and 

thereby avoiding the objects, they appear to focus solely on this feeding 

strategy and do not overcome their aversion to the object. Where magpies did 

habituate to the feeding tray, the pattern of generalisation to novel conditions 

echoed that seen in the captive study (Chapter 4), with greater aversion shown 

to all novel coloured trays than to a novel shaped tray in a familiar colour and 

little aversion to a familiar tray in a novel location. This provides strong evidence 

that colour cues play an important role in object recognition and magpies do not 

readily generalise between colours. The evidence suggesting magpies do 

generalise between different shaped objects in the same colour and to familiar 

objects in novel locations is compelling, but weak due to the small sample size. 

 Two tests with novel coloured trays were conducted at all sites and the 

birds behaved consistently in both tests, with those at four of the six sites 

refusing to feed from the novel trays and increased feeding latencies and 

decreased feeding frequencies observed where the birds did accept the novel 

trays. Whether this is because the birds did not recognise the novel coloured 

objects as plastic feeding trays and thus did not generalise knowledge from the 

familiar tray to the new trays, or because the novel colours violated their 

expectations of the feeding tray and caused them to react with suspicion, 

cannot be deciphered with this experimental design. Nonetheless, it is apparent 

- and unsurprising - that colour cues play a fundamental role in object 

recognition for this visually-oriented avian species, as has been observed in 

horses - a species with less well-developed colour vision (Christensen, et al., 

2008). The contradictory behaviour of the magpie in the field study of novel 

object reactions (Chapter 3) was therefore likely to be a result of the perceived 

risk associated with the upright tray and not because colour cues were less 

salient than shape cues.  

 Although the sample size in the novel shape test dropped to five, the 

number of birds accepting the tray was greater than in both novel colour tests 

and their feeding behaviour did not differ from the control sessions. While this 
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suggests that some of the magpies readily generalised from the familiar tray to 

the novel shape, there are several alternative explanations for this pattern. Like 

Christensen, et al.'s (2008) horses, the similarities in colour, texture and size of 

the familiar and novel objects may have been more salient than the difference in 

shape (which one could argue was subtle), enabling the magpies to generalise 

between them, particularly if they view the inverted shape as less risky than the 

upright shape. Alternatively, it is possible that the birds recognised that the 

inverted tray was the familiar tray in a rotated position, similar to horses in 

Hanggi's (2010) study that were able to recognise real-life objects despite 

changes in orientation that included rotations in depth as well as in top up 

versus bottom up positioning. Hanggi (2010) suggests this is because object 

recognition relies on visual representations based on a number of different 

features, some of which are easily identified in rotated views. Lastly, the 

magpies might have recognised that the inverted tray was the familiar tray 

because they observed the fieldworker turning the familiar tray upside down at 

the beginning of the session. In this case, the tray would not have been 

perceived as novel and the birds would have been interacting with a familiar 

tray in a new position, similar to the novel location test. To eliminate these 

possibilities, the test should be repeated with the fieldworker removing the 

familiar tray and replacing it with a new but identical tray in the inverted position 

rather than simply turning the existing tray upside down. An additional test 

should also be performed with a tray of a substantially different shape and 

texture, perhaps a round wicker basket. 

 The novel location test was only performed at four sites yet the birds at 

three of these accepted the relocated tray and fed from it more quickly than in 

the control condition. This corresponds with the novel location test in the captive 

study (Chapter 4) where none of the birds showed  aversion to the relocated 

tray, but contradicts studies with rats (Cowan, 1976; Xavier, et al., 1991) and 

horses (Christensen, et al., 2011). This discrepancy might be due to the 

depauperate conditions experienced by animals in the rat and horse studies 

compared to free-living magpies or even wild-born magpies held in temporary 

captivity. Wild animals are accustomed to foraging over a greater area and 

encounter a greater variety of objects, some of which may occur in multiple 

locations or in different locations at different times, while the constancy of the 
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captive environment can lead to heightened reactions to even small changes 

(Xavier, et al., 1991). However, Feenders & Smulders (2011) found that when 

spatial cues were unreliable, captive magpies used local visual cues (beacons) 

to locate cached food - even when spatial and local cues were in conflict. They 

suggest that magpies make flexible use of the most relevant cues when 

retrieving food. While it is tempting to suggest that the current study supports 

their theory, the small sample size in this test does not justify such claims. It 

would be useful to gather data from more sites and also to repeat the test with 

the tray moved a greater distance from the original position. 

 To summarise, in this study I showed that free-living magpies can 

overcome their pronounced aversion to novel feeding trays with a prolonged 

period of exposure. However, if they can avoid the tray by kleptoparasitising 

other species they do not overcome their aversion. Once habituated to an 

object, magpies do not readily generalise to identically shaped objects in 

different colours, suggesting that colour cues play an important role in object 

recognition. Magpies appear to generalise more readily between identically 

coloured objects of different shapes; however one could argue that the change 

in shape was subtle while the change in colour was pronounced, preventing 

strong conclusions to be drawn on this issue. Magpies also appear to 

generalise to familiar objects in novel locations, suggesting that spatial cues are 

less salient than object features. However, the small sample size and 

experimental design do not allow any firm conclusions to be drawn on this 

matter.  
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Chapter 9  

General Discussion 

 

9.1 Major findings 

The aim of this thesis was to systematically investigate novelty reactions in an 

ecologically-plastic species, under ecologically-relevant conditions, to gain a 

better understanding of the mechanisms underlying neophobia in the wild and 

the role it plays in shaping foraging decisions. To this end, I conducted five field 

studies and one captive study with wild-born magpies which provided significant 

insight as to the complexity of neophobia in this successful generalist omnivore. 

The major findings are outlined and discussed below. 

 

9.1.1  NOVEL OBJECT REACTIONS, HABITUATION AND 

 GENERALISATION  

In the three studies that examined novel object reactions in magpies using the 

common experimental approach of placing a novel object next to a familiar and 

favoured food (Chapters 3, 4 and 6), the birds showed an increase in feeding 

latency and decrease in feeding frequency for the familiar food piles when the 

objects were present. This occurred with objects of various colours (red, blue, 

black and silver), sizes (large trays, small rings and screws) and shapes 

(upright and inverted trays, rings and screws). This demonstrates that the birds 

were not reacting to specific features of the stimuli but simply to their novelty, 

providing the first empirical evidence that magpies do display generalised object 

neophobia despite being a successful foraging opportunist. Due to the widely 

held belief that magpies are attracted to silver or shiny objects, it is worth noting 

that they showed equal aversion to feeding near these types of objects as to 

matt objects, providing the first empirical evidence that magpies are not 

attracted to shiny objects. 

 In Chapters 3 and 4, where the objects themselves also contained a 

familiar and favoured food, the birds showed a profound aversion to interacting 

with the objects to obtain the food. In the field study outlined in Chapter 3, this 
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aversion remained for a minimum of ten exposures to the tray (in daily one hour 

sessions), and most birds (7 out of 11) retained this aversion until the study 

ended (after 15 exposures to the trays). Chapter 8, where the feeding tray was 

left in situ, revealed that magpies need several weeks of constant exposure to 

fully accept a novel object and interact with it without hesitation. Such a 

prolonged neophobic response has not previously been documented in any 

species and is unlikely to be detected in captive studies (see the discussion in 

section 9.1.5), yet it raises important questions regarding how such a wary 

species can exploit novel resources and adapt to novel habitats. One important 

mechanism in this process appears to be ambivalent behaviour. Despite their 

wariness to feed from the novel trays in these studies, most birds did not avoid 

the trays entirely but instead made repeated approach/withdrawals towards 

them, often circling the trays repeatedly and extending their necks in the 

direction of the tray as if to get a closer look. This indicates that the birds 

recognised the food contained in the trays and were attracted to it, but fear of 

the tray tempered their approach. This tension was ultimately resolved as the 

birds learned more about the trays through repeated approaches, attenuating 

their fear and allowing attraction to take over. This thesis therefore provides the 

first compelling field evidence in support of the two-factor model of habituation 

first proposed by Montgomery (1955) and advocated by Greenberg & Mettke-

Hofmann (2001) as a mechanism by which some adaptable, generalist species 

can also exhibit high levels of neophobia. 

 The study investigating object habituation and generalisation (Chapter 8) 

revealed that when magpies are able to exploit food in novel trays by 

kleptoparasitising squirrels, and thereby avoid approaching the trays, they do 

not overcome their fear of the trays (at least not in the timescale of my study). 

The birds at four of the proposed study sites did not feed from the tray even 

though it had been left in situ for two months, yet they were regularly observed 

pilfering nuts cached by squirrels that were feeding from the tray. This suggests 

that these birds did not gather enough information about the trays to ascertain 

the risk they posed and therefore their fear never waned.  Magpies at sites 

where squirrels were absent or sporadic did fully habituate to the tray when it 

was left in situ for several weeks, but all of these birds showed renewed 

neophobia when presented with identically-shaped trays in novel colours. This 
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suggests that they did not generalise their knowledge about the familiar tray to 

the novel coloured trays, perhaps because colour cues play a fundamental role 

in object recognition and differences in this modality therefore supersede 

similarities in other modalities such as shape and location.  

 

9.1.2 SPECIFICITY OF NOVELTY REACTIONS 

The captive study (Chapter 4) demonstrated that contextual cues play a pivotal 

role in the novelty reactions of magpies. The birds readily fed from novel trays 

containing mealworms, as well as loose piles of worms situated next to the 

trays, when first introduced to the test arena. However, after five days of 

exposure to the test arena and the feeding trays, the birds were extremely wary 

of novel coloured and shaped trays presented in the now familiar environment. 

This suggests another mechanism underlying neophobia in adaptable species 

such as magpies: context-specificity. Novel stimuli encountered in novel 

environments provoke little aversion, allowing magpies to explore novel 

resources when they move into novel habitats or areas. However, as suggested 

by Corey (1978) and Cowan (1976), once magpies have developed a cognitive 

map of an area through familiarisation with its features, they react with aversion 

when they encounter a discrepancy with this model, or a violation of their 

expectations. Although similar context-specific reactions have been 

demonstrated in laboratory rats (Cowan, 1976, 1977; Xavier, et al., 1991) and 

captive coyotes (Harris & Knowlton, 2001), this thesis provides the first 

empirical evidence of context-specific novelty reactions in an avian species and 

in wild-born animals. 

 Novelty reactions in magpies also appear to be category-specific, with 

novel objects eliciting stronger avoidance than novel foods.  This was 

demonstrated in Chapter 7, where birds at six out of eight sites consumed novel 

food while birds at only one site took nuts from a novel tray. This suggests that 

magpies perceive different risk factors for different types of novelty and are 

more willing to take the risks associated with consuming novel food than 

interacting with a novel object. This differential reaction had previously been 

documented in black rats (Cowan, 1976) and brown rats (Inglis, et al., 1996), 

which also showed greater aversion to feeding from novel containers than to 
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novel food, but had never been shown in an avian species or in a field study 

where animals are free to ignore aversive stimuli and forage on naturally 

occurring familiar food. 

 Differential reactions to absolute and relative novelty were also 

documented in the food study (Chapter 7). Familiar food presented in a novel 

colour variant was only accepted by magpies at one study site while totally 

novel food was accepted by birds at six sites. Whether this is due to a 

discrepancy with the cognitive map they developed of the nuts during control 

sessions, in the same way that birds in the captive study (Chapter 4) displayed 

heightened reactions to novel objects in a familiar environment, or a specific 

aversion to food that changes colour due to its risk of toxicity, remains to be 

investigated further. Nonetheless, this appears to be the first empirical evidence 

that animals do differentiate between absolutely novel food and a novel variant 

of a familiar food. 

 

9.1.3 NEOPHOBIA AND BEHAVIOURAL FLEXIBILITY  

The study investigating the influence of neophobia on foraging strategies 

(Chapter 5) revealed that neophobia can drive magpies to employ innovative 

foraging tactics. Here, food was presented in four experimental conditions with 

varied levels of competition and novelty. In conditions where loose nuts were 

present, magpies predominantly fed directly on the nuts (high or low 

competition/low novelty). When presented solely with nuts in novel trays (low 

competition/high novelty), most birds pilfered nuts from squirrels rather than 

feed from a tray. Additionally, they preferentially employed a ‘scrounge from the 

scrub’ strategy to discretely pilfer caches which was significantly more 

successful than overtly following caching squirrels. Although authors have 

previously speculated that cache-pilfers might benefit from observing caching 

events from concealed positions (Dally, et al., 2006; Grodzinski & Clayton, 

2010), this thesis provides the first empirical evidence of such tactics being 

used by a pilferer as well as its higher success rate. Furthermore, this thesis not 

only provides the first documented evidence of neophobia driving a feeding 

innovation, it contradicts much of the empirical and theoretical work discussed 

previously (section 1.3.1) which suggest that high neophobia and 
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innovativeness are incompatible (e.g. Biondi, et al., 2010; Boogert, et al., 2008; 

Bouchard, et al., 2007; Day, et al., 2003; Overington, Cauchard, et al., 2011; 

Reader, 2003; Webster & Lefebvre, 2001). 

 

9.1.4 RESEARCH METHODS 

The success of the field studies that form the majority of this thesis 

demonstrates that cognitive mechanisms can be investigated in the wild using 

low-tech, unobtrusive field experiments. For me, this was not only a more 

ethical and enjoyable way to study animal behaviour than captive studies, but it 

was also much less expensive than maintaining a captive population and 

provided results that are ecologically relevant, particularly in relation to a 

complex phenomenon such as neophobia. Two of the major findings in this 

thesis simply would not have been observable in captivity, namely the 

prolonged aversion magpies show to interacting with novel feeding trays and 

the kleptoparasitic tactics they employ to obtain the food contained in the trays. 

Although the results from most of the familiar environment tests performed in 

the captive study (Chapter 4) were not qualitatively different from the same tests 

performed in the field, the reactions in captivity were much less pronounced. 

Furthermore, the captive birds showed no aversion to feeding next to small 

novel objects (silver and blue screws) yet free-living birds did. Taken in 

isolation, the results from the captive study would give a false impression of the 

degree of object neophobia exhibited by magpies, illustrating the need to 

corroborate findings from captive studies in wild populations.  

 As noted in section 2.1, there were some limitations with the field studies, 

including loss of apparatus, the need to plan data collection times carefully in 

order to minimise disturbance as well as avoid periods of heavy rain, and 

having to abandon some study sites or sessions due to interference from crows 

and cats. None of these proved to be a major obstacle to successful completion 

of the studies, they just required a bit of flexibility and lateral thinking on my 

part. Serious problems associated with studying free-living birds were only 

encountered during the habituation study outlined in Chapter 8. The 

interference from squirrels which prevented some birds from habituating to the 

tray, and the disengagement of some birds before the study was complete, 
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would not have occurred in a captive setting. However, the aim of this study 

was specifically to test whether free-living birds, which are free to avoid novel 

objects, do habituate to objects and how much exposure they need for this to 

occur. Additionally, it aimed to replicate the novel location test performed as 

part of the captive study in an environment where the tray could be moved a 

significant distance from the familiar position. These aims necessitated 

performing the studying with free-living magpies. 

 In principle, the inability to individually identify the birds used in the field 

studies was a limitation, but in practice it did not have a significant impact. The 

aggressively territorial nature of magpies virtually guaranteed that the same 

birds were being sampled on repeated visits to the same site, so behavioural 

differences exhibited under different experimental conditions could be reliably 

attributed to the change in conditions rather than testing different birds. Of 

course individual identification would have enabled more variables to be 

investigated, such as gender and age, as well as individual behaviour patterns 

which may be indicative of individual personalities. This would have been 

particularly interesting in the kleptoparasitism study outlined in Chapter 5, where 

the preference and success of the different pilfering methods could have been 

examined for each bird. However, none of these studies were designed to 

investigate individual behaviour but rather species-general patterns. The extra 

information that individual marking could have provided was therefore not 

necessary for the scope of this thesis. 

 

9.2 Ecological implications 

This thesis not only confirms that magpies are both wary of novelty and 

behaviourally flexible, but also furthers our understanding of how these two 

seemingly contradictory characteristics can coexist in opportunistic generalists 

such as magpies. Magpies can overcome their neophobia through ambivalent 

behaviour. Thus, neophobia is not a rigid barrier that prevents magpies from 

exploiting novel resources but rather a brake that slows down exploration and 

protects them from potential dangers. Neophobic hesitation in exploring novel 

resources also appears to stimulate magpies to adopt different foraging 

strategies, such as kleptoparasitism, that enable them to exploit novel stimuli 
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with minimal risk. This corresponds with studies suggesting that slow explorers 

adapt more quickly to change than fast explorers. Individual great tits (Verbeek, 

et al., 1994) and black-capped chickadees (Guillette, et al., 2011) which were 

slow to explore novel environments were quicker to change their behaviour in 

reversal learning tasks than their fast exploring conspecifics. These authors 

argue that slow explorers may be more alert to stimuli in the known environment 

and adapt their behaviour to any changes, while fast explorers pay little 

attention to the known environment and instead rely on past experience and 

display routine-like behaviour. Thus, as suggested by Greenberg & Mettke-

Hofmann (2001), it is not the nature of novelty reactions (positive or negative) 

that correlates with behavioural flexibility in adaptable species such as magpies 

but the intensity of their novelty reactions – or their attentiveness to novelty.  

 

9.3 Further research 

While this thesis has gone some way to unravelling the paradox of neophobia in 

an ecologically-plastic species, some important questions still remain. Had it not 

been for time and logistical constraints, I would have liked to address the 

following key issues as part of this thesis. 

 

9.3.1 NOVELTY REACTIONS IN RURAL MAGPIES 

All of the field studies conducted as part of this thesis took place in urban areas. 

However, recent studies of house sparrows documented differential novelty 

reactions in urban and rural populations, with urban birds showing greater 

hesitation to feed near novel objects (Echeverria & Vassallo, 2008; Echeverria, 

Vassalo, & Isacch, 2006). This pattern is in line with the Dangerous Niche 

hypothesis which predicts stronger neophobic responses in urban populations 

because they occupy a more dangerous and unpredictable habitat and 

therefore need to execute greater caution (Greenberg, 2003). Conversely, the 

Neophobia Threshold hypothesis predicts weaker neophobic responses in 

urban birds because they inhabit a more complex and variable environment and 

therefore have experienced a wider range of stimuli (Greenberg, 1990a).  
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I aimed to test these competing hypotheses by repeating the study outlined in 

Chapter 3 at an equal number of rural sites, but, as discussed in section 2.1, 

rural magpies were much less tolerant of human presence and habituation to a 

feeding station was not possible in the timescale allocated to the study. 

Nonetheless, investigating novelty reactions in rural populations may provide 

important insights into the mechanisms underlying neophobia in adaptable 

generalist species and should be pursued. If, like sparrows, magpies in rural 

areas show less fear of novelty then they may readily move into novel areas 

including urban environments. However, once established in an urban area, a 

pronounced fear of novel stimuli may develop as a result of experience and 

generalisation. 

 

9.3.2 THE ROLE OF DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCE IN SHAPING 

 NOVELTY RESPONSES  

Many juvenile birds and mammals exhibit uninhibited neophilia (attraction to 

novel stimuli) and go through a period of intense exploration (e.g. Barraud, 

1961; Greenberg, 2003; Heinrich, 1995). For example, in a study with captive 

ravens Heinrich (1995) found that during the time that young birds normally 

follow their parents, they appeared to have intense curiosity and made contact 

with virtually everything they encountered. As the birds matured, their attraction 

to novelty waned and after one-month post-fledging they exhibited similar levels 

of neophobia as adult birds. According to Greenberg (1990a), neophilia in 

juvenile birds may make this period particularly important in shaping the 

foraging niche of a species and, the more neophobic the species, the more 

important early experience during the period of parental care will be. 

 As magpies tend to establish breeding territories within 500 metres of 

their natal territory (Birkhead, 1991), the features of the two territories are likely 

to be very similar. Thus, a period of intense exploration in juveniles could result 

in the development of foraging repertoires that are carried through in to 

adulthood and do not change. I had hoped to investigate this possibility as part 

of this thesis, but, as discussed in section 2.1.1, the fledging rate on the 

University campus was very low. Nonetheless, juvenile neophilia - if it exists in 

magpies - could have a long-term influence on an individual's plasticity and 
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should be investigated. This could be done by presenting unusual resources to 

individually marked juveniles during the exploratory period and tracking the 

stability of their reactions into adulthood.  

 A further avenue of interest is the influence that parents have on juvenile 

exploration. This has not been systematically studied in birds (Greenberg & 

Mettke-Hofmann, 2001). As magpies have a long developmental period in 

which the parents continue to feed and protect them (Baeyens, 1981b; 

Birkhead, 1991), it is possible that the parents influence what the young birds 

choose to explore. I had hoped to investigate this by habituating adult birds in 

several breeding pairs to feed from a plastic tray and monitoring the behaviour 

of their offspring towards the tray. This could then be contrasted to novel tray 

reactions amongst adult and juvenile birds at sites where the parents had not 

been habituated to the tray. Despite the poor breeding success encountered 

during my studies, I believe this protocol is feasible for a field study providing 

enough time can be dedicated to finding, accessing and ringing nestlings. 

Unfortunately the time constraints of this thesis did not allow that. 

 

9.3.3 THE ROLE OF GROUP LIVING IN SHAPING NOVELTY REACTIONS  

When magpies leave their natal territory, they spend approximately the next 18 

months in a non-breeding flock (Baeyens, 1979; Birkhead, et al., 1986) and this 

too may be instrumental in shaping their novelty responses. Authors have 

hypothesised (Greenberg & Mettke-Hofmann, 2001) and demonstrated (e.g. 

Chiarati, et al., 2012; Coleman & Mellgren, 1994; Katzir, 1983; Stowe & 

Kotrschal, 2006) that participating in flocks and responding to the approach 

behaviour of other individuals can play a critical role in enabling individuals to 

overcome neophobia. Greenberg & Mettke-Hofmann (2001) propose several 

hypotheses as to why social interaction catalyses responses to novelty: 

 1) Differential Experience: In groups of birds, members may differ in 

experience with novel objects or food. Experienced birds will display reduced 

neophobia, thus signalling to others that there are no negative consequences of 

approaching the novel stimulus. 
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  2) Differential Dominance: Lower ranking individuals may be excluded 

from 'safe' food sources and need to take greater risk. Dominants then observe 

subordinates and social facilitation leads them to approach novelty.  

 3) Group Protection: The simple presence of other birds may provide a 

potential reduction in any negative consequences of approaching novel object 

or food. 

 4) Competition: The presence of other individuals, if all of the same 

status, may increase the cost of hesitating to explore a potentially useful 

resource. 

 If, for any of these reasons, magpies engage more readily with novel 

stimuli while in the non-breeding flock, this may provide another mechanism by 

which they expand their foraging niche. This could be investigated in the wild by 

locating study sites in areas where flocks of magpies are often seen. For 

example, during the course of my studies I identified two sites in Exeter that 

were regularly used by magpie flocks over several years. If birds in such flocks 

can be habituated to a specific feeding station in the same manner as territorial 

pairs, their novelty responses can be investigated using a protocol similar to 

Chapter 3.  

 

9.3.4 CONTEXT-SPECIFICITY: SITUATION-SPECIFIC NOVELTY 

 REACTIONS 

In Chapter 4 I demonstrated that magpies do not show neophobic reactions 

towards novel objects encountered in novel environments, suggesting a 

mechanism by which they can colonise new areas and habitats. However, to 

fully test the context-specificity of novelty reactions in magpies, a further study 

should be conducted where birds are presented with a familiar object in a novel 

environment. Encountering a known stimulus in an unknown surrounding, 

described as situation-specific novelty, has been shown to cause aversion in 

rats (Hennessy, et al., 1977; Honey, et al., 1992; Lubow, et al., 1976). These 

results suggest that animals form expectations not only about their environment, 

but also about the relationship between stimuli and the environment. However, 
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as all of these studies were conducted with domesticated strains in a laboratory 

environment, the ecological validity of the results are unknown.  

 Performing a similar study with wild-born magpies in a more naturalistic 

environment would provide the first study of situation-specific novelty in an 

avian species and in an ecologically relevant context. This could easily be 

achieved by adapting the protocol outlined in Chapter 4 so that magpies are 

habituated to a plastic feeding tray while still in the care of a wildlife rescue 

centre. This tray could then be placed in the aviary into which they are going to 

be moved, along with a completely novel feeding dish. Differential reactions to 

the two objects could then be measured. A further development on this protocol 

would be to have two flight cages, each containing different objects, and 

habituate the birds to both. Once the objects in both cages have been fully 

accepted they can be swapped between cages and the birds' reactions 

measured. In this case both the environment and objects will be familiar and 

only the situation will be novel. If the birds show neophobic reactions to the 

familiar objects when encountered in the 'wrong' cage, it would demonstrate 

that novelty reactions are highly context-specific. 

 

9.4 Conclusion 

To conclude, this thesis has demonstrated that magpies exhibit pronounced 

object neophobia which is not feature-specific but is context-specific. They can 

overcome this aversion with prolonged exposure to the object during which they 

perform approach/withdrawal behaviours that enable them to learn about the 

object and attenuate their fear. However, if they can obtain the food without 

approaching the novel object - by kleptoparasitising less wary animals of other 

species - they preferentially adopt this foraging strategy. In this case, learning 

about the novel objects does not take place and attenuation of the fear 

response is prevented. When an object is accepted, magpies do not readily 

generalise to similar objects in novel colours but appear more willing to accept 

similar coloured objects in a novel shape and location, suggesting that colour 

cues are most salient for this visually-oriented species. They do not show the 

same heightened reactions to novel food. While high neophobia and 

behavioural flexibility seem incompatible, in adaptable generalists such as 
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magpies, heightened attentiveness to novelty may aid their success. Neophobic 

hesitation in exploring novel resources may protect them from danger and 

stimulate them to vary their foraging strategies and to innovate. 
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Appendix 1: BTO approval form to use colour rings on magpie adults and 

pulli (nestlings) 
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Appendix 3: University of Exeter's Ethical Review Group Approval 
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Appendix 3: School of Psychology Ethics Committee Approval 
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